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In the light of the modern world, the inhabi ta:hts o.f underdeveloped 
countries, ci.1f which Samoa in the strict sense of t}·,e word is one, c,:· 2: . 
frequently in their lower level of knowledgeable resources, referred to 
foreign investments, or other collectivizing enterprises whether they 
vrnuld be beneficial to them or ot:i:ierwise, - as exploitation. 
The reactionary impressions from primitive eyes were that they had 
no single redeeming feature. 
I\Jo one would put his 'capital' either economically, socially, 
physically or otherwise, at risks unless there is a preJbability of 
profits in return, 11 and the greater the risk, the greater must be expected 
of the turn-overn Not infrequently their needs of repeated assurances 
of good ret11rns - often demanded that the profits be shared first before 
it ever commenced operations, which is exactly vice versa to the logical 
sense of foresight of the modern world. 
There contrasting elements of the primitively fashioned world had 
fortunately found our people in the past; if I am allowed to mix metaphors, 
to have"thFown out the baby with the tub water and all, u with out even 
have 
the least hesitation where "angels would even/feared to tread. 11 
The subject of this work follow·ed the only 11 road11 which our Govern-
ment, after years of enthusiastic comprehensive tlscaling11 - only to be 
rendered disheartened and frustrated a.s to pursue the only feasible 
work-out, - the 1tround" about - ttpat on the backn, t1Flower on the ear11 
- persuasive, talking methodo 
VJ'hatever our youthful leanings we are binded to advance - this 
nguerilla - fighting behind the line, spear-heading 11 operation policy. 
As I write this work my memory goes back to the 13 years, that I 
left behind, when I was first put on the field, - I had but a child's 
knowledge of public health. My ignorance, and fear of mingling with 
society to which, as one learned - was an indispensible step to the 
socialization of Medicine. 
However, by force of necessity and disparity -amidst the horrors 
and ravages of diseases and untimely emergencies, the constant fear, and 
haunting pictures of many helpless patients dying before one's eyes, and 
2. 
the ever pricking conscience of pictl:i.ring oneself in such a stage as 
was in the early 1920 era, had undoubtedly instituted an unconscious 
motivating force to one, - to "give all11 within human endurance to -
11 help them, helping themselves. 11 
Through many humiliating instances, one found that public health 
amongst undeveloped people cannot succeed alone, without advancing the 
social and general standard of living and outlooks of life, vrhich 
necessitated and energetic effort to improve the peoples' productiveness -
generally in education, economically, socially and general welfare. 
In my helplessness i.:ntthe 19!.r4-1950 era, I owed a great debt to 
Dr. J.P. Lopdell; Miss Orbell and Miss Webb, who in the cause of necessity-
had 1llighted the torch" to show us where our immediate needs lay. This 
was particularly true with Dr. J.P. Lopdell, who alone, if I am permitted 
to say, was the 11 Father of Modernised Public Health" in Samoa. His 
fatherly guidance, consideration and encouraging enthusiasm were 11 foods 
and oils11 for the many pitfalls, and shortcomings in my 
knowledge of medicine as a social science. 
In subsequent years Miss C. Monaghan, Miss Abercrombie were most 
helpful with the upbringing of the Women's Committee. Tufr. Begg, Chief 
Govt. Sanitary Inspector's relentless pleadings in drawing the Govern-
ments attention to our need in environmental legislative "backing" up 
are worthy of praise. 
In the Administration Authority, I am forever indebted to His 
Excellency the High Commissioner, :Mr. G.R. Powles, for living true to 
his name as the people called him Uthe Father of Samoa11 - his willingness 
and tactfulness in our problems are beyond words. Dr.· Maxvirell, Director 
of Health, Mr;;; Brew - Public Service Oommissioner- whose help and lenient 
considerations in helping me to be availed of this opportunity. 
Mr. A. Alpine, Acting Govt. Secretary for furnishing material help for 
this work had been of great benefit. 
In the Is land Territory Dept. I have much to thank Mr. J.B. W:dght 
for his kind help and representation towards this opportunity. In this 
respect I owed many thanks to Dr. T.B. Turbett, Deputy :General,•of the 
New Zealand Health Department. 
-!-, 
Jo 
In the University of Otago, I am deeply indebted to Sir Charles 
Hercus for his kind help and advice to this work. Dr. D.D. McCarthy -
has been of great help - and has gone to great pain to help me with 
this opportunity for which I d~voted many years of prayers to study 
Public Health as a science in New Zealand. To him I owed many t har1ks. 
Mr. R.D. Gibson of the Canberra N ational University of History 
is to be complimented for his advice and material help. 
Lastly I owe much to my Assistant N. Esera and Staffs in Aleipata 
Hospital for their active help generally and the furnishing of the 
required materiws for this work .. 
To the reader, I should like to make known to you that this work 
is almost entirely a field survey, a crude practical study of employing 
or enticing the people to help themselves as "per persuasive talking 
method!I. On the whole I was completely deprived of microscope and other 
-tee-l'm-iea-±-fae-i-lci:-t-'ies • 
The figures - are collections made on the ~linical field, and must 
be regarded with some reservations. 
Our Government Censoring Staffs~,~ the village mayors ( pw.F.:NllV) 
were people - not picked by abilities, sense of responsibility, or,r:' 
personal interests, but by custom - which generally fall on seniority 
• t~ the order of patriarchal precedence. As a fff!Mlt8' repeated 
check-ups on their works in 19!.i.7 onwards - showed a great unreliability 
when one meant to find out the Truths and factorial aspects of the 
medical work. 
In view of this wantings, I had to train my own Vfomen's Conunittees, 
who by virtue of their hand.lings and treatments of the sick and deliver-
ies~e more reliable as being led more by an.:=i~sense of professional 
pride and interest in their work as a medical body of the villages. 
Last year the Government method of conducting Census had improved 
' ' < 
by employing the services :of educated workers a.nd only using my own 
censoring rt:...Jxu.P,1[;; for material readjustments and references. 
'l'o the New Zealand Government and the people generally I offered a 
hearty but sincere gratitude and appreciation for the ever tireless, 
and self-giving guidance and assistance in helping our undeveloped 
people. May God bless you all. 






1 • GEOGRAPHY 
The Territory of Western Samoa lies between 13° and 1.5° South 
between longitude 1 71 ° and 1 73° T1Test. It is made up of 2 large 
islands, Upolu and Savaii, and 7 smaller ones, Manono and Apolima, 
Nuutelo;: Namua.;,, Nuulua, Fauuatapu and Nuusafee; only the first h of 
the 9 islands are inhabited. Savai 1i is the largest, about 1.50 miles in 
circumference has a 1ientral chain of mountains, grooved with valleys 
on either side, and has a total area of about 700 square miles. 
Upolu, the second largest and the most populated has a total area of 
h33 square miles~ The total area of the 2 larger islands is about 
1,133 square miles. 
The climate is tropical with an average rainfall ranging between 
6.5 and 172 inches, a mean annual humidity at Apia of 83J;, with a mean 
temperature of 78°F, a maximum of 91°F and extreme minimum of 6.5°Fo 
The population of the Territory in September 19.51 Census was Sh,090 
comprising of 80,153 Samoans and Lr., 7.56 people of European status4 
In September 19.56 Census the population has increased to 97,327 people. 





Since the arrival of John Williams of London Missionary Society in 183~ 
Sa.moa has had over 120 years of contact with European cultured civilization. 
1. Administration 
Following an agreement by the Three Pm~ers - England, United States, 
and Germany in 1900, Western Samoa was_ acquired by the last named and 
East Samoa by the United States. 
In 1914, 29th August, as consequence of the First World War with 
Germany, New Zealand Expeditionary forces occupied Western Samoa. 
A civil administration was set up by the N.Z Government under a mandate 
conferred by the Supreme Council of Allied Powers confirmed by the 
1'eague of Nations on 17th October 1920. 
In October 1947 following a request by the people and a draft 
trusteeship agreement submitted by the N.Z. Govt. to the U~N.O in 
October 1946, ·western Samoa became a Trust Territory administered by 
N.Z. under the U.N.O .. Trusteeship Charter. 
2. Health. 
a 
Following the willi'xary occupation,thealth organisation was set up 
in May 1910 under the Samoan Health Order promulgated on the 7th February 
1921, condensed under the N.Z Health Act 1920 to suit the social and 
envir,onmental conditions in Samoa. 
A Board of Health was set up on June 14th, 1921 and 1IDder the 
Chief Medical Officer of Heal th, Civil administration was directed to 
enlarging and improving the Apia Hospital, establishing outposts in 
TuasHvd and Savai 'i and Aleipata on the extreme North west coast of 
Upolu, under N.Z Medical Staffs. 
The primary function of the health organisation was directed to 
training of Samoan staffs, Nurses, medical cadets, and medical pract-
itioners. 
------
Relative health regulations in connection with the sale of liquor, 
preventive measures against the prevalence of infectious and contagious 
diseases, sanitary works, buildings and general sanitation, and quarantine 




"Proper reticulated water supplies were provided for in Apia and 
several villages with adequate water sources. 
Installation of water sewerages sea-drop, and pit privies were 
proceeded with in Apia, hospital outpostS
1 
and encouraged throughout 
the islands. 
With improved :iredical services, it was realized that the appalling 
prevalences of infections diseases, and low standard of living conditions 
and sanitation was causing a high death rate amongst the people, affecting 
mostly the younger age groups. It was fou...'1d that 7Cf% of the total deaths 
occurred under 1 S years of age. The commonest of these diseases, were 
yaws (~ramboesia), helrninthiasis, and filariasis. The incidence of 
helminthiasis was estimated to be 90% of the population; Yaws in 1932 
was 59o6~ though considerably reduced from the 1923-24 incidence whence 
32,366 treatments were givene Filariasis on the other hand in 192h-25 was 
66.06% and decreasing to 2442% in 1953. 
Prior to 1923 the system of registration of births and deaths did 
not allow ascertaining the infant mortality rate, but from Ritchie (1927) 
the deaths recorded were consistently higho 
In 1923 the rate was approximately 200; and in 1924 it fell to 155. 
With the Child Welfare work commenced in 192S the organisation of Women's 
Committees, the infant mortality rate showed a marked improvement. 
During the second 6 months of that year whooping cough caused a rise 
in the number of deaths, making the rate for the year 186 per 1000 births. 
For the year under review the rate fell to 106. The improvement is 
shown not only in the first year of life, but also in succeeding years. 
In 1924, of a total death-rate of 766, 51 .4% under 2 years of age, and 
in 192S, 857 deaths, of which 55.8% were of children of the same year-
group, with 62. 8% under S years. 
In 1926, of 723 deaths, the percentage under 2 years of age ~ell 
to 41 .64%, and under S years 50o63. 'I'his reduction. could be attributed 
to Yaws and worms campaigns, anci the child-welfare work, these services 
improved the health of the mothers and children. 
f._ 
7,i . 
In addition to these activities health education inaugu.-rated under 
the health departrramt in schools, Women I s Commit tees, public health 
films, or through the 11 Savalill - a Govt. monthly paper in the Samoan 
language, were encouraging the people to adopt preventive measures against 
diseases. 
However in the course of the 11 :Mau" - a pol/itical dissatisfaction 
(1926-1931 j, much of this illuminatively enthusiastic work was undone 
and retrogressed as a result of the ti..nco-operativm. of the people in many 
villages. 
The battle was again revived in 1932-1935 to recover lost ground 
but was again hampered by the increase in infectious diseases, c,nd the 
economic depression that ensued. 
Following the 11 dollar-boomn as consequence of the Second World 
War 1940-1 9Li4 increased prices of island products effected a great 
"lift" to the 'l'erri:hory' s revern.i.e. 
With post-war internationalization of the public health in the 
services of the South Pacific Commission, F.A.0 & W.H.O. and the estab-
•lishment by the N.Z Research Council of Island Territories Department 
Research Medical Officer - through the N.Z Health Services, the long-
needed reform and reorganisation were inaugurated under the auspices 
of more modern and expert advisors. 
i~ ~} 1} 
8. 
3. SAMOAN CULTURE AND 'rJIE HEALTH SERVICE. 
The introduction of vvestern medicine to Samoan culture as a social 
science has not been a simple task. The establishment of an effective 
organisation demanded the services of highly efficient staffs, well 
equipped towards the carrying through of a revolution in native thought 
and custom, a process slaw enough even in western countries. W1th 
Samoans, however, matters of physical well-being are wound up in the 
whole interpretation of life, its framework of thought and of religious 
conceptions, above fl.11 with its fears, deep rooted in the cultural 
patterns and the psychological experiences these have produced. Much of 
what the 11white manlllsn medicine seeks to teach appears foolish and 
intangible to a Samban mind where the causation of sickness as handed 
down from ancient time is the result of malign influences of super-
natural powers. 
Health Indoctrination 
Health activities therefore, among Samoans are arduous 1 require 
consciousness of the social barriers, repeated proofs of superior 
effectiveness of methods and knowledgeable resources, flexible patience, 
courage and determination ~n the face of extreme humiliating circumstances, 
and a basic understanding of the culture model. Health workers are 
aware that socially, industrially and politically, they are creating 
a new age, which would inevitably alter the whole character and dis-
tribution of diseases; and set themselves new problems for solution 
in the fields of Medical Science. 
2. Samoa11 Society 
Samoan Society is centred within a com .. 'rntd):al system, whereby the 
n 
elected head or Matai of a family group is the source of authority in 
! ... 
all comm@l'\(~i:,.1 matters. 
The social and economic life is bound up by customs requ1rJ_ng an 
equivalent in every form of hospitality, as part of a m~al exchange 
system. 
-Those selected patriarchal leaders 1Matai' either a Chief or an 
orator, or both in one person dominated the Samoan life, and vested 1Nith 
the honour and prestigeous authority of the kin group would go to any 
1 
9. 
limit to gain respect and dignity for his people. Yet at most they are, 
blank-~~nded and unstable, living mostly in the past for the present, 
incapable of looking ahead in terms of advancing redeeming or security 
measures for his group. Competitive life in the village to gain honour, 
and prestige either for oneself, kin group, village or community had 
been always a selflessly guarded affair in the lives of the Samoan people. 
Through the ages this code had rendered the Samoan uncapable to 
grasp the basic essences of life· - in his individualism as a 11 free gold 
unit of free enterprisesn. 
Instead he lives only to serve his family, his 1Matai', village or 
comrinmity. He plants, cut copra, feeds his pigs, fowls, cattle etc. 
and fulfilling all other requirements of life - merely for the interest 
and service of his family. 
To all these, the 1Matai' in family groups or as a representative 
body in the village council hold an over-all authority, maintaining 
law and order in their communities. Their yes or no decide;rights to 
land, planting or to speak in public and even measures against life or 
death. In the villages where the majority of the Matais fall-in with 
the uneducated, policies are determined more by tradition rather than 
in terms of what the Govt,, says. The ruling rod swings brutelessly 
amongst the voiceless untitled man or woman who could not better them-
selves in village society. The more fortunate members keep their position 
of honour as long as they maintain material, economical contribution 
of foods a.11d wealth to the head of the family and village authori t7. 
But the sooner bne,s wealth::i's::e:xha:usted'th'es,sooner they are apt to turn 
their back against·I~. This unstable atmosphere in Samoan society 
had incapacitated individual freedoms in the exercise of of his human 
faculties, initiativa, incentiveness, inventiveness and ambitiousness -
11 so fair ye well11 for one I s security. 
These depriving, degradational elements of the Sarnoan life aeemed 
to obviously go 11 hand in glove" with the followings;-
1. Where the majority of family heads are uneducated and only barely 
literate. 
2. Where population growth had out-proportioned the economical resuurces 
of the community, rather lack of land, or failure to keep plantations 
in parallel with norwal demands. 
10. 
3. Where the supreme ruling chief or orator though having the major 
say in the land, had fewer or smaller holdings in plantations 
than the lower ranking families. 
Lr. Where the lower ranking matais or subordinates had WJ virtue of 
their abilitiy a.nd industriousness, ascended to community recog-
nition, dignity and power in the service to their village and social 
community. 
5. ~!'here the leading chief over-possessed by selfishness, self-worship 
and with eyes blazed with western individualism and commercialism, 
and seeking to rid himself of the commercial system, ; he amplified 
on his pawers of dictatorship to bleed his subordinates, and liquidate 
all subversive elements to enable himself to achieve a life of free 
personal enterprise at the expense of his people. 
- These disruptive tendencies of the Samoan culture had been experienced 
as ~mpediments both to public health organisation, and governmental 
administrative, developmental 1processings 1 of the people. 
The situations as given in No. 1,2,3 & 4, confronted the rural 
health organisation in Satupaetea, Vailoa (of Palauli) and Al:eipata in 
our work. Situation No. 4 was experienced in Papa (Puleia), Lepa, 
Samusu, and Saluafata, and heard of in Tafitoala, Sin1mnu and Fallatai 
and Lejaga. 
Under such circumstances the people groaned under heavy biased 
punishments, in which as seen in Satapaitea and Aleipata as much as 
20 to 30 pigs are imposed even on trivial offences such as answering 
back - either for further enlightenment or otherwise an order by the 
village council or some renovmed chief or orator. The people under 
constant fear of the authoritative code:' of living, are under a breath-
less pace to keep aloft of eomme.;to;i_ni;, annihilation that would dispossess 
him of what littl0 he own~by toilsome labour. YHth such turmoil and 
confusion he became listless, and lazy reduced to a life of inferiority 
and insecurity; his sense of humour is amplified to keep a good front to 
his superiors, but internally he be.came fretful and vindictive, and often 
assuming the role of a 11 crow to pluck11 , stealing or destroying others 





To a Westerner wHh eyes accustomed or blazed with unfa}ltered 
commercialism, free-enterprize and competition, the Samoan indulges in 
diplomacy and intrigue, he is cunning and rarely to be trusted on his 
words, always willing to please but he deceives freely and cheerfµlly, 
making truth or falsehood subject to expediency; he is mentally child-
like, assertive and boastful but a coward except in a crowd and lacks 
physical sensitivity in any matter affecting the well-being of others and 
not solely to himself; his psychology revolves around his stomach. 
3. Government Versus Society 
The clinical picture of the Sarnoa...'1. society visualizes the conflicting 
impossibilities faced by past Governments in administering for Samoa, 
and, least of all in affecting appropriate legislations in support of 
public health organisationo 
Pressures on the Government by our workers and others,,,ho looked to 
the needs of the people from professional eyes had, on one hand prompted 
the Authorities to make vigorous attempts towards fostering the Samoans 
to crack or outgrow their resistant primitively fashioned culture 1 cocoon 1 
which was infernally enslaving them-with disease2 and the ravages of 
infectious conditions. 
But timing and tactical factors had been said to be the undermining 
causes of disaster though little had been said -of the inability and ignor-
ance of the people - which already had given noticable aptitude to better 
ways of life . 
However since the experience of 1926-1936 politieal indifference of 
the people the Govt. though more hesitant to keep in pace in matter of 
legislation in effective support of the health work, had taken more 
to judge issues on the reactions of the host nbuilding more ambulances 
for the gulleys rather than a fence on the cliffs .u 
1fJeanwhile, whilst it nenslaved the stretcher-bearers to a matchless 
race~ it gave the authority a more profound study of the tenacity of the 
problem, from which it resolved to adapt a more farsighted system of 
11 civilization11 , in the forms of increased education both young and old 
through improvement in Schools, publications, and advertisements through 
local papers, radio progrcmnnes, encourage of cinemas libraries to all 
t·2. 
villages, encouraging of interesting groups, co-operative societies 
competitive encouragement of community leadership in building their 
own schools, hospitals, roads, water-supplies, electrical schemes etc., 
and above all the development of local health boards in rural areas, -
to give the people ample initiative and inventiveness to plan their 
OE\"fl well being, a bigger voice and sense of responsibility to help 
themselves and set right all their shortcomings. 




h. RE-ORGANISATION OF HEALTH SER.VICES IN WESTERN SAMOA 
Following the Second World War international socialization of 
medicine was given earnest realization with subsequent establisbment 
of W.H.O. and F.A.O. South Pacific Commission,· and N.Z. Research Council. 
The interaction of these services assisted the N.Z. Health Service to 
recommend and delegate resourceful scientific advice to enable the 
Territory to expand its services to long planning reforms for the health 
of the people# 
The long needed reforms in the Health Service in Samoa had been 
largely attributed to the energetic initiative of Dr. J.C. Lopdell who, 
even before he aspired to become the first Director of Health, he 
brought into realization the much needed want in environmental sa.11itation, 
by training the Sanitary Inspectors to cope with thE: overwhelming demand 
in the supervision of village and community health and sanitation, foods 
and water supplies. To rekindle the interf3sts of the local workers, 
a refresher course of 3 months was instigated to acquaint the Local 
Medical Practitioners with the more refined aims of public health. A 
projector with health films were eventually shmm around the villages 
and the schools, a library bag for each station containing medical 
literature was circulated regularly to the country doctors and their works. 
1. Health Legislation. 
Legislation reforms responded with the registration of Birth and 
Deaths, amendments to Food and Drug's Act 1946, Public Health Act 1920, 
Dangerous Drug Act 1930; Pharmacy Order 1924, Cemetery registration, the 
Samoan J\mertdJnent Act 19h7, and So.moan Native Regulation 1932. These 
Acts were up to date executed reservedly amongst the Sc1moans, requiring 
priorities of the Administrative officers in all offences in the Health 
Service. 
Yifith subsequent visitscof the Director General of Health of the South 
Pacific Commission, Deputy Director of N.Z Health Service, Sir Charles 
Hercus, Dean of the Otago Iv.Jedical School and Dr. Taylor, long term 
planning was eventually formulated~ 
Poli tic al reform in the establishment and appointment of a Health 
Board under the New Govt. was set up to acquaint the .Samoan leac1_ers with 






I][. Medical Agencies: In the years 19L~7-19.51 vrl th expert and special 
advice from the N. Z and Overseas recognized authorities a ttCentralized 
Scheme" was eventually evolved to permit more direct supervj_sion, economy 
in plant and personnel, by installing regional administration provinces. 
Under the auspices of the Director of Heal th and the assistance of 
his medical personnel the scheme was put to work with the following services 
and aamenclments;-
1 • Hospital - apart from the Apia General Hospital the outer rural med.;:. 
ical posts were J.i:ooei,porated into two standings:-
(~) Regional Hospital about 24 beds; were to take over the major 
works of the smaller contingency putposts - where only dispensary, and 
out-patient treatments would be permissable. These 3 or more hospitals 
will be staffed by a senior S.M.P. and assistant and a Mobile clinic with 
a complete unit of another junior Local practitioner a dentist, Trained 
Nurses and a district nurse and a sanitary inspector. 
Their main function was to supervise the health work in all the regional 
area including the smaller dispensary station, and incott/perating all the 
health work under team-work in all the village communities. 
(I:,) Local D~pensary - a small dispensary with no admission facilities 
to cater only for the immediate needs and the supervision of health in 
the villages; and staffed by one junior S.M.P. and a trained nurse. 
(2) Mobile Clinic - equipped and staffed to a complete medical team; 
-·--------·-------- -
travel from place to place attending to Women's Committees, schooJs and 
villages; showing public health films giving lectures and practical talks 
to the people. 
(!) School - health - special school clinics were established in 
the various schools in Apia under the District Nurses, District Sister and 
Local Medical Practitioner. Clinics were made as health centres to 
teach and coach the children towards health and sanitation. 
llI. STAFF - TMINING: (1) Sanitary Inspectors - 6 trainees with two 
from Suva Medical School were trained for sanitary work and inspecting of 
food and water supplies etc. 
(2) The Samoan medical graduates were given a 





in health and other branches of medical work. Library bags were made 
available with medical literature monthly to the staffs in the district. 
(3; Samoan Medical Association was established with hopes of 
inco-operating ideas, and interests, towards the improvement of the 
medical work and where common problems would be discussed and reviewed 
in the light of modern knowledge. 
Nurses were on a six-monthly term in outpatients and then moved to 
another to learn the work and were having annual meetings to discuss 
their ~vn problems in work and receiving special lectures on health 
and other branches. 
Ji. PUBLIC E~DUCATION was affected by; 
(1) Special Course was given to the teachers about the health 
work and of child.reno 
(2) Projector and Public Health films were shown in schools and 
villages. 
(3 j Public Health Posters were distributed to Women I s Committees 
in villages and demonstrated in schools, and public places. 
(4; Radio talks in local broadcasting stations on weekly schedules 
were being carried~out. 
(.5) .Publication of health talks or articles in the local papers. 
3J. CONTROL OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES. 
Notification of infectious and communicable dieases. Q,uarantinable 
diseases and anti measures were revised. 
Vaccinations - T •. .\.B., B.C.G., Salk, A.T.S. 
Trip}e vaccines had beentl.sed prophylacticaily • 
.5 • THE D.iI.PLEMENTATION OF' .A CENTRALIZED HEALTH S6HE1v1E~; 
The proposed scheme as per diagram; was one in which anyone working 
constantly in such country as in Samoa where the continuous demand on 
the people towards the maintenance of country hospital and dispensary 
which they bore about 3/.5th had been always and still is a constant head-
ache, would welcome wholeheartedly if only the Govt. or some independent 







It was a most encouraging plan, as it would the indigenous workers 
from the untoward experience of wrangling with the local people to thatch 
his fale or those of his hospital etc. Following an introduction of the 
plan, in 1950 where patients from smaller hospitals were sent to the 
regional, the people glad to be relieved of their hospital taxation 
and contingent allegiances defied all pleadings from their local doctor 
to the maintenance of hospital premises, and as a result of this the 
hospital in Nulifanua, Safotu and Satupaitea were neglected again. In 
Nulifanua the medical practitioner's house was so badly in need of 
repair that his wife and children had to seek shelter elsewhere. Similarly 
in 1952 in Satupaitea, the Palauli people resenting the idea of 
having the S.M.P. from Tuasivi or anybody from that district dictating 
:matters in their own district, where they had done so much and reserved 
a big say refused to have the mobile clinic trespassing in their 
territory, and demanded that only their own doctor have the right to 
deal with them and their sick. 
The same situation was revoked between the Sofutu people and the 
Fagamalo regional hospital. The former, as a political power rejected 
the idea of abandoning their hospital., an.d to be subjected to hunliliation 
by the Fagamalo people - when the situation would be that as existed 
between the Palauli and Tuasiva contingencies. 
Hitherto the scheme - wac successful in Apia where the old cultural 
ties had been almost obliterated, and where the maintenance and the 
sole contributor and supporter is the Government in the Hospital. 
From the contrasting influences it was obvious that any centralized 
plan, however benevolent to Samoans was onliy fruitfully a success up 
to a point, where the medical personnel ends his part of the ttdoing 11 
but where the community co-operation and practical participation begins -
failure was noticable in all aspects of the work. 
At the village level, great interest is centred in local affairs, 
opinions are firmly held 9,-nd expressed because the people are directly 
and intimately involved, and concerned. National programmes formulated 
by territorial administration do not interest these corrJ.Yaunities sufficiently 
to arouse local enthusiasm, only when they understand &.nd are self-
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convinced of their values to them, will they participate in it. 
To a Samoan ruling chief or orator in the village, imported health 
(programmes) tech:hiques are technically complicated, or physically 
incompatible, if not detrimental to their cultural standard of living 
and society, which clothe their prestige and inherent vanity as a ruling 
body in the community. 
The Centralization scheme has advantages and disadvantages, on 
one hand it enables institutions and other capital works to be rendered 
permitting economies on personnel and plant, enabling the rich corn1Qun-
ities to help the poorer. On the other hand it removes local planning 
from the control of the people, in which is invested a jealously guarded 
sense of ownership and responsibility lJllith the result thr.t often the 
felt needs of the communities are not met, and active co-operation is 
lacking. 
Meanwhile, the implementation of such scheme as pointed (by 4 
arrows in Diagram page 1 7), there is hardly any established legal support 
to help the weary practitioner in the execution of its aims to the people. 
The various health acts (page 1 3), had pever been known to have' 
been enforced to their fullest implications, owing to reasons (as given 
page 8) outside the reach of the village workers. How then could imple-
mentation of such plan be effected? 
The Medical Practitioners in the villages lacking such support, 
is the only means of transportation of such revolution to the people in 
the communities, and he is dmtended to do it under 11 the per.suasion 
methodtt though with great reservation, as it entices self-denial, 
economical and social contributions to the people, a profou..11.d knowledge 
of the culture, genealogical traditional background which contained 
many of the social blockades impeding collectivization of a community. 
He must prove himself competent, proving his ability as a servant, and 
a champion in catering for their medicc!.l demands either medically or 
surgically at times of very ardent needs. He must be a "ready giver" 
financially, physically and socially to all individuals or community 








Such are the lots of self-denial sacrifices involved in the talking 
method, if results were to be expected, in community participation in 
any health programme in Semoa. 
So much is demanded of self sacrifices in the persuasive method, tbat 
many of the local workers had been reduced to confine within the province 
of natural forces determining the issues. Thus achievem,rnts in public 
health organization in Samoa had never been under any organized, uniform 
spearhead system in approach and results therefore are unpredictable, 
depending on individual methods of. approach, rather than any programmes 
or techniques evolved by the authority concerned. 






AON.AMA.A HEALTH DISTRICT. 
My first independent appointmen:bt a.s a Medical practitioner, following 
i:! years of internship duties in Apia and outstations in Upolu and Savai' i 
vvas about June 19h4 to Lufilufi village, about 10 miles on the North 
east coast of Apia under Dr. Monaghan, Chief :Medical Officer of Yfestern 
Samoa. My mission was to organise· the Districts to build a Hospital 
Lufilufi as a medical centre for the community to cater for the health 
service a.raong st the people q 
1 • STI'UATION 
Lufilufi hospital district comprised an area of about 11 miles 
of coastal line containing 16 villages and 5 mission denominational 
schools. Six of the villages are inland sectional settlements of the 
coastal villages. The 1945 Census of these villages gave a population 
of 4,133, Lufilufi is the political capital of AP~a Political district 
in vV-:hich the 16 villages, comprised 2 of its FAIPULE (Parliamentary) 
contingencies. 
2. LCCAL POLITICAL DISUNITY 
By strange coincidence the district wa.s found to be in a political 
uproar, centred in the question of transportation of their bananas to 
Apia on monthly banana boats. It was said tr.at one of the Faipule 
(member of Samoan Parliament) at Solosol:b, "Ni thout the consent of other 
villages had, on his own account arranged one of the ~ransporting 
Company in Apia to carry the districts I bananas. 
As a consequence, the district was split up into the parties, one 
the Faipule 's party involving those villages north west of Lufilufi, 
and the other the Lufilufi party involving the inland v~ages and 
two of the coastal ones on the East coast of Lufilufi. 
The latter party were on the assumption that the Faipule or 
whoever was responsible should consult the±'~ opinion in any changes 
preferred from that conducted by the Government in the transport of 
bananas, and of which they were in complete agreement with all that it 
entailed. In retaliation the Faipule villages were made to refuse 
exporting bananas, and even banning 
for their sick ones~ 
the people from calling on ftle 
21. 
The political disunity of the people grew to unforseen height, 
and reached a climax when the latter party refused to r:onsider my 
mission for the proposed hospital at Lufilufi. The Lufilufi party on the 
other hand wa.s in full agreement with the idea. Repeated invitations 
and appeals were made :in accordance with local traditional etiquette 
by the chiefs and orators of Lufilufi for a joint meeting to discuss 
my mission with the othsr side, but was flatly rejected. 
Being untitled, and prematurely equipped to Samoan society I 
was completely unarmed to stand up to the circumstances and the situation 
which they created and influencing my work. I could not even bting 
myself to face the village council of Lufilufi who was from the ttshoot 
off1t very sympathetic and energetically supporting the work. In view 
of my shortcomings the Lufilufi people appointed an Orator as my 11 speaker" 
,md "go between" in all matters of rrry work. 
On the other hand calling up a meeting of the two factions to discuss 
my mission, entailed putting up a lot of foods, kegs of beef, bis~uits 
etc for the people to eat as per custom. I was drawing only £6 a month, 
which c oulcJ. hardly make two ends meet, and to consider feeding over 
100 chiefs and orators from each side was financial suicide. 1fy only 
choice of probability lies in my work, my rredical knowledge and a prayer 
for strength and guidance. 
By fortune, the Orator who was regarded as a P:µlenuw ( or mayor of 
the medical work) became a very valuable asset. His lavish orations, 
and propaganda of the medical work as we passed through months of 
continuously assisting and treating the sick had in due course achieved 
progress, in reconciling primitive unbeliefs in the medical work, and 
cultivated much within the social culture of the people which later 
conve&ged to determine the issues to our favour. 
3. THE MEDICAL .AGENCIES. 
Since my chance of success lies in my rredical work, I was possessed 
with an inestimable urge that 11 if I could only heal their physical ailments 








My staffs consisted of myself and my specially trained horse, which 
de 
was my best friend in need, and lastly my speaker "aide/camp11 and go-
" between orator in the role of mayor or Pulenuu. 
The puJ..emm 1 s house was resigned for my sole use as my hospital -
a most difficult thing to organise when confronted with cases requiring 
privacy etc. 
1 • TRAINING OF LC'CJ~L STAFF: The immediate need of staff was embodied 
in the training of women from the Lufilufi 1/fomen I s Committees. It was 
intended, on one hand as a piiliot project to encourage other villages 
to women's commi ttees7a propagated centre and public education~]. centre, 
·. to demonstrate local participation mostly amongst the women for competitive 
enthusiasm in helping themselves and influencing their people towards 1~,i-. 
health. On the other hand, by training the Lufilufi women in special 
services, I would be taking advantage through the psychological influences 
gained through the interaction of the women's sudden promotion in society, 
and their relevant hold on their husbands - the chiefs and orators. 
Banking on such issues the Lufilufi village council was indirectJ.y prompted 
and tuned to a tension in which they -vrnuld do all they could to help me 
in my mission and the fulfilment there of. 
2. 'l'he Lufilufi Women's Committee. The village by virtue of being 
politically the most pm=rerful in Atua Political Province ~s., ci;~troJ!'"in 
f" i\ 
the order of genealogical precedence by 6 orators. The wives of these 
orators could never agree or bind themselves to any issues arising from 
a proposal from one or other of their group, in other words they were 
internally 11 against-one another 1 s neck11 in all social affairs. With this 
Women I s Committee was never in a united form as each had a group of syrn-
pathizers aligned as supporters in public affairs. To appoint them as 
6 presidents was to invite the same situation. Therefore I made two 
orders of presidents, in the 1st Order - the 6 women were appointed as 
the Ruling Presidents in which the six, were my advisory board, and 
executive reservedly in the Women 1 s Committee affairs - but they were 
essentially the II sit ting down11 group in which all was needed of them was 
their compliance. To the 2nd Order - was a 2nd President in which the 




which acted only when the issues from the 1st Order had been approved 
by me. 'l'o the 2nd Order attached 12 specially picked women - the best 
educated~ energetic and very keen. 'rhis group was given a six weeks course 
on village sanitation, inspecting their village_every morning and evening 
alternatively, on foods, utensils, kitchen rubbish, housing, water 
supplies, latrines etc. They were also given courses of l8ctures and 
demonstrations on maternity and baby ·welfare; sterilization, aseptic 
treatments, use of simple drugs for sores, minor :5.njuries etc, rrinor 
operations, incision of boils etc. by Wilton I s Method. 
Vil thin three weeks they were doing my dressings, prepared sterile 
dressings, mixing simple lotions like Eusol, pot. permanganate gargle, 
acid Boric Lotion etc. taking temperatures, and pulse and histories of 
any cases round their villages. They were made at the end of the course 
a special uniform,with a red cross. 
The experiment was dramatic, and they were soon put on daily shifts 
as nurses d.o, managing b:v helping with my home-made hospital. The 
villagers w·ere fascinated to see them in masks and gowns helping with 
some operation or dressing and often a crowd of chiefs or so would 
be sitting in the next house watching and chasing the unrequired spect-
ators from our improvised hospital. 
:5:. TBE TEl{M WORK IN VILLAGES 
With the help of the Vfomen 's L:ormnittee of Lufilufi I was soon 
released from the major pressure of the work to help other villages. 
Visiting days - Yfodnesdays and Fridays were spent in visiting the 
various villages, giving Yaws treatments, vrorm treatments and attending 
to their sick. Team workers were trained to help with injections and 
daily attendance in villages. In these villages three or more women 
were picked according to education and general resourcefulness by the 
Women I s Cormnittee. On of them was trained as Secretary, taking down 
all the names, ages and particulars of each case in a day book. In cases 
of Yaws and worm treatnents doses were given and recorded. She kept a 
record of these cases so that in my absence they coul,d be looked after 
and followed-up, reporting any undue complications. 
) 
2h. 
The other women of the team were taught to sterilize, aseptic treatment 
of their maternity cases, beside aseptic management of normal maternity 
cases; baby-welfare- Yaws, scabies and the ravages of contagion,' besides 
inspecting their mm villages regularly as done by the tufilufi Vfomen I s 
Committees though instead of twice daily, they took a round of their 
villages daily. 
The quack midwives were given demonstrations on normal, a.septic 
treatment and management of labour·. To convince them of the dangers they 
were causing in cases of puerpa.eral sepsis which they managed, cases 
were demonstrated publicly in front of all the women ond often the 
Pulenuu (or mayor) of the villages. Many of these quacks turned up 
to be good ones, but some were condem.ried publicly for their ignorance 
and threatened with legal action if they were to practice again. 
iYith these teams many of the sick people were treated in the 
villages, the serious ones were sent to Apia or admitted to Lufilufi. 
Their work consisted largely of First Aid work, of doing minor dressings, 
attending cases in their village wards and other out-patient cases. 
They were made to take temperatures, give wash-outs, or aperients or 
other drugs allotted to them, desides attending to their babies etc. 
Records were kept of their attendance and submitted for my inspection 
on visits. With the knowledge thus gained, they wer_e treating most 
of the chiefs and orators of the villages, whom they rapidly convinced 
as to the necessity of having a hospital in Lufilufi to maintain super-
vision and help with their work. 
The more gifted women were trained to do minor incisions for boils 
and other similar ailments. 
4. •T!OMEN'S COWITTEES IN DISTRICT. The Vfomen's Committees as a 
health organisation with only occasional visits from Apia M8dical 
personnel were very poor in the strict sense of the word. Their exist-
ence as a health body was only known when there was a medical visit in 
the village, but the medical work Wd.S largely done by quacks and witches. 
These practitioners of the "old world11 had proved themselves superior 








some of their methods of treatment in their ovvn home.s. 
W'ith the subsequent help of the trained teams, lectmres and 
practical demonstrations were given to many of the cases were submitted 
for treatment, but the ravages and prevalence of Yaws, scabies and 
other diseases were so great and time consuming that for a time they 
were onlylimited to clinical demonstrations, and general talks on 
Malnutrition, Baby Vfelfare, l\T.iaternal care, infectious and contagious 
diseases and environmental sanitation as cases offered. Much of the 
training was done by the women constituting teams in the villages. 
Many of these young women had so impressed their people that they vrere 
allowed to work with Women 1 s Committee in Lufi1ufi on any of their people 
admitted to hospital. 
Each committee had a president aS:igned to the 2nd order of the 
Lufilufi Women's Committee, and with the Team they worked hand-in-hcmd 
tovvards helping their people generally in the work. 
5. HOM.E CARE • 
The arrival of the medical work in the district, however, their 
political differences, the mothers at home with a sick child was the 
least considered affected when confronted with cunfusion, and an in-
subordinating urge for medical help_ - particularly after the quacks and 
witcherisa had exhausted their resources. 
To these calls I gave everything I had and possessed, ignoring 
all 11 red tape11 , with an ardent prayer that the God of love would help 
the people to realize their foolishness. 
So many of these calls w1:rr-e encou..n.tered, that almost half of 
my time, day and night was spent on visiting homes, and except for a 
t:Cat-nap 11 on my horse's back, I was p:aactically doing 12-16 hours on 
the saddle, with hardly an hour of peaceful sleep. 
The first month was only 56 call, but in the second month it mOlli'1ted 
up to 1 96 calls. With no place to house admissions plus the pre judicial 
differences of the people, I was forced to trea.t most of these cases of 
the Fa::Lpule faction in their homes, or under the 'Homen I s Committees 
which nece.ssitated repeated visits. However, with the· subsequent help 
of trained teams, a district nurse and the Women I s Co1mnittees I ward-
-\ 
26. 
houses, nany of these cases including broncho-pneumonia, acute bronchitis, 
infantile diarrhoea, acute gastro-enteritis, colic, abscesses etc. were 
treated in the ~illages. 
The needs of attending calls on the sick at home at times became 
absurd, if not insolent, especially when one is suddenly called to an 
urgent case in the middle of an operation, or consultation, then rushing 
madly on horseback, only to find that the sick old man, or a child had 
b8en ill for sometime but was attended by a quack, until at the urge 
of death and then suddenly remembering me to be called more to wltness 
him helplessly dying, or, more frequently one found the so-ealled urgent 
case to be walking about the house, and all he complained of, was an 
occasional headache, giddiness, or heart-burn, that had been there for 
months. 
In the mean time with improvement of the knowledgeable resources of 
the Vfomen I s Committee and tl:e confidence thus gained marry of these cases 
vvere treated ancJ. censured by the women, that, eventually calls became 
scarcer. 
6. THE NEED,S Or L:EDICAL SERVICE 
The need for the medical service v,as self-evident in all phases of 
the work that H is beyond means to visualize in words tbe true horror 
that met the eye. 
Yaws - amongst all skin, infectious and contagious diseases Yaws 
presented the most horrifying sight, mostly amongst the younger children 
of the 1-5 ;years. The many cases of primary Yaws seen was significa.Ylt 
of the rarity of Medical visits particularly to the bush villages.. In 
these villages about 60% of the children in 1-10 year group were affected 
mostly covered from head to foot wi t,h multiple primary granulomata, eye-
lids and lips were no exception, and with flies feeding on these lesions, 
they would be seen walking or carried about with thou.sands of flies 
foJ.lowing, clarrbering for feeds at the lesions. Ulcerations were common, 
either from ill-treated or untreated injuries, boils_; or as a complication 
of Yaws. Yaws treatments were our main task in the whole of the six 
months. In the whole of six months 5., 791 treat:::nents or injections of 






represented about li1 .5%, but about 2/Jrds of that number of people were 
from the bush settlerrents. The main drugs used at the time for Yaws 
was Arsenical compound - Neophenominobillon (N.A .. B) or Bismuth (Bisglucol). 
In the former, three or more injections were given 1Neekly; primary 
lesions usually withered or disappeared by the third dose, resistant 
llsecondary11 , and tertiary vvere continued on to 5 or 6 doses, alternately 
or together with bisgluco1. 
It w2,s a tedious and laborious operation as intravenous injections 
were given in all cases except the few cases amongst younger infants 
where the cephalic or jugular veins were not found - intramuscular 
injections were then indicated. Such a task needed absolute sterilization 
needing trained staff, and rrethodical approach to avoid disasterous 
complication. Children crying incessantly, kicking and pulling themselves 
about needing to be held tightly, or to be quietened by bribery or 
frightened to stillness; a pitiful mother crying her melting heart out 
at seeing the needle piercing the wriggling, lively flesh of her panic-
stricken child, are .s.11 contrliibuting factors, to the mounting tension in 
the villages when Yaws campaigns were being held. On the other hand, a 
single mistake e.g. a painful swollen arm from tissue extravasation, 
of drug, or someone fainted from rapid administration of drug, or 
subsequent abscess formation from faulty or inadequate sterilization of 
syringes or so, would suddenly in most cases throw the people into 
panic and up with arms in a head hunting savagery attack on the Medical Man. 
Skin diseases including scabies, impetigo, ringworm were relatively 
moderate in the inland villages, but more abundant in the coastal villages 
where water supplies were poor. 
W:orms were treated massively like Yaws, on the, belief that the in-
cidence was universally common to the ratio of 7 out of 1 0 people had 
intestinal parasites, but, deprived of technical facilities no assessable 
support could be made. 
Oil chenopodiu.m, carbon tetrachloride, with either oil r2sions or 





7,. ADHISSABIB CASES. Although deprived of accommodation for inpatients 
the growing need for hospitalisation was insistantly great, that ma..'1y of 
the patients were sent to Apia. But a good many of these patients pre-
ferred treatment in closer a~sociation with their families to escape the 
worry in maintenance of foods etc. as allotted to Samoan patients at the 
time. 
Under the circumstances we were forced to treat a number of these 
cases using the Lufilufi Vfomen I s Committee house for a hospital. Most 
of them were patients belonging to families of some of the high chiefs 
in the c ornmunity for whom certain reservations were permitted to influ-
ence them ·with our goal. 
Operations such as radical cure of hydrocele elephantoid scrotum, 
inguinal hernia etc. were done among the 11big savers11 who sought 
operation. In the end of six months, 62 of these cases were treated 
in the village hospital,· and 2908 outpatients. 
4. THE ACHIEVEMENT OF OUR MISSION. 
Following the first few weeks of my arrival the increasing pressure 
of the work, the overwhelming demand of medical attention mounted to 
such unfathomable height, that, in my own struggling and breathless 
attempt towards weathering the storm, I was completely oblivious to 
what went on around me. The impact of the work and all that I sought to 
"help the people, helping themselves11 must have rung a long forgotten 
bell in the initiative conscience of the people, that I was at all 
surprise when the Palenu11r asked me to go and choose a site for the 
r.,.o spi tal. 
Thus by the end of ,September 194h, h months after leaving Apia 
3 Samoan houses were completed at Lufilufi Point:- One house the 
largest and 3 sided, was designated for my residence and the other 2 
were reserved for the patients. 
The money was raised for the European sty:ibe dispensary building -
which vras eventually built in 1946. 
In December 1944 I returned to Apia. Meanwhile the Women's Co1mnittee 




he two opposing political factions forced by their constant need 
for medical care were finally reconciled, and eventually built their 
own house, as a share to the hospital accoill1uodation, and even contributed 
equally in subscribing financially for their European style dispensary 
hospital. 
DilA.GRAMATIC PLAN OF THE MEDICAL WORK 
IN LUFILUFI - 1944. 
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6. FAGALOA BAY HE.ALTH DISTRICT. 
1 • Situation. This rural area constituted the Vaa-o-Fonoti (Fleet 
of Fonoti) political district, located about 25 miles to the Northeast 
coast of Apia - by sea route. The population inhabiting the nine 
villages within the Hospital area was 1 , 3h0 people, in: the 19 L.5 Census. 
These coastal villages are fenced:in on three sides in a nun formation 
of the Bay barricaded by a range of hills - that reach up to a height of 
about 5000 feet, or more from ;3ea level. These mountains tower over 
the coastal settlements, are almost in an unbroken ridge, that one, 
living at the Hospital in Musumusu is constantly haunted by a feeling that, 
ttthey would be dropping anytime cH'.own on him11 
The inhabitants with limited soil suitable for agricultural develop-
ment, were less provided for than the average Samoan community in the 
flat country, and subsistence therefore depended on what the;y could 
sal.llage fron: what little surpluses available from consumption - in staple 
foods, copra, cocoa, tobacco. etc. The adults and particularly children 
were less clothed and the constant yearning for security caused many to 
emigrate to Apia or other branches of their genealogical groups. 
The local political and social situation was not complicated and 
community reformation to the medical field had been established by 
F. T. Faatiga about a year before my appointment to the district in 19h5. 
The villages are integral components of a political constituency under 
the rule of a Supreme Chief - T alamawas who was a member of the ,SaJnoan 
parliament. The name VAA-0-FONOTI :Fleet of Fonoti) is a significant 
reciprocal of their general charact2ristics and social inclinations, 
in sailing, fishing for days out in the open sea, boat-racing - ~f'1 which 
one villager and family had in their possession - a rowing boat, and 
a number of ca.uses. Their love of sport, cricle t and other Samoan games, 
and music was a common scene in every day 1ife of the c ornmunity. 
2. The Medical Service. 
Hospital: This medical service centred at a Dispensary Hospital a.t 
Musumusu village on the west ba..""lk of the Bay managed by a Local Medical 
Officer, one trained nurse and a First Aid Nurse. The former worked also 




hospital was built on a 50, ... 50 Govt. scheme with the district - soJre 
1 h years or so previously, and had w±thin its functionings three Samoan 
built houses constituting wards for in-patients. The latter were built 
some 30 yards out to the sea on artificjal land built by the c.ist:rict, 
necessitating a lot of work by the people. Water-supplies to the 
hospital are maintained through a beautifully crystal clear stream just 
alongside the dispensary - separating it from the wards. 
J. Local Hospital Board~ Under T .F. Faatiga who was, a titled 
speaking chief, socially well equipped with Samoan Society, a local 
Hospital Board was established (1940-1944), By virtue of his social 
accessibilityto the local society and pollitical environment the district 
was organised more in line of a local Hospital board dealing mostly with 
the needed improvements in hospital accommodation facilities and secondly 
to the supervision and progress of the medical work. 
The Hospital Board, was presided by the Faipule and 3 orators. The latter 
in the order of tradition are sub-ordinates to the chiefs in all matters 
of society affecting the people as a political community. 
In major issues the supreme chief held council with them for their 
advice, or delegated to them what he wished to be announced as his 
decision. In this pattern the Board was organised with members of village 
dignitaries. in the order of traditional precedenceq The only insertions 
in the traditional order in the pattern upon which the board was being 
fashioned, was the preferential rights alloted to the local practitioners 
to preside in place of the chief on medical issues, and the universal 
rights of all the village msmbers to discuss such Fatters in the interests 
of their people in the medical service. 
With such privileges the local practitioners enjoyed an unlimited 
liberal right to attend any ceremonial occasion, outside of medical 
interests, and thereby acquainted to many of the commoners, his problems 
in the medicals ervice • 
. Of the communicable diseases, Yaws and Scabies were the most bo be 
found in villages, though relatively much lower than in Lufilufi, worms 







Yaws and worms treatment consumed much of the time in village work, 
but Yaws in Fagaloa was releatively small than in Lufilufi • 
DIAGRAM OF HOSPITAL ORGANISATION 
AT FAGALOA BAY (1940~1941+). 
I Local Medical Officer l 
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gatherings. 
PUIENUU- (<Ma§_r6r.?~ff tJhces,HbScp1}afu)l) was appointed under the above scheme, 
responsible to the district; to ser-ving the Local Medical Practitioner 
and Medical work as follows:-
1 • To inspect hospital premises daily41to maintain cleanliness and 
orders within Hospital compound. 
2. To impose fines varying from 2/- to 5/- on offenders disobeying 
prohibitionary maintenance and control regula Mons passed by 
Hospital Board, in connection with the maintenance of houses, 
putting up of thatches, blinds etc., the regular washing of 
Hospital latrine and proper use by patients and attendants; 






stream and water supplies to patients and staff; matntena..11.ce of 
church hours and curfew in the hospital, to see that foods are good 
and regularly supplied by the responsible to the patient, and medical 
staffs. 
To conduct any ceremonial visits by villagers to hospital in 
accordance to the regulations of the hosp:t.tal board district. 
h. 'I'o impose taxes on patients from other hospitc..l districts 
and to see that they are vvell cared for and observing orders and 
lcrrrn in the Hospital. 
$. . To conduct and help medical staff ,v:Lth any requirements on operations 
or emerg,encies, or where the need of manual assistance e.g. sending 





drugs from Falefa (where cases of drugs were d8posited by buses to 
be picked up by boats for Fagaloa Hospital. 
1'o collect a11 funds and hand over the s arae to the Secretary of 
the district. 
To accompany the medical staff if called upon to their officj al 
visits to the villages, and if required as a Hgo-betweentt in matters 
requiring the co-operation of the village in the med:i_cal. 
There is no pay in direct cash, but he was given a right to obtain 
anything in the way of mats, food, money etc. in any village 
ceremonial occasion. With the dignity c1,l1d honour of district 
conferred on him, his H'footoo'1 a"speaking shaft" a Samoan term for the 
right to speak in traditional gatherings, and which in true cultural 
tradition is equivalent to the honour of O.B .E or so in English 




5: HEAL'rH RE-ORGANIS.il.TION - 1 91.r.5. 
The simple and uncomplicated tradLttional and social scope v-vere 
advantages to a constructive socialization. 
The people in contrasting with other rural areas in Upolu and Savai 'i 
were by far the cleanest, quite above sanitational sta.i."ldards of other 
districts, more reactively sensitiv:e to any under takings likely to 
promotetheir well-being, social and economical standing. 
1. W'omen 1 s Committees: All the 9· villages had ·women's coimnittees 
organised in their villages, but operating independently of one another 
with occasional visits by the medical .staff to help them with :11aosive 
treatment of Yaws, worms etc. Only few of them had built houses .for 
their work, or have any latrine - which W8re the usual expectations of 
a complete convert in the practical sense of the word. .As usual the 
only time that they were suspected to have some medical interest was 
-vrhen the nurse, or their local medical man had visited them They 
generally swarmed to confront the_m with their sick babies, the usual 
tail of woe, necessistating sympathetic advice after physical examination, 
but half of which or not at all were practicable to her, to which the 
11word advocationtt meant - that advice including the use of vegetables, 
eggs, milk etc for supplementary feedings, should be handed over 11 in a 
plate" with money a.rid all the necessities strai~l .. t into the mouth of the 
child without her having to work for it. On the other hand oral advice 
carried out by the mothei7s were either miscarried by ignorance, an uncon-
hands, 
verted mind and untraine::,1 or misinterpreted through poorly educated 
mothers with misunderstandings, doubts and confusion, that very often 
in the frantic att.empt to seek out the missing I tit-bits 1 she failed 
to grasp, she resorted to the nearest authority on such m, matter in the 
village - which is the quack and witcherism. 
The latter with primitive revolutionized ideas of the nstone Age" 
either cured the case or befuddled the mother to oblivion or bored 
perplexity, that consequently, backsliding and discouragement occurred 
and a return to her old II shell" of conserved,' abstracted 11 ne 'er-do-we 11" 
eternity. 




Inspection of Villages by the Pulenuu as instituted b;r the Samoan 
Native Regulation 1932, was only a matter of choice, to be done only 
at the pleasure of the Pulenuu (or vill&ge may0r); or to !imposed allegiance 
from some kin-group digging against him, or refusing to return to him 
something they avved in society etc. ·what ever it was there was no means 
of checking on this aspect of their work by the responsible authottty. 
:Many of them were totally ignorant or antagonistic when pressed upon on 
the question of villa.ge sanitation of which by law they alone were 
empO'Nered to hold courts and imposed fines on offenders. Instead many 
of them sought to create misunderstandings between the people and the 
health ·work. 
In matters of appointments, pulenuu were elected, either from the 
seniority, or the most reputable mouth-piece, orator or otherwise in 
the vi8.Jages. With the former - trey gener9-lly:fall, to the most ignorant 
and uneducated, whilst in the latter, the most reputable !!tall-story 
teller" flowery bribery and the usual - the 11 stomach worshipper 11 , who 
never thinks in terms of progressive security for the community - but 
himself; supporting only achievements that would reap him good returns. 
Thus out of 9 villages only one of them had a latrine, $ had 
kitchens good enough for fowl houses. 
2. The Competitive Spirit as Entity to Community Receptiveness. 
The encouragement, or stirring of any community to take active 
parts in developing or replanning of their environments to acceptable 
standards in basic health, required repeated visits, constant and 
ccntinuous encouragement, coaching and guidance to enable the people, 
however, ignorant to understand and practise themselves. 
In Fagaloa the only means of transpor"tation commonly in use for 
medical work was by rowing boat or canoes. To entice the help of the 
people to a ttwillingness on self-giving basis11 ¥rmthput strain on the 
department and the people a strong band was organized in which the 
l)D.rticipants were sons of high village dignitaries and boat avmerso 
The head man was the son of a boat builder who had two rowing boats, 
and an authoritative chief in their village at Saletele. 
With my own amateurish inclination to music practice and da.i.""l.cing at nights 
36. 
in the long house; attracted more youngsters from both banks of the bay. 
Within two weeks, 25 youngsters were included, and since not all of them 
had instruments, we sought to obtain their help by organising a cricket 
team. The adventurous young men joined up the Health team whole heartedly 
that we had the 11 pick11 of the best in the district. 
In a few days, a HeaJ.th Cricket Team was farmed from the 11well-to-do11 
sons of the Bay, Proud over being chosen the youngsters influenced 
their families and villages for the use of their boats for our visits. 
Families readily assigned their boats 111ri thout demands. With sub-
sequent visits, the news of our band and Team playing during our village 
inspections has attracted much excitement amongst the village authorities. 
Two villages Maasina and Taelefaga voluntarily offered their FAUTASI 
(a long village rmving boat - 60-70ft long, about 6-8 ft wide, fitted 
with seats each for 2 rowers, capable of carrying 80-120 people). Both 
boats 17.rere quite new, specially fitted for racing, and shark fishing. 
A dispute~,between the two villages over n-whose who" would be given the 
chance ended ina a long raceo 
Taelafaga village won, but at the request of the Hospital Board, 
we compromised, that unless the two villages had built latrines for all 
their families, we were contented to use the smaller boats. VHthin a 
week I was asked to inspect latrines belonging to the two villages. The 
Taelafaga boat was crowned ttTUMAivIAtt (or HLive a Healthy Life") boat, 
a Red Cr9ss was painted around the provv, and with a large Union Jack -
flower at the stern made quite a colourful dignified sight. The Maasina 
village boat was used alternately. These two villages in the same comp-
etitive spirtt, immediately commenced building two beautiful wards for their 
Women's Conmri.ttee and eventually becmne the most co-operative and hard-
working villages in clearing up their villages, fenced their pigs, drained 
swamps besides other acti vi ties. 
3. Public Health Education. 
Scheduled weekly visits were made on Tuesdays, ·wednesdays and 
Fridays. In the corqpany of the district nurse, we concentrated 2.t first 
on the treatment of Yaws, wotms and other skin diseases. 
3 7. 
Team Work: 1/IJ"ith better staff and more time unfettered by such 
pressure of work as was in Lufilufi, more effort was concentrated in 
the training of women, the main theme of health education was centred 
on the following: 
1 . Care of Breast fed babies - in the :first 12 months. 
2. The most prevalent diseases e.g. Yaws, worms, tuberculosis and 
typhoid etc. the environmental causes, comunicability and treatment. 
3. Haternal feeding and hygiene of the Sarnoan mother during and after 
pregnancy and lactation. 
4, Care of food, and feeding of babies including supplernentar;y feeding 
with special uses of vegetables, fruits etc. 
5. Cleanliness of the vill8ges, comprising Fales, cook-houses, latrines, 
water supplies and exclusion of pigs and other animals from the 
villages. 
6. Medicines - used by W'omen 1 s Committees - how and why's - should they 
use drugs, for their dressings, skin diseases, intestinal and 
Gastro-enteric troubles, cough and chest troubles. 
7. Personal Hygiene and clean habits, care of mouth eyes and teeth. 
8. Maternity - normal aseptic managements and sterilization. 
Team-workers were taught and trained in the same way as in Lufilufi, 
·so that through them and their work amongst their people would stimulate 
and impress on them a more practical and realistic insight of the benefits 
to their health. 
In addition to this demonstrations, lectures and other social 
entities vvere intro~uced to cultivate first a receptive atmosphere 
morally and socially amongst the people to interest themselves 1'1r:i th 
their problems, and :participate in planning cmd carrying out their 
solutions. 
4. Social Agencies: 
It is mostly accepted that ability, intelligence and general interest 
in life are factors greatly affected if not influenced by social environ-
ment, and much of the failures of the people to adapt themselves to better 
changes in their lives can be largely due to their culture and society. 
JS. 
Incidentally by force of circumstances I found out that my own 
inclinations to music and sports parallelled to that of i:e ople could 
be fostered to a common environment to create a receptive climate 
through which we could be keyed up to a motivative competitive enthusiasm 
to achieve our common goal. 
Continuous, repeated visits to villages outside the Bay 11\fere not at 
all fun 1nhen weeks of rough seas and bad weather set in with rain, wind 
and seas in an open boat - they were frequently horrifying experiences. 
Inspection of villages were carried out immediately as the first 
thing on the list. This was usually attended by the pulenuu, Women·' s 
Committee of the village, the crew of our boat, and anyone who wished to 
attend it. This is followed up by injections for Yaws, or worm treatment. 
In both, routine practical demonstrations of offences and suggestive 
amendments were made on the spot e.g. an unfinished or badly non-fly-
proof latrine had been seen, the offender was called by the Pulenuu -
through them instructions are delegated, so that in my absence they @ould 
recall or punish him by custom for failing to do his Yrork. 
A Cricket garrebetween the village and our team would soon follow; in which 
the Samoan game varied from 50 -100 a-side. 
';Te usually won, and, having the best men we could almost win at will. 
The people when lost a game they were punished with whatever vYas lacldng 
in their village cleaning drive. But this was treated with reservation 
to keep the people interested with us. When we lost we usually supplied 
them with a small issue of drugs. Frequently songs were composed on 
their mistakes by the band. 
On the other hand with the Women I D Committee schedule including 
of 
massive treatment of Yaws, worn1s, examination/their sick ones, involved 
practicable advise to the mother and Women's Cormnittee for the treatment 
or supervision of the same a 
At night, lectures and practical demonstrations and talks on 'picked' 
cases were fi:;_nst usshered by songs and da11ces by the band, This attracted 
all ages, until the house was usually filled to capacity. :::others or 
families who had the worst babies, particularly those used for clinical 








These young men brought news of improvmen:ts they s-aw in other 
villages to effect of such influence to their villages, that soon every 
family or so were building better latrines, kitchens etc in tr:;ying t.o 
beat other villages or bettering their standing before the next visit 
was due to them. 
lfo:,sight that impressed us so much than arriving at a village to 
see the people up and about, to greet us with apprehensive anticipation, 
and pride themselves in their work, with eager questions of how otre r 
villages were getting on and whether they were the best village in the 
whole inspection. 
'I'he dancing part of the work as a form of moral om social punish-
ment was a most fruitious w:i.th particul.o.rly laz;y- women who could not 
after repeated advice help themselves. 
Dancing over one I s sins in front of the village was on the surface 
a happy one to the onlookers, but to the victims it exerted such psychical 
demorallising lesson that almost within the next inspection, the offenders 
were cured and were amongst the best converts. 
r:: .,; . WOMEN I S C OivIMITTEE CONVENTION. 
In October 1945, following a prior consultation of all the Women I s 
Committees a Conference was called, in which all the presidents, wi:th 
three or more n:embers of their village women were attended. 
In the meeting the need for a joint n fr on tier-a ttac k11 on the corrnnon 
public health problems in the community was explained 2.nd streased. 
With some cases from Hospital and charts common diseases like Yaws, 
worms and tuberculosis etc were demonstrated again to acquaint them of 
the necessity in amalgamation, and t;i;rey must with tlre work of the trained 
teams attain a more realistic advance in -vrnrking for their own people; 
that each conITTittee must play its mm part to att.end to their sick ones 
besides carrying out regular daily inspections of the villages. 
Yfithin a short time re-solutions were passed, and regulations were 






nDuties of Women 1 s Cornmittees:-
1 • Eegular daily inspections of villages 1:::/ the trained teams to advise 
or fine any neglected kitchen, latrine, sleeping Fale, vrater-supplies, 
food utensils. Latrines must offer accessibility to all members 
r; 
'- . 
of the family, and be fly-proof. In case of water-drop latrines 
they must be placed where water vr2.s continuously present. 
'I'reatment for the Sick, children or adults must all be reported 
to the President (or the 'I'eam) and treated a~Jpropriately. Any 
serious cases should be reported to the doctor or removed to the 
main hespital. 
3. All patients should be recorded and report books should be submitted 
to the District Nurse or local practitioner on visits or to the 
), ,_., 
hospital • 
. All normal deliveries should be managed aseptically in the Women 1s 
Cff:nmittee Fale, or removed to IIoopital. No pregnant mother vvas 
all0'¥red to be managed at their own homes. 






weaned babies has the right foods in accordance to the Mother I s 
Baby feeding book. 
Weekly meetings of Women I s Connnittee on TJlondays vmre to be held 
regularly to discuss work of past week and propose new inspections. 
President and three members of ·women I s Committee should mns:pect 
village weekly at weekends and cheek up on Team's worko 
All fines of village inspections must not passed 3 -afifi 
~ 
(offence) unless raised by a unanimous agreement of all members 
of the Women 1 s Cormnittee. 
Fines - vmre to be used only for drugs or other :facilities of 
Women's Committee's work, and must not be used to buy foods for 
the Committees othe.r than the babies. 
1 O. All fines must be imposed by the President and three members of the 
Women's Committee on Mondays. A vote of non-confidence by all the 
members should be final in cancelling any fines proposed by Pres-
idents. 
11. Monthly inspections of clothing, mosquito netting, food safes and 
~.L .. 1 
,"-
Li 1 • 
other furniture must be carried out in the company of the District 
Nurse. 
12. Q}uarterly inspection by the Local practitioner, Chairwoman and all 
presidents and two members from each Women I s Committee must be 
done throughout all the villages, checking on work of each ·women 1 s 
Committee in the past quarter. 
13. A Chairwoman elected on second year term was to represent all the 
Presidents as Chair'lvoma...11, consul-tan:b·:~ "go-betweentt the Medical 
Authority and the Women's Conmri.ttee on any major issues. She is to 
advise the authority on behalf of the general interest of the Women I s 
Committee work. 
111. A Secretary for the District was to be elected to keep books, and 
records of all fines, .funds and regulations etc. 
15. Fines collected from ~uarterly inspections are to be pooled together 
in a Trustee account in the P.0.8·.B in Apia. To be used only on 
health activities affecting the interests of a11 the Women's Committees. 
16. All Quarterly Inspections I Offences were to be imposed through a 
Court of all the Presidents Chairwoman and the two attendants from 
each Women's Committee at the end of each inspection. 
1 7. The Medical Practitioner should intimate all the approved regulations 
to the Hospital Board for their information and support. 
1 8. The Pulenuu of each village must accompany the president in all 
her weekly inspections, monthly inspections with the District Nurse, 
and Quarterly inspections with the Local Hea.lth Officer. 
In due course, the above regulations were duely approved and upheld by 
the Health Board and the district generally. 
6. INTEGRATION OF THE WOMEN'S COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES. 
For the 3 months that followed, I continued on my weekly inspections 
as started, accompanying the presidents and tbe Women I s Committee in their 
villages. 
In these inspections an energetic enthusiasm was shovm in all 
villages. In accompanying them one had to impress upon them that if done 
properly with their whoihe heart in it good results should be expected 





Certain circumstances revealed c:.t times the inability of some of them 
to be exposed to undue humiliating aspects of the work. For example in 
Uafato - a man who on two occasions was ordered to complete his pit 
latrine, however on the thttd visit the man apparently was sick for 
sometime and the night pending our visit he crawled out to finish his 
latrine, only to find that ·he was too ill to do it. When we arrived at 
the scene,, we found everything was there, but the man was too sick to 
VfOrk, so we stopped the inspection and called every woman to give aband 
in lifting the latrine to the hole and completing what w&s left. 
Many similar instances occurred in the cou_-rse of the ·work, a.nd 
of which haunted, the pride aind dignity of the women in the traditiona1 
society- but they certainly "coaxed the heart out of a stone11 in 
convincing the people by making them feel tha true "pang" of a real 
love to help them. 
Fairness and impartial consideration for the weaker ones of the 
villages were the essences impressed on the Women I s Committe Court of 
Fines. Often they fined the lower class continuously on small inevitable 
offences, and tended to be easier with higher ones. 
In a case at Sanano,I paid the fine of aman whose utensils were 
found unwashed outside his house by the lTomen 1 s Connnittee on their 
morning inspection. 
His wife had had labour pains that night whilst he wa.s out fishing, 
returning very late he -gverslept himself without knoviring of the plates, 
which the Women I s Committee found in the morning. 
In judging health offences examples were made to convince the 
women that 11 a soft answer turneth away the wrath". That an offender 
can ably learn his mistake by pointing out the offence and the danger 
to the cormnunity - and when convinced he could be cautioned or impose 
a small fine well below what he could pay and not above. 
Through subsequent meetings and inspections 1arith the women, they 
grew to understand their version of the work. 'l'heir differences and 
selfishness were ironed out. 
43. 
Today twelve years since I left Fagaloa about February 1946 - the 
work is still being carried on by the women in Fagaloa. 
The co-operative spirit wtnt;:on to influence the men-folk, and 
some of them have built European-style houses and ~ven have stores in 
them. Villages are much cleaner, and the people are better provided. 
1. A New Eu.ropean-sty}Je 24 bed ward had been built in their hospital 
at Musumusa about 1951., 
2 o A Co-operative Store for the District is being built at Maasina 
with shares from all the community. 
3. Traffic Roa.d(s:, one from the North Coast end and one over the 
base of the Bay are now· under construction on free labour basis 
with the Government supplying tools and foreman, and the people 
doing the work. The latter is considered the most difficult 
road in the Island when completed, having to pass about h,OOO 
ft. or more mountain to reach the Bay. 
hh. 
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Fagaloa Bay - was in all the fom~ rural districts in our experience 
the most vulnerable to collectivization activities. This was largely 
attributed to the uncomplicated political P6:tt,ern being ruled entirely 
by a chief who had no biased ambitions beyond/his immediate needs. So 
much so, that his word was usually the final say in all matters. On 
the other hand, there was no handicap in the social field or competitive 
political neighbour with an overpowering ambition in society. Instead 
they were entirely all on their own and rarely visited by other districts 







S A T Tl P A I T E A. 
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Dancing in front of Hospital on 
Thanksgiving Day Celebration. 
Feasting in Hospital 
on Thanksgiving Day 
Celebration. 
I 
With Miss Webb on horse-back 







.SATUP.AITEA HOSPITAL HEALTH DISTRICT. 
11 • Situation 
The above rural area is centred at a small rural dispensary at 
Satufia Point at Satupaitea, about 15 miles southwest coast (from Apolima 
Channel separating Upolu and Savai 1i Islands) of Savai I i. 
The rural administration of the Hospital encloses two Political 
Districts - Palauli and Satupaitea, with a population of 4,768 people 
per 19h5 Census. Within these two political areas are three Faipule 
Contingencies (Parliamentary districts) enclosing the following villages~ 
1. Palauli Political Constituency: 
i. Vailoa, Vaitoomuli, Faaula (Palauli proper) 
ii. Tafua, Papa, Puleia, Sili, Gautavai and Gataivai. 
2. Satupaitea Political Contingency: 
iii. Mosula., Pitonuu, Vaega and Satufea. 
The two Political areas (1 and 2) had each a member 1Nith Legislative 
Assembly of the Territory and the three parliamentary (ii., ii & iii) area -
a Faipule for each contigency in Samoan Parliamentary Cour1cil. 
Although the two political areas had been combined by force of 
circumstances to one Hospital and one Heal th District, trac1-itionally 
they- had never been welded together in matters of society, and always 
regarded one another with an undercurrent of suspicion and distrust 
in social enterprises. 
In the economic pattern, cocoa, copra and bananas were the main 
produce. Palauli being the ~igger landmmer its people were more 
industrious, and productively energetic. In the order of Samoan politic al 
administration Palauli (noe i proper) is ruled by three sectional 
patriarchal group, in which the chiefs and orators were traditionally 
11men Wh<Y}weuld die by their words 11 • ~hth this traditional characteristic 
they were more practical and susceptible in the strict sense of the word 




2. THE MEDIC.AL WORK AS gXLSTED IN 1947. 
'I'he combined effort entitling the estahlishment of the Dispensary 
Hospital about 19Lr0, was all too short to tl.nite the people {o an 
integrated health community. 
Previous to my appointment to Satupaitea in February 1947, I. Ponesi, 
medical graduate of the Suva Medical School was a Local lV1edical adminis-
trator to the area. He found the Hospital about 1945 to be in a state of 
dilapidation aJ..most unfit for human habitation. This vrns y:iarticularly 
true wj_th housing facilities both for the patient and the staffs. The 
three Fales, were only small huts, capable of housing only two patients, 
each was leaking in all sides; and the staff quarter, a fale of the same 
size which was to house I. Ponesi and a trained nurse, was even vvorse. 
He was forced to seek shelter elsewhere after repairing the degrading 
condition of their quarter- which wac left for the J\Jurse' s total use. 
From his observations, the people apparently appeared to have no 
interest in their hospital as a medical centre, and most of the sick 
people were treated by quacks in the villages. 
T}1e immediate need lies in improving the hospital accommodation 
facilities in the hospital, of which someti1ing slrnuld be done to entice 
the interest of the people. 
Under Government policy they· vrere to maintain all acco:mmodation in 
the premises .for their patients and Government Staffs in good repair. 
Vigorous attempt.s were made to explain and encourage the 1B ople towards 
this urgent need, but it was hopeless. Each politica:J_ faction accused 
one another and tried to side-step tl:e issues by blaming the responsibility 
to one another. 
(a) I1flJSIC AS MJ ENTICitTG AGENCY. 
Deprived of accommodation I. Ponesi was contented to live with 
some friends in Waitomuli in Palauli. As a gifted musician and composer 
of Smi:oan hymns he interested the village with his ability. VTi thin a 
short time he was teaching picked youths, and choirs hymns composed by 












Following a church_ choir audition in 1946, his hymns had so donunat8d 
the whole congregation of the district, that many villages begged him 
to help V'rith their hpms. 
His long sought break came at last, when Waitomuli chiefs proud 
of their success, influenced other villages in Palauli in building new 
houses for th.e Hospital; and convincing I. Ponesi that they meant to 
repay him for the honour and credit availed them-1 through his work. 
In due course his music work was extended to Satupaitea, until before 
long four large Fales 1Nere built an.cl a fifth and sixth house for the 
Local staff. Each of the four Ward Fales were four-beamed oval houses 
with room enough for eight patients per Fale or thirty two beds in all. 
Thus on arrival - I. Ponesi had accomplished a great forward 
step in rebuilding the ruined hospital accommodation, and by it he 
had recap~a~omething of the people's interest in the medical service, 
but much yet/to be done in the 1 field'. 
(' ) ,o THE WEEDS IN THE HOSPITAL. 
Although by nmv the question of accommodation had been fairly 
met with the new wards, there was no kitchen or latrines for the patients 
and attendants, including the staff-quarters. 
The water supply was poor; the dispensary iron tank held only 200 
gallons of water, barely enough for sterilization, dressings and washing 
for linen etc. The water sources to ·which the patients, ourselves and 
hospital were depending on, were derived from two sources, one from a 
sea spring JO yards below Hospital waterfront, that always went salty 
half-way to high-tide every day; and secondly was a larval water source 
(pool), about 3/4 mile inland- a collection of water in what appeared 
like an old volca.11ic crater - about JO ft. down in a screw-foot-bath, 
which offered n0 difficult:ihes at all for the access of pigs and other 
animals. The water in the latter was fairly I hard I and often tended to 
taste salty. 
The small two-room dispensary is constructed in an area of some 
recent volcanic activity, ·with the ground almost totally covered with 
large boulders cmd ragged rocks. With the Hospital in the middle of a 




administering treatment to patients was hazardous with many addidents, 
from fal~ sprains and other mjuries due to ground difficulties. 
These hazards discouraged nurses from carrying out most the 
treatments to patients particularly at night. 
3. THE NEED FOR MEDICAL SERVICE. 
For the whole of February and March 1947, there were only 4S cases 
attended hospital.. These included minor injuries, 2 boils, 7 Yaws and 
2 consultations, 3 tropical ulvers, 1 burn, sores and some dispensary 
callers for some opening medicines etce 
It was a comparatively poor attendance when considering other 
districts. When contrasted with Fagaloa Bay where about J/4 of the 
population had to cross by sea or over the hills to attend hospital aids, 







Inhabitants -per 1000 
1,340 61 a94 
4,768 12.37 




admission was about five times greater than Satupaitea, where only 12 
people out of 1000 remembered the Hospital, against 61 people in Fagal.oa. 
Satupaiteawith a centrally placed hospital with little difficulty in 
transportation etc~·and yet barely realized or valued the importance and 
potentialities offered by the medical service. 
(a) Common Diseases. 
A rough survey on works done up to May that year gave 1 , 972 people 
suffering from all forms of Yaws, whence 4,769 Yaws treatments were 
carried out on them. Tropical ulcerations which were largely compli-
cations of Yaws, were 83 cases seen and treated. This gave the incidence 
of yaws at 41 a3S per 100 people, and Yaws ulcers at 4.2% per 100 cases 
of Yaws. Treatments were carried out as in Lufilufi. 
other skin diseases- scabies, impetigo, ringworm etc. were relatively 





Amongst the 1-2 year group, gastro-enteric diseases like infantile 
diarrhoea etc were common, and the same with bronchitis and other 
chest diseases; 6 cases of clinical tuberculosis were seen. 
Apparently there had been quite a number of crippled ehildren in 
many of the villages - which were blamed to have been caused by Yaws 
injection, though they simulated somewhat - Poliomyelitis in its later 
stages. It was largely due to this supposed cases that the people 
refrained from attending to hospital or field treatments, and was gaining 
the quacks and witcherism some great advances in practice. 
Vlith no district nurse in existence the 10 Women's Committees were 
more under the quacks and bush witchery than health committees. 
:Maternity cases were almost done solely in the villages, mostly by 
the quack midwives, who generally never washed their hands except to 
clean the blood after delivery - and post-partum haemorrhages,&sepsis 
were. quite common calls in the villages. 
(b) The Quacks and ttWi tcherism11 
These primitive practitioners had in all the villages dominated 
the medical field, campaigning with their lavish propaganda and an 
uncanny oral advertisement of their practices, creating confusion and 
unbelief in the people against the medical work. Many of the professed 
quacks had some uncanny ways of covering their tracks when death occurred 
under their care. Most of them blamed their failures to some devils 
belotjging to one or other of the unfortunate victims ancestors. 
The problem was so alarmingly great that as a second thought to 
inviting them to a combat, we had to allow patients who were hopelessly 
beyond medical treatment, and where the family showed a preference to 
the quack than ours at the critical phase, to practise their arts in the 
Hospital. 
Case 1. A male adult 56 years of age, had been admitted twice 
suffering from a persistant headache; X-ray and subsequent investigation 
in Apia resulted in a report that the patient was suffering from an 
inoperable tumour which was said to be malignant. In the "down and out" 










agony. When the quack was asked for - we withdrew the sedatives, and 
soon the patient was raving mad with great pain. The quack's treatment 
consisted of a herb mixture which she either munched or beat down the 
leaves with a stone; then placed it in a dried premature coconut leaf 
flap, rinsed it in water i?hrought which after repeated strain and 
squeeze the diffused mixture was given to the patient to drink it hard 
facing the rising sun in the morning. Prior to the administration of 
the medicine the quack took his stand outside some h feet from the 
patient, holding in his right hand a dry coconut shoot which was tied in 
one end with a red tape. Dipping one end into a ti.owl of coconut oil he 
lit it with fire, then holding it lightly with his right hand he wa1red 
it in a "spearing motion" to the patient's gead, then withdrew it 
suddenly, he danced and pranced frantically circliilgg the side of the 
patient, and repeating the same movements about 5 times before he 
finally wound up. This operation was done tw-lce daily just before sun-
rise and a little after sunset in the evening. During the four days 
of his treatwents on the patient the families as in accordance with sone 
supernatural rites of the treatment were instructed to put down all the 
blinds in their fales with the exception of the one corresponding to the 
door on the side of the tropical fale where the patient was allowed to 
sit during operations. The quack in the course of his treatment was 
provided with certain dietary menu- by the family consisting of whole 
pig- daily, cooked green coconut and some wrapped-up cooked taros. 
Eventually the patient died on the fifth day and with the help of the 
local Fuumasino (District Judge) we were given permission to make a 
post mortem on the case. The tumour was located at the cerebrum lying 
intradurally more to the right Broacas' area. Specimen was saved but 
was damaged before transfered to Apia for examination. 
To the District Judge., and sone of the chiefs and members of the 
family we explained to them the ignorance of the quacks as to the right 
diagnosis of the case, and by displaying the tumour and that with the 
effect on the brain death was inevitable, but not due to any devil of 
a dead wife of the deceased as stressed by the quack. The quack was 
fined and was banned by the people of the village from practising on 






Case 2. A young male adult 29 years of age in the course of village 
consultations was wound coughing terribly, very wasted, loss of voice, 
and general weakness, with evening temperature and sweating at night and 
sometimes days, and had had one bout of haemoptysis. 
He had four children and a wife, the latter and two older children 
were developing early signs of tuberculosis. There were 12 of the family 
sharing two houses clothing, food etc. When asked for removal to Apia 
for X-Ray and treatment the father a high standing chief refused every-
thing, even preventive measures and free medication from Hospital. 
Instead they sought out a quack who diagnosed his condition as "Gau" 
(in Samoan it is applied to any condition causing a sudden 11break11 of 
health, attended with wasting, general weakness etc., also including any 
fracture in the splhne, sprain in foot etc.) due to the boy's early life 
indulgence in deep sea fishing, shooting pigeons, and pig hunting etc. 
Even with the help of the village mayor, women I s committees and 
other local authorities there was no chance for any compromises with 
the father /:l,Ild patient. They were corrqJletely under the quack. 
In the following year 1948 the patient died and through the help 
of the Women's Committee and Pulenuu I obtained permission to perform 
a post mortem. I immediately sent for all the chiefs, Women's Committee 
and other available. The post-mortem showed intensive caseation, exten-
sively in the upper lobe of the light lung, and less in the left; some 
calcification and scaring but the consition was fairly diffused and 
widespread in both sides. 
The finqings were demonstrated to the people with great emphasis 
on the cause, infectiousness and the deadly effect of the disease once 
it is established in the whole village. Some mention of the dangers 
already seen in some members of the family who were already silently 
developing the disease was stressed, even allOl",ed the Pulenuu and three 
other chiefs to listen in my stethoscope to some crepitation heard 




As a consequence to this experience the father was fined for dis-
otiedience by the :village, and preventive measures were made compulsory 
by the village for the family. The quack was fined. and banned from 
practice in the village., 
Case J. Another case of a 6/12 old baby - died of Herb-poison 
was dug up after 7 days, the specimen of liver, stomach etc. were sent 
through Apia to Auckland about Novemver 1948, but the specimera were 
putrified, or inadequately treated before they were sent over. No 
result obtained of the specimens from examination yet received. 
Many cases of this kind were sought out to convince the people 
to a practical realization of the dangers of infectious diseases etc. 
and that their co-operation to help themselves by adopting preventive 
measures against these diseases, and a common understanding of their 
shortcomings were stressed. Signs and symptoms of tuberculosis and 
tyhoid etc. were, besides lectures to Women's Committee Teams being 
written and distributed to all the Women's Committees to be learned by 
all the members of the Committees and their families. Through the help 
of the Resident Commissioner in Savai'i, many of the quacks and ttevil-


















PG.ST-MORTEM .of Case No.2. 
ss . 
Note physical condition of one of the 
deceased's brothers standing behind, 
and Father to left, writer and Nurse Ola , 
- - b.v e,lh.&-..,. - I,,.~ rn..d. . ~..,.-..1, c.. . 
Findings: Whole of lung in Rt. upper lobe and middle 





















"And the dove care unto him, ••••••.• lo, in her mouth was an 
olive leaf •••••• so Noah kneweth that the waters were abated 
from off the earth. 11 -Genesis 8: 11 • 
A dmvine motto sympolizing in the HEALTH FLAG our 
ardent prayer to instil into the hearts and minds and 
lives of the people the values and aims of Public Health 
as a 11 Doctrine of Life. 11 
HEALTH FL AG. 
Women's Committee Gautavai was the first winner of the flag. 
Miss Webb, Matron, inspected their Women's Committee work in 
1950 and approved the same. She helped with the plan for 










5:~-n HEALTH RE-ORGANISATION. 
The motivated re-organisation of the people to a common health 
community integrating a very difficult revolution was based mainly on 
the outcome, reactions and responsive susceptibilities of the people 
demonstrated on clinical issues and receptive aptitudes to the general 
administration of medicines and their relevant health activities. 
With the high incidence of Yaws and other skin diseases, the 
horrifying sights which they demonstrated among all ages were enough 
to drive anyone to an inassistable reactive mind to help them, knowing 
their complete helplessnessess to help themselves. Yaws treatments de-
manded the first priority, including their various complications, and 
other relative diseaseso 
Medicine and its effectiveness - ones demonstrated efficiently and 
competently to cure incapacitating diseases at their highest peak of 
misery, created the best and most valuable receptive atmosphere amongst 
the people, which when cultivated to right channels .offered the quickest 
way of turning them 11round-about 11 to 11 community self-help", and the 
·essential evaluation of the medical service to their lives and well-
being generally. 
\fomen's Committeeso 
Fo thirteen villages only ten had Women's Committees, and with 
the ravages of Yaws and skin diseases, and the need for trained staffs, 
the women were readily organised into working teams as in Fagaloa and 
Lufilufi with the help of the trained nurse. Within a few weeks, the 
trained nurse was relieved to confined to hospital cases on visiting days • 
Within three months the help of working teams has facilitated the improve-
ment and success of Yaws treatments, and restoring the faith of .the 
people to the work. 
1 • Team-Work; With more people cured of Yaws, ulcers etc. more 
patients crowded our clinic and clambering for help. The same predicament 
was encountered here as in other districts. 11 the need for trained trainers 
to train themselves helping their people.n and permitting ttm@dicine to 








are better than one, 11 that a one-eye wisher is better than the one 
-: totally blind11 and 11 a half loaf is better than non at a11.rr 
With experiences gained from previous districts, trained team-workers 
in villages however handicapped knowledgeably, socially etc. they could 
be made the most "vital fulcrwns 11 in which community participation could 
be pillared and spearheaded into the lives of the people. With this in 
view we concentrated on a six-weeks course with a more realistic and 
practical application to our tangible aims of collectivizing the people 
into an integrated health community. 
Fifty six girls were picked from the thirteen villages (2 or more 
from each village, larger ones had 4 or 5 of these young women, including 
married and unmarried) were trained in the Ho$pital under the supervision 
of the Nurse, amongst hospital patients. The essence of the scheduled 
programmes were as previously mentioned. Arranged in groups practical 
work, apart from Lectures and demonstrations, involved washing and 
scrubbing of patients, taking of temperatures, giving wash-outs, feeding 
babies, patients etc. Inspecting of hospital premises for flies and 
mosquito breeding. Recording and assisting with dressings. 
In addition they were trained to recognise: 
i. Signs and symptoms of common infectious diseases, Influenza, 
tuberculosis, typhoid and infantile diarrhoea. 
ii. Registrations and notifications of Births and Deaths and 
infectious diseases, as Pulenuu were never reliable in these 
aspects. 
iii. Census work, registering of ages and village inhabitants. 
At the end of six weeks they dispersed and then reported to work 
one week every month for three more months. During their absene.es::from 
hospital they carried out clinic work in their villages, sending reports 
of the patients and treatments given weekly as part of their training. 
At the end of three months they were given an examination in the 
hospital in their work. From the results those who passed were given 





4. INTEGRATION OF WOMEN'S COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES. 
(1) Women's Committee Convention. On the wave of success and 
fruitious reactions of the people, a meeting of the Women's Committees 
were called. By then the remaining villages had formed committees. 
All presidents and three or more representative members of each Women's 
Committee were present in September 1947. 
Oroceedings, discussions and condensations were duly crystallized 
along the same lines as was in Fagaloa with the following exceptions: 
(a) 3 Chairwomen corresponding to 3 Faipule contingencies were 
appointed as sectional leaders, with the same powers and rights as 
allotted to the one elected in Fagaloa and in the same way three 
sectional secretaries were appoined to them. 
(b) Executive Committee: constituted the three sectional women, 
and four secretaries. Special meetings of this Committee were held 
quarterly to discuss and formulate any pending epidemics, failures and 
amendments in the field work. At the head of this Committee was the 
Local practitioner and Nurse. Any matters of emergency they are to be 
notified or consulted for their opinions. 
(c) Health Funds: .Apart from that me~tioned previously, taxation 
was levied later in 1948 to fales to private homes not in the Worll3n 1s 
Committee at 2/- -5/- a day and night. Health Taxes at 3/- per family 
a month were levied for sanitary works and banked by sectional nonstituencies 
in which intersectional trustees were signed on one another's P.O.S.B 
account, and the books were kept by the Sectional Leaderi. although she 
was not a trustee. 
(d) Segregation of infectious diseases like influenza, whooping 
cough, measles etc to the Women's Committee fales, were 5/- every day the 
family failed to disobey or failed to notify the Women's Committees. 
In the smme way pregnant women who had not notified the Women's Committe. 
Teamwork of their month of delivery, or failed to be admitted to Women's 
Committee fales were fined 10/-
(e) Isolation of tuberculosis cases medically proven (micro-














any Committee who failed to build a fale, supervised with food and 
medication their tuberculosis cases away from contacts. 10/- monthly 
free drugs were issued to the Women's Committee as allotment for good 
work • 
(2) School Health: Daily inspections of school children during 
morning parade by the Women's Committee Team Work, working in turn with 
ordinary Women's Corrnnittee. Member asiistants, attended all cases of 
sores, minor injuries and also washing of teeth, eyes and body generally. 
Women's Committee member is given the right to fine any offences, or 
stop any child from school who had developed some communicable diseases -
Yaws, scabies, ringwoem, measles, chicken-pox etc. Fines varied from 
1-5 coconuts to banning from school, the children or parents and sorre 
committees even resorted to strapping on repeated misdemeanour. 
(3) Nutrition: Many cases of malnutrition were found either 
caused from faults in the feeding (habits) technique or faults in the 
diet. Failures in feeding habits Where in a number of cases of mal-
nutrition mothers were found to chew the foods first to a paste and then 
fed them to young weaning babies, a common cause of malnutrition. 
With faults in foods - vegetables, protein, milk ~ or tinJ, eggs were 
always wanting o 
As a result vegetable gardens were planted by Women's Committee, 
and encouraging the use of milk, eggs ,;egetables and fruits generally 
for the young and older children in their villages. 
A 9 montli. 11 Mouth-to-Mouthtt 
fed Malnutrition Baby held 
by District Nurse. 
Note: the extensive emaciation 
and sunken features with head 
disproportionate with bone, 




BEALT'".d AND WELFARE ORGANISATION -CHIEFS AND ORATCRS. 
An analysis of the public tension and susceptible adaptability of 
the people however, favourably productive to our course and aims, there 
was still a balance of cohesive and disruptive forces as long as the 
social barriers of traditional culture and society remained unmanoeuvred 
or forced to give way to allow lasting development as in our socialization 
of medicine to be consciously or unconsciously absorbed into their general 
pattern of living and life. A move to associate the real planners, 
controllers and guiders of community destinies was already underway-
attacking from both ends, the distal end in the villages by the committees 
and myself on the field work, and proximally the Parliamentary and 
political leaders by repeated visits or admitting them to the hospital 
on the slightest provoaction of illnesses even an attack of filariasis 
where we served them like Gods to allow their minds- taking a firm grasp 
of the medical needs, and the interplay between health and welfare, 
which involved in the "milling-process •11 
To these aims rtmatais" were the first to be organised conventionally, 
in July 1947. By then we already had two meetings with the three Faipules 
and one M.L.A. besides private meetings at their homes, helping them to 
interpret Government policies discussed at Official schedules, of which 
most of them particularly the Satupaitea Member of legislative Assembly-
Asiata, M. did not understand as they were mostly in English. 
In this meeting I intimated them with the horrors of diseases, 
environmental sanitation, the relative needs of water-supplies and good 
food balance for the babies and all in their villages, beside the need 
for hospital facilities and general well-being economically. They were 
made to take down the details of our field survey in their villages to 
be discussed among themselves, and in my report I dictated no plan on 
our part, but drop everything 11pang 11 on their lap for their doing. 
A unanimous whole-hearted response resulted in the establishment of 
the H & W Organisation that day in which all members of village dignitaries 
acting on behalf of their various village communities swore their support 
by placing the bible on their heads, and then repeating ttwi th all that 
I have in my power, I shall truthfully uphold and promote everything 
62e 
agreed up, and contributable to nw people and the whole community's 
well-being in health and generally". 
The Palauli Faipule, a renowned figure in Samoan oratory capitulated 
everybody with our plan by stressing the value of the medical work as 
given by the report. He demonstrated that in their own village where in 
the Yaws problem, & particularly the recent Influenza Epidemic (March -
June 1947) where 291 sick people were isolated by the Women's Committee 
and treated in segregated fales amongst whom his four children and he 
himself were victims to the onslaught of the disease. 
In previous epidemics of the same nature, he recountered how many 
people died in the district, the Women I s 0ommittees . then had not the 
vaguest ideas, but now with the knowledge they gained they saved many 
undesirable deaths to their children and their people, with only the 
simplest but common-sense precautions which, 11we the profetEed authority 
in the community never dreamed of before •11 ttAre we going to stand aside 
and allow our people suffering the miseries of diseases and inevitable 
untimely deaths"? 
The challenge was fully met when they appealed that we should 
organize the Women's Committee in all matters of health, and they, as 
authority in the community would ao everything in their power to 
support our work. The subsequent discussions and debates were crystal-
lized in complete agreement and establishing the following constitutions:-
( 1 ) RURAL ORGANISATIONS: 
I. ADVISORY & EXECUTIVE: Three Faipule - contingent members of Samoan 
parliament in the three contingent communities. Their functions entailed 
consultatory and advisory to the local practitioner in all matters, involv:ing 
community participation, socially, economically and physically. Schedule 
meetings were quarterly, and before and after parliamentary meetings in 
Apia. Yfith the latter all activities requiring Govt. participation either 
economically, technically or otherwise as e.go roads, water-supplies etc. 
were delegated to the High Commissioner and Government. The executive 
power is reservedly exercised by the Local Medical Officer - only on 







II. RURAL ASSEMBLY: consisted of the followingi-
(a) Official Members: Three Faipule, local practitioner and 
Pulenuuwith each member, participating in the interest of his 
official capacity to the Governmeann. 
(b) Non-Official Members: Two committees and secretary elected by 
the village council on one year term. The committees represented 
all the village councils in all matters of local policy. The 
Secretary kept records of all discussions, agreements, fines and 
taxation for the information of the village, and responsible to the 
District Rurall Secretary, and the local practitioner on all 
taxation and fund raising activities. 
(c) Hospital Pulenuu: appointed under the same order as in 
Fagaloa. Responsible to rural assembly and General Secretary in 
levying of ~ospital taxation to patients etco subject only to the 
reserved author:ityof Local Medical Officer on such matters 
affecting his ethical rights in the execution of his duties to the 
sick people o 
(2) FUNCTIONS. 
I. HEALTH. It was to support the medical work in mobilizing the 
villages, helping the Women's Committees in all matters contributable 
to the promotion of health and the general elimination of diseases. 
Health fines and taxes were to be directed to encourage health 
works in the community. 
(a) Health Funds: A levy not more than £1.o.o per Matai (or 
titled person-chief- or orator) or 10/- per Tauleileaf: (untitled males) 
-: s·; on quarterly or } yearly as directed and agreeded upon by the 
Rural Assemblye 
Notei 5/ ... per Matai and 3/- per Taulelea was levied 1947; and in 
1948 a £1 per Matai and 10/- per Taulelea were levied. 
(b) Health fines and taxes by the Women's Committees were 
enforced and pooled together to a common Rural Health Fund. 
(c) Funds for Sanitary Works were to be levied by each 





Such funds would be directed to finance water supply schemes (for the 
contingencies either for a sectional or village supplies individuallj) 
latrines and waste disposal, pigs segregations etc. 
(d' Hospital Taxation - of patients admitted from other rural 
areas were £1 f.or admission. Fines imposed by the Pulenuu for 
offences in the Hospital would be -uellected and submitted to the 
Rural Secretary monthlyo 
(e) Fines - imposed by the village Pulenuu was directed for 
to be used for health activities in the villages and financing 
Women's Committee Clinics and their work. 
(f) Village Pulen:!1~ - was directed to accompany health inspections 
in his own villages, and should inspect villages regularly for 
sanitary works etc. and helping the medical work and Women's 
Committee in eliminating diseases in the villages. 
Hospital Pulenuu Allotment Pay: was derived from a 5% 
commission tirom fines and taxes he collected from the hospital 
patients and attendants. 
(g) Health Activities. All villages were directed to build 
latrines, one per matai or more in big families, promote cleanliness 
of villages generally, building better kitchens improving water 
supplies and supporting Women's Committees and health work generally, 
II. WELFARE 
(a) Agricultural Committee - Each village should appoint 
an agricultural committee to decide and direct monthly inspections 
of foods, and othet-· :money producing crops responsible to the 
Pulenuu, Rural committees and village councils. 
(b) Welfare Funds - directed to finance agricultural, schools, 
electricity or otherwise was to be collected by ea.ch contingency 
and pooled as common fund under sectional trustees. 
(c) Contingent Organisation - Each Faipule contingency should 
form a contingent organisation comprising of committees from 
villages and the Rural Committees to mobilize the 1fillages towards 
achievement of the aims of the Rural Organization towards collect-








cipate socially, economically and physically in the achievements 
of common interests in Health and Welfare progress e.g. water-
supplies, agriculture, schools etc. 
III. MEDICAL WORK. Constitutional regulations were passed to help 
the medical work in the hospital and generally as followsi 
(a) Patient's attendants only two were allowed unless otherwise 
i:oermitted by the Medical Officer on special cases - fine 2/-
(b) Attendants to operation cases in the Hospital were not 
more than four on first two days after major operations -fine 2/-
(c) Sympathizers on patients undergoing major operations as 
per custom were to be taxed at 5/- per head, 2/6 for the patient 
and 2/6 for the Health funds. 
(d) All feasting or food allotments pigs, keg of beef etc. 
celebrating (as per custom) major operations were taxed at £1, 
10/- for the patients and 10/- for the health fund~. 
(e) Foods -maintenance of patients by family and staff by the 
villages were to be regularly supplied and offences were 2/- per 
family and 1 o/- for village. 
(f) The Satupaitea Women's Committee were to weed and clean 
Hospital compound regularly at least monthly. 
Notei The Samoan custom in connection with any one undergoing major 
operations etc required ceremonial food celebration in the Hospital 
which entitled the patient, his family, or villages to submit pigs, 
beasts, keg of beef, tin of biscuits etc. besides taros, fish and 
other varieties for the sympathizers to participate in feasting and 
the c'QIIISumption thereof. Whilst it was good for the stomachs of the 
chiefs and village dignitaries, and staffs it was grossly stopping 
the sick people reaching out for medical help. One operation of a 
simple hydrocele may cost the patient over £100 worth of food. 
Many of them saved up for years and often the disease condition 
killed them before they had enough for admission for treatment, some 
'even exbhanged their lands and plantations to the 11well-to-do 1s 11 
merely to get pigs and money for the necessary requirements. This was 





With a chief of a village an orator had to accompany him, and 
the village is directed to a food-tax daily supplying him in the Hospital. 
At the end of his stay in hospital he would give up a lot of pigs, beasts 
etc. for a village celebration, also money and fine mats to the village 
chief and orators in accordance to traditional rights. 
In-patients in the hospital were.maintained by the families; the 
staff only confined to administration of treatments, and the supervision 










EPIDEMICS AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES AS AGENCIES FOR CULTIVATION 
AND CAPITULATION. 
No short cut but the "hard way" to gain their interest, their 
faith and confidence, which opened the vulnerable door to their 
hearts and then conversion. 
Epidemic 11 Flu11 I worked much harder here than in the previous districts, 
and, in the influenza epidemic that ensued I lived mostly on my saddle, 
answering call, conducting a house-to-house examination of all the 
ttsick and about to be sick11 villagers, compulsing and carrying them 
with the Women's Committee to isolation fales, giving the Women's 
Committees detailed instructions and demonstrations of the disease. 
This followed an order circulated in writing to all the Pulenuu 
and Women's Committees with a detailed report of the signs and symptoms, 
infectivity of the disease requiring imn:ediate and compulsive isolation 
of all the cases for conservative and medical treatment. Henceforth, 
all cases of epidemic influenza were banned from the Hospital except the 
very serious complications. Drugs e.g. a~pirins, A.P.C, Sulpha drugs, 
were handed. over free of cost to all the Women's Col'lhuittees including 
Mag. sulph. Mist. sodisal, cough medicines etc. Tr. Benzoin Co. for 
inhalations etc. To iebonom:iije supplies, patients with high temp3ratures 
were given cold sponges, cold wash-outs; or covered with hot-steaming 
basins of boiled water; for headaches Women's Committee's were taught to 
massage the heads with cold water - the psychology was that by constant 
sprinkling of cold water and gentle variable stroking of the head and 
forehead the patient's mind is distracted from the pain and finally 
sank to sleep. The same thing was done with backache in many of the 
Gastro-enteric cases, in addition to hot water bags etc. Many of the 
villages were effected almost completely with influenza e.g. the 
village Gataivai with 531 inhabitants a very crowded housing settlemerrt, 
408 were down with the 1 flu' ; 15 big fales were filled to capacity •. 
Of 121 women in the Committee 86 were downed leaving 21 women .,,Ji:,HLt>l/'I. 
Hr women-with babies, to look after all the sick people. Team-work 
saved the situation, in which the latter were confined to guarding water 










of foods for the patients but kept strictly out of touch of the houses. 
Of the remaining 21, 15 were disposed to each fale, attending to individual 
needs 11 pannings" sponges and feeding etc. and the remaining 6 were giving 
out special treatments like, giving of inhalations; drugs, like cough 
mixture, milk of Magnesia, Mag. Sulph., or coconut oil as aperients or 
otherwise; Benzoin inhalation; aspirins: or Aspros, A. P. Cs. etc. attending 
to symptomatic treatments. Many of these teams organized in villages 
were working almost 24 hrs. days and nights with hardly a 11wink" of rest. 
The supervisions in the beginning was the most difficult part as 
the people were quite unaccustomed to the new situations. Many chiefs 
of high standing would not agree to be ordered about by the W'omen 1s 
Committee or Pulenuu and preferring to deal with some higher authorities 
of the medical staffs. 
However, they were contentled after prior explanation of our policy 
beside legal bluffs an< aim of trying to help them and their people to 
better the disease and the toll that used to victimize many of their 
people in previous years. 
Such incidences in many villages required daily house-to-house 
examination of patients, who did not then trust the Women's Committees 
to diagnose or direct their treatments and care. 
Of the 15 coastal miles to cover in these daily visits, the 4 miles to 
Tafua (Eastern most, village, had to be crossed wither by foot on a very 
raggedly rough track or by canoe in the open rough sea. It was during 
one of these visits in the fist week of May 1947, that our canoe was 
blown by a sudden wind, and capsized, and I lost my stethoscope and all 
with my medical bago For over 8 hours we battled for our dear lives, 
against being cruelly dashed to the rocks, until some villagers finally 
saved us, from what would have been an awful disaster. 
This and many other similar incidences, had finally won the people's 
sympathy in our sincerity towards our ordeal. On the other hand, the 
dramatic and uneventful recoveries of many of their loved ones - the old 
and particularly their young helpless children, of whom, centred much 
confusion and anxiety in the homes at the peak of the epidemic, had 
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realization of the necessity and indispensability of the N~dical work 
to their lives. As a result many of the villages who at the onset of 
11 flutr'resisted the segregation theme but at the climax of the epidemic 
they became the most energetic workers. The chiefs and orators in these 
villages helped their wives, relieving the pressure on the women by 
cooking food, guarding water, or even joined in backing up the Women's 
Con:anittees and Pulenuu in their 11house-sick-parade11 daily. 
Thus in 1947, 2182 cases of influenza were treated in the villages 
under segregation. Mumps, Pertussis and measles were similarly isolated 
and treated in the villages. 
EPIDEN,IC DISEASES TREATED AND MANAGED BY WOMEN'S COMMITTEES 
1,947 1948 1949 1950 Deaths .. __ 
Influenza 2182 1651 41 3693 11 
Mumps 862 
lJlfilooping Cough - 265 92 
Measles (Morbilli) - - 2359 - 3 
Deaths 
(All forms) 
11 - 3 
Tuberculosis - Isolated;Treated and Supervized by Women's Committees: 
i. Follow-up Clinical Cases 21 38 24 30 8 
ii. Registered T.B. Cases 5 11 3 5 15 
iiio Cases under 1Tomen's Committees 
J3 19 1 8 14 3 
Deaths - Total 10 6 3 4 23 
Note: i. 8 Deaths in Villages 
ii. 15 deaths including those under Women's Committee and Hospital 
iii. Of 64 cases supervised and treated in isolation- 10 died 
in Hospital 2 in homes and 3 in Women's Committee. 
\. 
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II. Infectious Diseases. Tuberculosis and Typhoid cases were found, 
but the latter only found in 2 cases in the four years. No leprosy 
detected (in District), Gonorrhoea-only 2 cases were seen. 
The main infectious disease outside of Yaws and epidemic diseases 
was Tuberculosis - mostly of the pulmonary type. Certified cases 
were isolated ind the villages under the Women's Committees, as;-
The Women's Committee supervision of Tuberculosis were as follows:-
1 • Village Accommodation - a special Fale andylatrine facilities 
away from main village and family - at least 40 yards away were built. 
2. Two Ordinary Committees to watch patients on day shift - supplied 
her or him with food as required by treatment; and saw that she got 
water etc. to drink foods to eat etc. and no one to enter her fale 
except the connnittees and the ~eam girls. 
3. The Team Girlst- under the same rotation were supplied by Women's 
6ommittee with gowns and masks to attend to patients treatment- giving 
out &;I.rugs to her and sponging her or so, and saw that she was well 
supplied with all requirements. 
(a) vV'eekly weighing: recording weight and reporting all progress 
as weekly to me and the district nurse. 
(b) Stone index: for coughing - 20-30 1white and black' stones 
were placed in a coconut shell or tin everytime the patient coughed 
without a sputum, she discard one 11white stone" and if contain sputum 
she put out a 11black stone11 No number of stones put out of the container 
gave some indication of her progress, beside recording of otter symptoms 
like night-sweating, evening temperature, appetite etc. Disinfectants 
were used for sputum mugs rinsing hands in Women•s Committee supervising 
fale. 
4. Tuberculosis cases isolated in villages, were banned from atten~ing 
churches on other public gatherings; admission to any other house in the 
village etc. until his condition had proved radiologically or otherwise 
in .Apia to have proved arrested, a patient was usually detained in 
custody for six months up to two years or moreo 
\ 
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Of 113 clinically follow-up tuberculosis cases 64 were under the 
Women's Committees; 23 were radiologically and technically proved 
, positive, 8 died in the villages with haemoptysis, too sick to be 
transferred to Hospital for investigation. Of the 24 registered cases -
20 of them ·were isolated under supervisionary treatments by the Women's 
Committees in the village, 3 of them died in isolation, 10 in Hospital 
and 2 in horoo s .. 
Following the epidemic influenza in 1947 the people became more 
sensitive to infectious diseases, thus of the 23 positive cases - 16 
of them were identified following reports of the Women's Committee 
Team girls, and the women. As significance of the co-operation of 
the people - a Samoan Missionary of the London Society Church in 
Palauli, who was something of Provincial Church Leader of the Church-
a well respected position of the church, was found positive X-Ray 
and sputum, in 19li8. Returning from Apia - after investigation, before 
the report from Apia had reached me the village Faaula on their own 
accord built a house for him at a point away from his children and 
village, and supervision by the Women 1s Committee was immediately 
instigated. 
In Vailoa village a chief following isolation measures was 
always desserting Women's Committe custody. The village council reacted 
by putting male watchers with women on duties where husbands were 
allowed to guard, when the wives were on duty. A penalty of a big 
pig and 100 taros were imposed on anyone disobeying the custody orders 
of the Women 1 s Committees. 
* * i} 
--_\ 
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VI. CO-ORDINATION OF COMMUNITY AijTIVITIES. 
1 • VILLAGE FESTIVAL AT CHRISTMAS. Women I s Committees on Christmas 
days held a Thanksgiving Feast in the villages, where their men-folk 
were the main guests -their husbands. After a primary short thanks-
giving prayer by the local missionary the president thanked their 
men-folk for their support and sponsoring co-operation in their work 
and briefly commenting on their health work achievements and any 
colIHllunity achievement during the year. The occasion was usually 
attended with great celebrations, dancing, sports - like cricket, 
boat-racing etc. The proceeds usually collected by the man and 
handed over to the Women's Committees for their work of the coming year. 
2. ANNUAL RURAL THANKS-GIVING SERVICE IN THE HOSPITAL. 
This was held on the first week of January every year 1948 -1950, 
conducted under due agreement of the Women's Committee Organisation 
by the Methodist Chruch - in Satupaitea. The The Women's Committee 
Organisations sponsoring authority invited the Faipules and the Rural 
H & W. 0. committees and village dignitaries. Each connnittee provided 
their own foods an!~esponsible for their own village guests, including 
their religious heads. The usual programme constituted; 4 hymns by 
4 choirs of the Methodist contingencies, a prayer and sermon by the 
European Religious Dignitaries of the Methodist Church, then followed 
by the reading of our Annual Reports - dealing with Health and Tu~dical 
work generally, the work of the Women's Committees in the villages, 
the work of the men in connection with the R.H & W.O activities. 
Stressing with great emphasis the achievements in villages and conti-
gencies during the year. 
The Methodist Reverences, Mr. lPTilliams, Mr. Alladice with some 
understanding of our problems usually delivered the most illustratively 
convincing sermons, beside their heart dissolving prayers in pleading 
for .Almighty help towardg our work and our general aims in harnessing 
the people to help themselves. It was the most looked forvrard days 





3. PRIZES were issued to Women's Committees to encourage them and 
indirectly influence their husbands in their work, and take advantage 
of their competitive and dignity - worshipping social inclinations to 
harness them towards increasing and enlarging their initiative and 
automotive potentialities and endowments to free community enterprizes 
along our direction. The prizes were as:-
(a) Maternal and Baby Welfare - the mest Women's Committee with more 
babies managed and cared for and less death from any of the usual 
complications. 
Prizes Feeding bottles, baby-food measures, cord dressing and 
enemas. 
(b) Medical work: The best Women's Committee who treated and cared 
for the most infectious, epidemic diseases beside contagious diseases -
scabies, ringworm etc., school health work, village clinic work. 
Prize: A "Drug Issue" relative to their work not more than 10/-
(c) The Cleanest village - with the most latrines in use, clean-
houses, kitchen, water supplies, clearing and weeding and clearing 
of grass, bush etc. 
Prize: A bed-pan, bush knife axe etc. 
(d) The Outstanding village during the year in all those of the above 
3 was given the Rural districts 1Health Flag' as the ctlealth Champion 
of the year. 
(e) In 1950 - a special prize was awarded to the best mother all-
around, - was won by a woman in Pitonuu with 15 children all alive and 
healthy, 4 grandchildren looked after by her; had the best houses and 
cleanest premises in 4 years. At the time she had a grown baby, 
besides looking after 2 other of her children. 
The tangible aims in these undertakings were directed 
(1) towards nursing the community participation in appreciating 
their own 1doings'and activities in a way to encourage them working for 
their health and well-being. 
(2) Towards bridging and raising the social standing of the 
women as mothers and recognised authority in community enterprises. 
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(3) towards a relaization that in any corrnnunity enterprizes the 
leaders must learn that UNITY SUCCEEDS - DIVIDED - would fall. 
(4) towards convincing the people that man and wife as a 
matrimonial unit each with definite inherent contributions to their 
natural responsibility, must carry those responsibilities shoulder 
to shoulder towards a reconstruction of a happier life - by increasing 
their social, physical and economical assiduous energies in the 
achievement of independent, individual and community enterprizes. 
(S) towards an unconscious absorption of traditional patterned 
bearers in socialization amongst kin and group, villages and pollitical 
societies, which in Samoa are still the main impediments in fostering 
community government. 
(6) To impress them of the Taxes as propounded by Psalms 127: 1, 
119: 147; James 2: 14 and 20 in an effort to infuse and crystallize 
the religious 11make-beliefsn to a more common approach spiritually 
in a united harmonious community with common aims and security to 
work for 
"faith without work was hopeless in the sight of Providence.ti 
(7) To impress the leaders and the people that the Govt. cannot 
11 spoon-feed11 them all the time in matters necessitating their own 
participation for the health and general well-being. Through community 
mobilization they had cultivated themselves to a realization that they 
were in a community and even down to individual groups "part and parcel" 
of their Government, and by doing their own share in helping the:rimelves 
would relieve the Govt. of a great burden. 
7i.. GENERAL ACHIEVEMENTS, 
1 • In the Hospital and Medical Work 
.. . (a) 
I
 ; All the kitchens and houses for the Nursing staffs were built 
maintained with the necessary amenities. : , and 
I' (b) The hospital compound was maintained as a health centre by the 
Women's Committee and people generally. 
(cj In November 1949 - a Traffic road was constructed to the Hospital 
from the main road, on free labour basis the Satupaitea people. 
- l 
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The men and women too alternate shifts day and night to rush work so 
as not to impede P. W.Dept. programme. 
(d) The Hospital compound was blasted and levelled out by the P. W.D 
machines helped by the Satupaitea people and covering the same with 
spotless white sands 4 to 6 inches thick that could be seen for miles 
out in the sea. 
( e) Order and law were maintained through the appointment of the 
Pulenuu. 
(f) Samoan traditional and cultured blockades that were stopping 
many people from Hospitalization were dissolved to the common interest 
of the people and the medical service. 
2. Health. 
(a) The people had realized through the experiment that what the 
Govt. had done in all the past years, building them roads and even 
supplying them with latrines etc. were in truth parts of their 
inherent responsibilities to themselves and their here-afters in life. 
(b) The Organisation of Contingency Communities 
as in page ii(c) - on competitive bases had resulted on the 
followings: 
(1) Palauli (Proper' Contingency: 
(a) The interactive social forces through the Health Fund 
'h 
enabled me to help them - orga...~ised and raised 
(2) Funds for the Palauli Water Supply were shared by the Women's 
Committees (£536. 3. 4) Health Fund (£370/2/4) and the Chiefs and 
Male A~lts (£492/13/9) which reached a goal of £1400/0/0 by June 
1 7th 1950. Since the installation of the water schemes (1951 ) the 
Palauli Committees levied licences 5/- per quarter per tap (90 taps), 
for the maintenance fungs of the water-supply. Originally the women 
were given to pay £880 to the men for their £10 per head levy which 
was really for the electric diesel. The Palauli Water Supply Reg-
ulations 1954, a:J condensed from the Water Supply Ordinance 1953 of 
the Territory had replaced our home-made local Govt. maintenance 
constitution laid own in 1950 and January 1951. 
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(3) Palauli Power Scheme. 
A fund of £2,500 was raised from 1949-1950 by the Palauli people 
collected by contingent taxation. A 50KW 3 phase cycle h00/230 volt 
alternator was purchased in 1950, in addition to a switchboard for 
same, and a 60 KVA transformer 400/2,200. The two projects were hailed 
with a big celebration in March 11th 1953. My return for the occasion 
saw the lights in the streets and houses, where previously only kerosene 
lamps and coconut leaf torches were the usual sight at night. The water 
was running copiously and the people glorified over their victory 
"the first reality of my dream of self-help. 11 
IV. Satupaitea Water Supply. Under the Satupaitea contiggent Organ-
isation organised in the same way as was in Palauli, £600/0/0 was 
collected and handed over to Mr. J.B. Wright, High Commissioner in 
February 1951 • This Water Supply to date is supplying all the Hospital 
requirements with sinks in all the houses, & proper washing facilities 
for patients and staffs, beside catering for all the supplies for the 
Satupaitea people •. 
Driven by the same psychological forces over Palauli 1 s achievement, 
they, after completing the water scheme in 1953, raised funds for an 
Electric Power Scheme. to get even with Palauli. The scheme in accordance 
with recent meetings with the people was under way. Their fund was said 
to have exceeded over £1000. Although I did not live to elit;jey the fruits 
of labour in these two districts, it was beyond words to describe the 
unconscious heartfelt rejoice to see the light to have shone further 
afield in self-help for their own goodness. 
V. GATAIVI - a volcanic settlement of some 531 people, offered the 
greatest obstacle in building latrines, and with no reef to stop the 
big waves the question of Sea-latrines had been ruled out. Under the 
Health Fund constitution (1947) and financial initiation they, Ydth the 
help of the P.W.D last year built a concrete water-front directed to 
stop the constant erosion by sea. In it they set holes for a concrete-
built-in latrines for their people. 
I , 
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The Health Fund - as raised in 19h7 is under a special ttTrustee 
Oath" in which no village or community would be allowed to use it other 
than the Sanitary Words in the villages and Community as aforesaid. 
VI. Reduced infectious and epidemic diseases to some extent, and 
helping the people to realize and participated in practical automation 
in clearing their own villages, homes etc. putting up of sanitary works 
for their own use at home. 
VII. Village replanning: Following the health work - Puleia village 
owing to the crowding set up in their houses, was replanned and put 
back behind the main road to facilitate construction of latrines in 
which the sea-drop method was quite in:possible. 
'VIII ECONOMICAL AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENTS 
Agricultural Committees - in villages as per Welfare Constitution, 
initiated and achieved much in the economical resources of the people. 
Villages agricultural committees since then conducted monthly and 
quarterly inspections of cocoa, bananas, coconut plantations as well 
as staple food planting. 
Palauli being always the practical leader commenced exporting 
bananas about 1950, and through the competitive leadership of their 
Contingent Committees in encouraging their people to plant, more new 
lands were opened up and planted. As significant of their practical 
leadership and willingness to help othe:rs in difficulties:-
(a) Allotments of over 1000 Taros and other foods were provided 
for the Samoan Parliamentary session about 1954; the same help was 
bestowed upon Leauuaa village during a shortage of staple foods in the 
same period. 
(b) They helped the P. W .D Road Scheme in clearing the Poverty 
track of big trees to facilitate road construction. 
(c) They worked at Salelologa Wharf project on labour-free basis. 
(d) they hold frequent Turf-racing meetings to help with their 
Welfare Funds .. 
(e) School Taxation:- was raised in 1953, and funds for the same 
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object are still under way to build a large provincial school in their 
district. 
(f) In 1954 - a meeting with the Committees in Apia showed that 
their power tax and licences were not getting ahead of the fluctuating 
expenses in their Power Scheme. As a result a THR.IFI' AND CREDIT 
developmental lean were made to their people for planatation and other 
necessities from the small profits from the Power Scheme. This loan 
was made at 1/- to 5/- a pound on monthly and quarterly bases to the 
people. 
(g) PALAULI on June (last year) 1956 during the Queen's Birthday 
and Samoan Flag-raising-Day, had celebrated the same occasions, raising 
a Flag in honour of the ~ueen I s and Samoan Flag Days with sports, Turf-
racing. The Resident Mr. Robson of Savai'i was the guest of honoure 
Many of their outlying villages attended the celebration. 
In 1955 tbe Minister of Island Territory Mr. MacDonald visited 
Pa'ihauli to witness the local Government activities. 
IX. 
79. 
RURAL AND CONTINGENCY INCORPORATING SCHEMES IN PALAULI WEST 
AND SATUPAITEA. 
~---- ~ .... ~ ..... - ~- " •. .. .. . .....:. · .. --
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PALAULI CONI'INGENCY COMMITTEE. 
Front Raw (from left) 
Lagai, C. Committee of Faaala 
~r*Levai, Gen. Sec. to, Palauli Contingency. 
Laulu, R. Committee of Faaala and C. Treasurer. 
T. F. Leota (writer) 
Moa -1\:..udit Sectional Committee of Vaitoomuli 
Savaiigaea 11 11 11 II Vailoa 
Autagavaia (half cut ) 11 • Committee of Vailoa. 
Back Row (from left) 
Tuslauletei - .Assessor - Va.doa.. 
Mataafa - C. Committee of Vailoa 
Tapusoa - Audit Commit tee of Faaala and Pulenuu 
Leituala - Rural Conunittee of Vaitoomuli 
~-Toluono Lama - Faipule - Palauli contingency 
.Lag.a.ea - ~~~f faais:>l:a 
Autagav@i~ or - Pulenuu of Va±loa 
Fiso - 11 of Vaitomuli 
Salu - Chief Audmtor 
E" Fagai - Assessor of Vaitoomuli 
Note:* Toluono -L was appointed as the second President of Palauli 
~~ Contingency Organisation follmving my transfer, in 1951, 
** General Secretary Levai was appointed as president, succeeding 
,T9luono f9llowing a vot~ of confidence passed in 1953. Traditional 
The Audi ting Committees, & public Assessors-were app. a~cordi.ng tp order 
To Conroat the disruptive element of dishonesty, suspiciousness, distrusts; 
public sentiments etc. involving the handling of Public Funds. 
-( 
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(1) An Audit Committee - was specially picked from the biggest agitators, 
"know-all" type. All public taxes collected by the village secretaries 
and committees were checked by the Audit Committee conventisnally; all 
complaints -retaxws etc. were handed over to the Audit ComrrJ.ttee. They 
were given the right to check any Books of any Secretary or Treasurer on 
complaints. 
(2) Assessors - were invited in every committee meeting from sectional 
villages, they are allowed to criticize any decision of the Committee 
from Public opinion. 
RECEIPTS 
Water Supply 
Electricity supply (1952j 
Lieenses-Elect.Plant (1953-57) 
-Water Supply (1953-57) 
-Raeing 
Interest on 5% credit terms 
Transfer from Current account 
School Building Collection 
Water Supply & Electricity ) 
Plant Dedication (1953) ) 
NOTE: 
1400. o. O 
1900. o. O 
1209.12. O 
.630. 8. O 
800.12. 6 
1200.169 9 
£ 71 ~.1. 9. 3 
5553. 7. 6 
946.18. 6 
800/10.0 
£ 7300. 16.0 
CURRENT ACCOUNT EXPENSES 
Water Supply (1951-52) 80., ,L .• 6 
El:e.ctrici ty11 ( 1952) 12 00. 1 0. 6 
Raising Flag(Queen's Brithday) 
& S.Flag Dar. ) 306. 16. 9 
Transfer to Capital account 5553. 7. 6 
£71L.1. 9. 3 
CAPITAL ACCOUNT 
Water Supply (1951-52) 
Electricity Plant (1952) 
1qs:,,-School Building construction 
To Reserve Fund 




£ 7300 .. 16. O 
~!1_,)3a.ance She,e~ - the year ended June 1957 as incorporated in a recent report by Salu Saipele General 
secretary of the Palauli Local Government Organisation. In his own words 11We are building the biggest School 
in the whole of Samoa 264 ft. in length ••••• ,a "V" shape double storey building •.•.•• cpmpleted the 2 sides of 
the V and we are now working on the 11 junction11 - thus fulfilling your ultimate aim for the Paulauli people to 
better education. From here we shall go on to build a New Hospital11 - quite significant of the cornpetiti ve 

























1950 1 7 
Totals 84 
pe1000 17. 7 

















































Totals per 1000 
10 58 13.0 
8 59 13 .o 
13 72 15.4 
























DEATH (RATE) REGISTRATION - under the Pulenuu system was never reliable, and 
the figures given by Government do not comply with our figures, being far too 
low as to give an distorted picture of the situation. 
WOMEN'S COMMITTEE REGISTRATION of Deaths and Births were more correct, and 
reliable, as being bounded by a professional interest all the cases they 
helped to treat either as midwifery cases or otherwise were recorded and 
reported. Not only that frequent visits by the visiting nurse and myself 
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The Total Number of People who had had Yaws at sometime or other during their life 
time was 3,693 or 77 .U/o. 
This finding f o][bw:mg an early survey in 1950 led to a MASS TREATMENT including 
many of the old cases who were cured of the active phase but were still having off and on 
tertiary lesions e.g. crackling feet, hyperkeratosis and other dermatitic lesions -























MIDWIFERY CASES MANAGED. 
Hospital Supervised Women's Acci- Birth Rates 
by District Comrni ttee dental 
Nurse Term. or No. per 1000 
Quacks 
1947 1 38 23 7S 137 30o7 
1948 3 S9 36 43 141 31. 0 
1949 14 31 104 33 182 37.8 
1950 10 48 101 18 1 77 37 .2 
Deaths 2 3 2 s 12 r, r' C. • ,? 
Census: The Government systems under the Pulenuu was never relied 
upon - at the time, as investigation had showed that in most of the 
. Census, a number of them barely literate generally entrusted the counting 
of their villages to a teacher, or any of the families, and their papers 
contained many people who were either in school in Apia, or paying 
visits to other villages. In our Census in November and December 1947, 
the Missionaries, the pastors, and Women's Committee Teams all were told 
to write down the naroos of living people ihfit ttheir villages o The 
Women's Committees and the Missionaries were more reliabl y {precise than 












Women's Committee Satufia -Winner 
of Maternal and Baby Health 
Holding in front by the two mid-
wifery workers were 2 twins 
successfully managed by them-
One was supervised. 
Pulenuu standing 
at extreme right 
half 11 cut11 
Women I s C ornmittee Medical Team in Satufia managed 46 sing le 
births and two twins 1 950. Ten of them wene mothers from 
other villages attracted by their ingenuity. 
All their cases progressed successfully. In all but 1 O, 
they were using sterilized (boiled) Samoan coconut oil in 
place of methylated spirit. The Jatter excoriate the skin, 
dried up quickly, whereas with the former it made an oily 
film, scented with a sanpan Mosooi flower was apparently of 
considerate antiseptic. 
' -. ~ 




ALEIPATA HOSPTIAL DISTRICT. 
Situation 
The above was one of the first two outs:ations built and staffed 
by N.Z. Medical administrative officers in the lat~ years of 1920. 
30th era, situated at the North-Eastern most point of Upolu Island, 
some 42 miles by the new cross isiband road at Lemafa Pass from Apia. 
It d.ncorporated 20 villages within a coastal line of about 22 miles. 
The rural administrative area of the Hospital encloses 4 Faipule cont-
igent districts - as follows:-
1. Tafua Contingency - 9 villages: 
Satitoa, Malaela, Pue, Mutiatele, Sale.aaumaa, Utufaalalafa, Samusu, 
Amaile and Teavea. 
2. Fuataga Contingency - 3 villages 
Lolomanu, Vailoa, and UJ.utogia 
3. Lepa Contingency - 5 villages 
Vaigali, Lepa, Saleapaga, Siufaga and Aufagao 
4. Lotofaga Contingency - 3 villages 
Vavau, Loto;faga and Matainiifu 
The latter two villages were included to the Hospital administration 
in 1954. 
The total population by the 1956 census gave the inhabitants to be 
5,149 people. 
The l-1- Faipule districts are contingencies of the Atua Political 
Consistency in which Lufilufi is their political capital. 
The Hospital was entirely the work of the Government with no known 
participation of the communities. All contributions in building of Fales 
for the patients were paid for by the Government, and thus included main-
tenance of blinds etc. 
In this way the 4 contingencies administered by the Hospital had never 
known to have had any physical, economical contributions or otherwise 
organised like the fore gone districts to help the repair under the SO/So 




The Atera traditional district though being perhaps the most 
influential of all the political districts along geological lines, yet 
the most unruly, and, Lufilufi as the centre do not possess the same 
dictative power like Palauli and Satupaitea over their subordinates 
and rural villages. 
Each contingency agreed to any major social issues - only when it 
suited them, regardless what others thought or said. 
As usual, the 4 contingencies had never known to unite on their own 
except in Lufilufi on certain political matterso 
In the economical field, Lepa and lotofaga are more industrious 
and well provided for than Aleipata. 'I'he latter though in the early 
phase of the century was one of the most productive district::, in Samoa, 
their planting lands had been pushed some 4 or 5 miles over the hills, 
wedged in by several gulleys and valleys as to discourage the prospect 
of planting. 
With the inevitable demands of a rapidly overpopulated community, 
economy had become a constant problem in Aleipata, and accounted for 
many incidences of political or social disunities of villages, of 
familieso 
On the other hand, with improved health services, more people are 
born and saved and by the economical resources ~re daily becoming 
more and more lacking behind. In view of this fact; Aleipata had 
grown to fear any mobilization where economical contribution is involved 
:more so than all other previous districts. 
The Hospital and Existing Facilities 
The Hospital comprmsed a 6 roomed building, a sterilizing room, 
a dispensary, another for consultation and then the small operating 
theatre; a district Nurse office and the other bigger room is used 
by the 2 Nurses as their quarters. , 
The patients are housed in 3 Samoan Fales at maximum bed-space for 




The residences consisted of one 4 room bungalow and a smaller 
2 roomed pref ab o Both are being occupied by the two local 100dical 
practitioners. A radio-station equipped with a radio-phone, and also 
a small police station office. All these premises are established on 
the 4,.5 ft. ridge which extends about J/4 mile from the main road to the 
sea, commanding a magnificant view for some 20 miles or so on both sides. 
In September the 4th 1951 I was appointed to this post with:i 
an obligation to organize the people towards maintaining the hospital 
under the 50/50 Govt. scheme. 
The Needs in the :Medical Work. 
Survey: Our first immediate job was to find out what we were up to in 
the medical field generally. Though deprived of a microscope and other 
necessary amenities our main intention was to get a "clinical on the spot" 
picture of our problems and how best we could approach them with the 
facilities and means at our possession. 
For the whole of 28 working days., we concentrated all efforts and 
time working with the Women's Committees in the villages, examining all 
patients; yaws and other diseases were treated as the women, rounded them 
up to their lfomen's Committee fales; or, fequently we visited their 
homes or traced them up to their plantations or, wherever they would be 
found; beside inspecting their premises - and villages generally. 
There was not much of quackery practices found among the villages; 
but there was definitely horrifying scenes in some of the villages -
where, apart from diseases found, flies and mosquitoes bDeeding were 
abundant. 
It was a boring ·undertaking in the villages especially when met 
with some very ill patient, requiring special attention, or the chiefs 
insisted on ceremonial priorities- which in some instances could not be 
avoided. 
However, the results of the work were finally rounded up in the 
following: 
1. Yaws: Of 1112 cases found with active clinical conditions representing 









The incidence as per graph increased with distances from the 
Hospital, and varying, greatly in its demonstrative characteristics, 
which apPeared to be more extensive in villages with poor water supplies, 
and lower standards of sani-tation and less accessible to medical aids, 
as showedeby Hospital attendances. 
2. Skin Diseases - Scabies, ringworm, impetigo etc. were similarly 
prevalent - almost paralleled to Yaws being 32.8% affecting mostly 
children and young adults~ 
3. Tuberculosis cases all forms - seemed - more on the lung involve-
ments - which, clinically more than in Satupaitea, representing about 
3.0%. Of the 107 cases suspected on clinical evidences 24 of them 
were later proved positive in Apia; 11 of them were later positive, 
and 4 died in their villages. Two children contacts later developed 
T.B. meningitis and died, 1 T.B. spine; and 5 glandular, 4 of which were 
arrested after medication and one developed Pulmonary conplication after 
given births to her second baby. 
h. Leprosy: 2 cases were detected in villages where no history of 
Leprosy existed. 
5. The Filariasis - as demonstrated in the lymphatic glands, adenitis, 
epitrochlear, axilla, groins etc. elephantiasis, elephantoid scrotum, 
hydrocele etc. gave 604 or about 17.3% of the population. The iarval 
index per dwelling was 3.5 or 1 out of 3 fales had mosquito larvae 
at 20 ysa:ds or ~s. 
6. Disposal of Human Excretions - was effected by drop-latrines either 
by the sea or pit latrines. It was a terrible situation - as indi?ated 
by the numbers of latrines used in villages. The number of latrines -
59 in all gave a comparative index of 58.9 people per latrine, a disgrace-
fully high proportion, and mostly preferred using any covering bush 
or so near their premises - ratlter then resorting to using latrines. 
Some people like pulenuu etc. had latrines but they only built then 
for the use of so:rre of the official Govt. visitors on- official visits 
to them, and usually never used them themselves. Inspections found many 
of these latrines - quite clean and usable, but the door had been nailed -






With few usable latrines in the villages human garbages were noted-
during visits mostly at the beach, or, only some few ye..ards from the 
fales. The latterf.lias particularly common in families with many younger 
children. The number of incidences of garbage findings as per table, if 
distributed per dvrelling in which they were being sought for and where 
no latrine was in existence - indicated about J97.3 out of 100 - houses 
were positive, or 1 .9 for every dwelling. 
Gastro...enteric Diseases: in which 135 cases seen - were mostly 
infantile diarrhoea with vomiting, mucoid stools or otherwise, were 
com.men amongst young children and breast-fed babies. It appeared to be 
more prevalent in villages with less latrines and numerous flies -
follo1,11ring you,"'.'everywhere, and thiswis particularly obvious with Vavau 
and Saleapaga village~. 
Kitcliens-- The 292 kitchens found in usuable condition gave 11 08 
people per kitchen. The housing index 5 .J. was not crowded as compared 
with some other districts. The only 2 villages which were overcrowded 
were Aufaga 7.3 and Ulutogia 6.9. 
The brief reviewing of our position in the health problems as 
afforded by the survey had completely disheartened our original aim 
of mobilizing th~ people to build a new hospital. Instead it poi~ted 
that whatever Hospital contemplated upon - 11 it must 1BE BUILT' from the 
PEOPLE, and the VILLAGE11 -"that whatever hindrances blockading, and 
turning the people away from the medical work - must be removed _ttto 
enable the people to reach out for medical help." But the latter part 
in accordance to the findings was vice -versa in that it demanded the 
ta~ing the medical service to them to -w:ilthin their reach. The crystal-
, lization of the findings obviously showed that the first move to remove 
these obstacles, which lie in 1tTransportation11 is a traffice road., a 
very big job, but once accomplished - would enable the accomplishment 
of the medical services and achieving with little difficulties in all 















!LEIPATA HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION - 1951 CENSUS~ 3478 
excluding Matalufu and Lotofaga) 
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Amaile 1 .~ 31 16 2 12 57 7 52 61 4 5 42 85 6 
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Aufaga 20 51 27 8 14 125 5 11 S 108 7 21 68 11 2 11 
Vavau 11 42 15 2 16 121 19 104 96 6 15 38 64 11 
TOTAL 3478 261 679 292 59 220 1340 94 1112 1130 6S 107 604 2790 135 
Comparative per -INHABITANT -DWE11Ili@ per 100 of INHABITANTS. 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HEALTH RE-ORGANISATION OF WOMEN'S COMMITTEES 
Women I s Committees: 
The impact of our brief study, to the people had been a great fortune to 
our work. With lack of staffs and the difficulties of transportation 
the Women 1 s Committees were trained to Team-work as in previous districts 
right from the outset. 
The sudden and unbiased mobilization of the women in "pushing and 
pulling" them together to help us, helping themselves had rekindled the 
dying confidence of the people in the 1~dical service; and, prided with 
a long-suppressed sense of responsibility they fostered and boostered 
public sympathy and interests to our work. Through their energies and 
illustrative virtues in social integration they unconsciously propagated 
the values of our work, and thus cultivated their confidences to our aims. 
1 • TEAM WORK. Taking advantages of the peoples and particularly the 
1fomen's apprehensive enthusiasms 11 Team-work -Units" were trained on the 
spot in every village - to help us 1ti. th the treatments of Yaws, worms 
etc. The aims and schedule were the same with Satupaitea and Fagaloa, 
but varied in that in this area the practical work was done first, 
training the women to know how and why sterilization must be done on 
· instruments, maternity cases, treating of wounds etc., the establishment 
of village clinics - for schools, babywelfate, maternity etc., the 
inspection of villages and what they should look for. All patients, 
examined and attended in villages were taken down into books on the spot-
by their secretaries or the teams; the 11whyt1 , nhow11 and "what1t they 
should do for treatments in such and such cases, why foods need better 
handling, proper and clean cooking houses; good foods made available 
to the children and mothers; why collection of mosquito larvae in a 
coconut shell, taro leaves, tins, grass and bushes were contributable to 
filarialiattacks and sequences; why children with infectious or contagious 





The course was directed to enclose 4 months - the first 2 months 
(Nov., and Dec. 1951) was spent working with them in the villages, and 
the last two months, February and March 1952 was spent in lectures and 
demonstrations on patients in the hospital. 
There were 48 women in all, including all ages - keen enough, but 
most of them were married, or widows - no longer ambitious to leaving 
leaving their villages for other prospects in other districts, as 
resulted in some. viUages in Satupaitea. One elderly lady quack was 
included. She was a midwife - operating mostly in Aleipata. 
At the end of the course - the final examination papers were set 
by Miss Abercrombie- Matron, and Sister Kuresa - a baby-welfare worker, 
on Maternity - incorporating normal and aseptic management of labour, 
and Baby-welfare. 
Surprising however, more than half the class that get through and 
a 65 year-old quack - gained 3rd position in the class - rather unusual 
to such age in Samoa. Their works in the villages were very helpful 
in the same as was in Satupaitea. 
2. WOMEN'S COMMITTEE CONVENI'ION. Through the works of the Team-
work units, the mounting anthusiasm of the people grew more and more 
to practical realization of their natural responsibilities to adjustments 
of old customs and general outlooks in life. They became more appre-
hensive and receptive to instructions, and also self-adotpive to the 
required changes. · On such productive wave of energetic practicability 
we sought to integrate the health work into a common health frontier, -
a difficult item to achieve in the face of existing traditional, social 
and economical barriers. However, the examples set out in previous 
districts, and the seeds already sown through the 'hard-way' were gone 
far enough.to allow old ties to stand in the way of collectivization. 
As a result a reeting of all the Women I s Committees was called at the 
end of November 1951; following the organisation of the chiefs and male 
faction in October 1951. 
Organisations condensed from previous districts as m~ntioned 
previously, were inaugurated, with certain changes to correlate to social, 








The Executive Council of the Women 1 s Committee Health Organisation 
was under 4 head women representing 4 Faipule contingencies elected by 
all the presidents - on my recommendation under similar considerations 
as evolved in other rural administrations. In this distract more . 
emphasis had been considered - along lines of active 11 channelization" 
of the work by developing, beside the rural conventional authority -
sub-committees amongst the women in the villages, responsible primarily 
to the president, and sectional leaders and secondary to me and my 
district staffs, as follows:-
1 • Team-work Units: dealt with daily Outpatient, school health, 
Baby Welfare, maternal - ante and post -natal managements; care and 
treatments of inpatients admitted to the Women's Committee village 
ward; epidemic diseases etc. under the direction and advice of the 
President. 
2. Domestic Committees: Deal with inspection of houses, plan and 
inspect kitchens and facilities, fly-proof safes; food .utensils, clothings, 
water-supplies and maintaining a curfew hours for bathings of mothers 
and particularly the children, and imposing 01•m fines on offences of 
their work. 
3. Sanitary Committees, under the direction of the President - they 
conducted daily inspections of their villages, measuring weekly allot-
ments of weedings (in square fathoms) and cleaning of their premises; 
m~ts, thatchings of Fales etc and reporting all findings and offences 
in their day-book for the Presidents and senior members of the Team-
Work units. 
4. Agricultural Committee; This committee dealt with the inspections 
of foods, maintained the cleaning of Taro and banana plantations, advising 
individuals and families of any planting etc to boast up the food reserve 
of the families. They imposed own fines in accordance with Women's 
Committees constitution, and responsible for advancing and encouraging 
the planting and uses for vegetables, also inspecting the planting of 
sugar-d.ane for thatching fales, pandana-like trees for coarse and fine 

























Each sub-committee (2 & h) had their own schedule days during the week 
for their particular work and meetings to discuss their problems. 





Aleipata Rural t~alth Committees 
1 at. RoN - from left. 
Sauolefale (Aufaga) Nurse; 
Seigafo (Lot~aga) Nurse; Tuiavii 
(Tiavea); Matau (Saleaumua) 
Pupu (Ulutogia); Lesa (Malaela & 
Mutialele) Mase (Sety) Togafau (~ ... 
Faliu (Salitoa) Saumalu (Vailoa) 
.Aumua (Lepa). 
Road Committee's Paw-wow Meeting 
during work. 
Note+ Grass Shack in Background 
- - used for camplimg or rest 
from rain etc. during work. 
From Left: Elisaia, Lutau, Satama, 
Ila. 
From left: 
Mr. W.G. McKay - Director of Public 
Works. 
Mr. Kiel, P. W.D. Mechanic, and labour. 
Tu~. Seu - P.W. D. Clerk & Interpreter 
The ... Writer 



































HEALTH AND WELFARE ORGANISATION OF CHIEFS AND ORATORS. 
Rural Organisation: Under the favourable circumstances produced by 
our work with the Women's Corrunittee and following discussions with leaders 
of the various contingencies a Meeting was called on 6th October 1951. 
Three faipules and 29 members of the village dignitaries-represent-
atives were present. One of the faipule, an ex-member of the legislative 
Council was through his knowledge of Govt. policies and profound under-
standings of traditional society dominated the day with his "community 
activating11 addresses. He related how Pail.auli, Satupaitea, Fagamalo,. 
Tuasivi and other districts had aligned themselves, establishing their 
own hospitals and either activities in the interests of their health 
service and welfare generally. Another orator of the Lepa district 
who married to a Palauli village maiden, and was paying a visit there 
during the processing period 19h8-1 949 - related as eyewitness the 
united drive by the Palauli people in raising funds for their water 
supply, and helping the Govt. in the building of their roads etc. The 
favourable atmosphere created culminated in a unanimous agreement to a 
joint welfare and health organisation., but constitutional approaches 
were defeated until they discussed matters with their village councils; 
and also for the result of our study of the health of the districts. 
On the 3rd November 1957 a second meeting was called, and the 
members acting on behalf of their villages, expressed their full support 
toward an amalgamation of all their villages to a joint organisation. o.f 
As requested by the meeting the result of our survey and works with the 
Women's Corrunittees was read out to the audience. With some brief prior 
elaboration on the fundamentals of public health and the relevant need 
for public and community participation, the report was received with 
mixed feelings - at first with apathetic ridicule, and defiance, but 
as more and more facts were told of their carelessness, and murdering 
habits of passing faeces indiscriminately etc. and their ignorant 
stubborness to the disposal of human wastes they were possessed with sorre 
concernea~:hurt of pride, and degrading inferiority. Whatever their feelings 
) 
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.!LEIPATA HOOPII' AL : J Samoan et-rled Wards - built 
entirely by t.he people , one more ward to be erected 
on extreme l eft o.f picture. Picture of Dispensary 










the nude ~acts could not be camouflaged as to obliterate their practical 
significance. After elaborating the environmental diseases, including 
their causes and their tendencies to spread through lack of hygiene and 
sanitation etc. many of tthem expressed ~polegetically their failures as 
attributable to natural oauses e.g. the difficulties in putting up of lat-
rines with the seat being always rough; and land pit latrines being 
impeded by rocky g}'.Ounds in their premises. Consequently they all agreed 
to help the Women's Cormnittees putting up such amenities, and the general 
cleanliness of the villages, pig-segregation etc. in their communities. 
Discussions and debates formulated the Organisation paralleled to 
the constitutional layout in Satupaitea Rural Health and Welfare Organ-
isation. 
The immediate objects of combined interest to help the health and 
welfare factors established in the c ornmuni ty was as fallows: -
1. 
(a) 
Hospital and Health 
Maintenance of hospital patients accommodation facilities- all 
villages would do their shares in thatching the existing fales, main-
tained blinds and roof-tops etc. 
(b) The pulenuu was appointed as dm Satupaitea and Fagaloa to report 
to the District and villages their shares of the "doings11 in the hospital. 
(c) Hospital compound was maintained by L~lomanu village on monthly 
terms., 
(d) A new hospital Europeanized ward was suggested but was deferred 
for rediscussion at a later date. 
(e) Hospital Latrine for the patients, -was recommended to be put 
forward for immediate recommendation to the Health Departm3nt in .A.pia. 
(f) All men and women in the villages - should work together with the 
local health authority in establishing health measures in the villages. 
(g) Water-supplies. All villages - should improve their existing 
water-sources, and the Women's Committee to supervise the cleaning and 
usings of water to ensure cleanliness. A water-scheme to help the 
limited water supply to the Hospital and the two Aleipata contingencies, 






(h) All the Women's Committee Activities - must incorporated to work 
hand-in-glove with the local health authority in treating and eliminating 
infections diseases in the villages and promoting health participation 
of all the people o 
2. Traffic Road. All the members resolved that this should be the 
immediate job, to link up the Hospital and the villages, and facilitating 
the health work and supervision thereof in the villages. 
The remote villages strongly objected to building a new hespital, 
but a traffic road would be the first 1MUST 1in the activities of the 
rural administration - so as to Uiron-out11 the hazards in the trans-
portation of their patients to and fro in the interest of the medical 
service. This was a justifiably deeisive'.,move, and constituted the 
main hindrances, which time immemorial was a 'natural evasive thorn' 
to the outlying villages, who depende~ on rowing boats, can-o~s, for 
sending their patients to the hqspital, beside the tortuous laborious 
tracts over the hillso 
One by one during the theated exchange of opinions members from 
Tiavea, Vavau, Aufaga, Lepa etc. related their most heart renting 
experiences, whenenergencies demanded immediate transportations of their 
patients over the opened seas to the Hospital, and only to die on the 
way as a result of exhaustion in the rough seas, or when the boats were 
suddenly overtaken by strong winds and seas, and were often capsized, 
or thrown over the reefs. One of the members whose wife in compli-
cated 1 labour 1 died in the same way, related with tearful eyes the 
terrible incidence that led to her tragic death; had by virtue of his 
oratory talents, completely entranced everyone to any rejective attitude 
towards the traffic road objective. Instantly with a heavy heart 
I elaborated on the Government's all-out drive and willingness to help 
outlying districts in such developments. 
I pointed out the selfless pursuit of such objectives by the Govt. 
in 192u~30 period but, through their ignorance and misunderstandings, 
the wound and incapacitating scars they inflicted had done more to 






these thmngs for them, and obviating such obstacles in their interests 
and well-beings. 
The outcore of such unexpected turn of events was a universal, 
unanimous agreement and support of the road project, resulting in 
passing the following resolutions~-
Petition for Hospital Road. 
(a) A Delegation of all the representatives of the rural district to 
the High Commissioner, was agreed upon and intimated to the concerned 
authority on the 4th Wovember 1951 • 
(b) flith tools and machinery provided by the Govt. all villages pledged 
their support to work on the hospital road on "free-labour" basis; 
and even guaranteed to calling up the help of women and children on 
emergencies • 
~ 
(c) The Delegation w~d~do all within its power to convince the High 
Commissioner and the Govt. to avail the district with all the necessary 
tools etc. for the work, and guarantee the combined ef'.forts of all the 
villages involved in working to build up the hospital road. 
The Interview with the High Commissioner took place on 8th 
November, 1951, and the petition was duly approved on the conditions as 
laid down by the district. The High Commissioner I s appreciations and 
apprehensive support of the people's request was the greatest news of 
the day in all the villages. 
His words as reminded time aftE;ir times by the members of the 
visiting mission in district meetings were in Samoans - ttAlas ! you have 
atJ.ast awakened from a deep and long sleep, look about you, and see 
the other districts taking their places beside the Govt. in building 
their roads, schools, hospitals etc .n -
These remarks had become a common slogan - 11 a call to armstt of 
far-reaching consequences to the people, they frequently used them as 
taxes to speeches, and had composed songs about it. 
3. Welfare and Developments. 
(a) Foods: Sub-committees elected by village councils conducted 
monthly inspections of food reserve to maintain their patients and the 







cocoa, copra bananas etc. 
(b) School - A move was later made for funds for a provincial school -
in which all the villages should participate to contribute physically 
economically or otherwise, in accordance with the policies of the 
Education department. 
(c) Road Committee Following the approval of the petition for a 
hospital road subsequent meetings decided and approved tr~ appointment 
of a road committee to conduct road work, and supervise _the uses of 
tools. 
All appointments were as in Satupaitea Rural Organisation: 
1. Executive Committee - 3 Faipule, 1951-54 and then 4 Faipule with 
the addition of Lotopaga 1954 to dateo 
2. Agricultural Inspector or Pulefaatoaga was included as an 
official member like the pulenuu and Faipule, acting as advisor and 
executive within his awn rights in his work. 
J. The Local School Inspector - was also included to advise the 
districts in matters concerning schools etc. 
THE CONSTRUCTION ©F THE HOSPITAL ROAD 1951-195.5. 
The approval by the Govt. of Hospital Road petition was hailed 
by the people as a ttGod sendll to their infernal handicap and impedi-
ments in transportation of therr patients, or travelling to and from 
Apia for their own affairs. 
Tools: the first batch of tools for the road was received on the 28th 
November 19.51 , and comprised 12 long handled shovels. 
12 picks with handles 
6 Bush knives 
2 files 
2 Cad' s Hamme rs 



































A Vaccination Day at Di strict School at Latom.anu-
Building at background was provided on a 50/50 basis . 
Present Staff of Aleipata Hospital 
from left: 
S.Nurse Teleise, F. Aid Nurssa, Seea, 
Dist . Nurse Seine, S . M:!d .Practitioner 
L. Esera - (sitting) 
A Working Day for a 




Ameeting was called on receipt of the tools from the Public Wo:ru! s 
Dept., and with eager apprehension the representatives - decided on 
boundaries of Works that each village and contingenpy were to do. 
I.Boundaries of Road ¥fork. 
1 • Aleipata - 2 contingencies. 
(a) To work together - from the hospital to the main road some JO 
chains in distance. 
(b) '.Fuataga Contingency - would work thetr village territories up to 
Ulutogia boundaries and then work back to Tuialonu point where they 
were bounded from Lepa district on its e~st coast. 
( c) Tafua Contingency - would work their territorial bonndary - from 
Satitoa to Tiavia. 
(d) Lepa Contingency - including Vavau were to work from Tuialomu 
Point to Vavau,village territory. 
Tools were divided into 3 sections as per contingency. 
II. Contingency Road Committees. 
Each village appoined their own committees nnder the recommend-
ation of the ruraJ. cornrnittees and Pulenuu. They were responsible to the 
rural committee in the control and supervision of road works within the 
villages as follows:-
1. To keep reports of all works done by the villages, reporting 
on any problems. 
2. Secretary - of the Rural Committee checks all tools before 
and after the work - and signed for the day-book of tools used. 
3. All food taxations for the maintenance of the work were to 
.be levied by the 2 committees on· approval of the village councils. 
4. Records of fines on absentees etc. were recorded and reported 
daily to the rural committees. 
S. The Contingency Road Committees were to meet every weekend with 
the Pulenuu and the rural committees to discuss problems and prospects. 
6. Each - Rural Committee were to submit weekly reports of their 





Monthly W:eetings - were carried out in each contingency ti.o discuss 
the progress and problems of the work. 
It is worth noting here, that so far the practical organisation 
of the people in this undertaking was determined on the basis that 
they would carry out everything on their own, subject only to my 
literal supervision - of the progress of their work and the proper uses 
and supervision of Govt. tools. I was contented to be led more by 
public opinion and, advising them only within the precincts of a Liaison. 
Govt. Officer, so as to permit me to attend my own work with full 
attention to our tasks. In this way the weekly reports and opinions 
expressed by the committees in meetings were condensed and relied upon 
in most cases, and, were given free reign in their own capac:tties 
to do as they thought best. 
III. The Turmoil of Free tabour in Road Construction. 
The sudden trends brought about in the mobilization of the people 
previously unaccustomed to working repeatedly under fixed policies 
formulated outside of their social structure, political and traditional 
pattern involved unforeseeable hazards and sacrifices beyond the limits 
of one whose only part laid within the province of a "go-between". 
Within 2 years of road construction the members of the W & H 
Organisation who were only 2 years back were hilariously hailed as 
"saviours" with the news of the road - were with their extravagant 
and lim.premed.itated taxations of foods, levying of subsistent sub-
scriptions and penalization of road offences - undergoing severe moulding 
with public opinions. The toll on family budget wawr too far gone beyond 
human tolerance. In many families in Aleipata particularly with constant 
lagging of payment on family maintenance accounts at the local stores -
due to insufficient time to recover, their issues of soaps for washing 
and even kerosene for the family i:tamp at nights had been curtailed. 
Food shortage became more intensive following many taros tops, 
bananas etc. not being plantedo 
On the other hand some committees tried to escape public critics 
by deliberately or otherwise misinterpreting P.W.D or Govt. policies, by 
! 
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telling their people that the Govermrent wodd pay them eventually if 
they would finish a certain amount of work given to them, or, the 
P.W.D would supply them with new axes- if they used their CNm axes in 
clearing some trees on the road. 
Food which were generally used for the road work were fish, pigs, 
kegs of beefs, a tin of biscuits beside taros bananas etc. 
These foods are generally taxed so much per head, any failure in 
producing 2 or so bundles of fishes etc. required the labourer to replace 
with a tin meat or fish etc. 
Usually they pre:fetred, imported meat, fish etc. than the fresh 
ones, and foods are· generally taxed about two or more times than the 
normal individual requirement, so that they could return home with a 
little left-over for their families. 
Heavy fines including one or more pigs, keg of beefs etc. were 
often levies from just trivial offences like being late to work, 
answering back the order of the connnittees or otherwise. 
This resulted io many villages being broken up, and one or more 
parties refused to attend village works either blaming sonie social 
trivialities or directly opposing the committees authorities, and 
openly defied unless he was removed they would not work. Others stirred 
up old troubles between kin-groups, between villages, or even the 
faip.iles, or between contingencies. Thus in the first 2 ;years Vailoa, 
Mutiatele, Pue, Samusu, Aufaga, were disunited either amongst themselves 
or with their Faipule. But the worst of all was the disunity between 
the 2 ~leipara contingencies directly involving the 2 faipules, over 
some old titles, which had been placed on someone of one at Lalomanu 
without the information of the other. The two sides engaged in a deadly 
feud of political rivalry, became more elusive to rural matters - least 
of all - attending contingency meetings re-road and health work, -
each side did not 11!a.Ilt to talk or confer with the others- even in matters 
totally outside of their disputeo 
:Meanwhile, with increasing pressure from the J?.W.D towards harassing 
the people to work, added to our ardent desire to accomplish our plans, 








predicament - of meeting them at their 01Nn villages, listening to 
their pleading of woes, with each function solemnly pledged, that the 
other side was the wrong doer, and pressing their own terms - which 
when put to action would always cause inevitable social destruction or 
humiliation to the other. The disruptive elenent rapidly increased 
and intensified, that to satisfy the other would lead to disasters 
With another. 
In consequence each faction, however few in number, and lower in 
social and political standing in their villages, were created to full 
standing working units, having their own right-of-way in conducting 
their own works - and eJq_'.)ressing their own opinions on rural affairs. 
These detached units, headed by lower standing -Matai, who by virtue 
of their sudden promotion to power - entered into a "head-strong" 
competition with their rivalry faction, always willing to work harder 
and in a breathless pace to outstay the other, levied less food taxes, 
and more considerate to individual problems than the full-fledged rural 
member of the village. The interactive mocial forces - indirectly 
reduced the committees to a better understanding of their position. 
other agencies used to booster the morale and keeping the people 
on the road spirit - were the Women's Committees and the religious heads 
in all the villages. Visiting the latter - they were given a "heart--
to-heart" and 11 heart seeking" talks of the Govt. policies, and emphas-
izing the values of the roads to them and their church members - gen-
erally. Immediately the Methodist, the L.M.S. Pastors and Catholic 
heads- took up the scent and connnenced preaching to their people on the 
road work, and even attending their own village works. 
The llomen's Committees on the other hand took up their stand in 
influencing their husbands, and in many villages where the work was 
lagging - the Women's Committ,ee worked shoulder-to-shoulder with their 
husbands - and they were in all cases the best and harde1,:-, workers 
than the men in a bundle. With these turn of events, I was forced to 
spend half the time with the people in the work, particularly those 
villages - whose morale and confidence were continuously under drilling 
' ~::-,. 
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by subversive social forces and approaching the 11bursting 11 point. 
(a) Aleipata Sectional Road-work. 
By April 1953 in spite of the distuptive forces, the Road had 
advanced about J--1- miles North east of the hospital and 1 tz miles South-
west. The latter constituted 3 overlapping points over the old coastal 
track - with about 1 o-15 feet - soap-stony cliffs which had to be hand-
picked and levelled down to track-level at 14-16 ft. width. The progress 
had so impressed the Govt. that, on the 14th April 1953 - a barge was 
despatched with a 5 ton -Bedford-tip-truck, under a foreman and 6 men 
to help w.i. th the supervision of the work and the construction of bridges. 
The arrival of the truck to .Aleipata was one of the greatest days 
in the/cfistrict. Everybody was out in the early morning -women, children-
to whom lIDlUlY had never set eyes on 11 the moving thing11 as they said 
rushing to the· road. The children rushed out of shhool - touching, 
smelling, or climbing the vehicle with keen possessive apprehension, 
creating the worst of nuisances with crying, yelling, and booing in 
imitation of the engine or the horn of the vehicle. It certainly 
marked the last day of the stone-age in the annal of transportation. 
With the Foreman and his.nnn and the help of the truck - the people 
became alive with keen anticipation and confidence that after all the 
"tom-tom" rumours - the~roa.d was at last a positive reality. 
· Up to then the villages were working on competitive bases, in 
which they were measured a length of work - corresponding to the nunber 
of man-power present u-arrying according to the nature of the work. 
This may be the cutting down of big trees to the roots; filling up of 
a gulley hole with stones or, the cutting down of the road through hill 
etc. As soon as they finished their daily allotment they can knock-off; 
provided that they satisfied the hospital pulenuu or the inspecting 
committee of the dayo In this way, they could choose their own time, 




This allowed them time to cut copra, collect bananas, fishing, hunting 
etc. or even attending ceremonial reception to any distinguished visitors 
as per Samoan customs. 
The Foreman - with a high sense of responsibility to his ethical 
obligation, found it hard to "give and takett at such situationo 
They fixed hour of work, and found it hard to comply working in the 
moonlight, or as the people chose. 
For a time the people were rallying -quite well - working 2-3, or 
even 4 days a week with hardly any complaint. But soon the old devil 
of food taxation etc. mounted to terrific proportions, that there was 
no way of evening out with the storemen. Cigarette smoking, local 
tobacco, soap, kerosene etc. for normal requirements, not mentioning 
clothing, foods like sugar, salt etc. were witheld. 
The people hard-pressed economically looked for other sources of 
foods - particularly protein stuffs - meat, fish etc. when time and 
work repeatedly did not permit them adequately to obtain the needed 
money and supplies. However, forced by exasperation some villages 
begged the Foreman for some gelignite, others of the more unruly type 
stole or broke into their tool house and helped themselves. With these 
they exploded in the sea to get fish. Many of these lucky catches 
were ahundantly shared among the whole families - including mothers 
and children. 
As consequences - troubles began. Villag~s who were unfortunate 
in obtaining supplies started "kicking their heels" for favours if not-
they became fussy and kicking up troubles with the foreman and his man, 
demandbg that if other villages had been favoured, they were just as 
much entitled to one. Soon complaints were .being lodged to me for help. 
Some villages picked troubles with the foreman and his man and threatened 
to do them harm. Repeated meetings were called to reconcile the matter, 
but already the hard pressed foreman fearing the mounting tension had 
gone beyond bounds to soothe the people. 
The practice -being rigidly prohibited by law in the Territory, 
was soon being taken up by the police. Within a short time the foreman 






following private inquiries found about 120 others - affecting all the 
villages and from one end to the other of the rural administrationo The 
people became panicked, crowding my house everyday for some way out 
of it. We were in an awful position. To have these people who were 
. . p1'c:,c.c..vi..cl 
mostly chiefs and orators of high standing in the villages~ it meant 
an end to our hopes and plans for our work. With a ·heavy heart, an 
appeal to the Government for leniency earn back 1Vi th a flat 11 sorry'1 • 
As a last resort I made a short survey in a futile hope to obliter-
ate or disprove the constable's report,. But to all our horror there 
were out of 18 villages 406 people were found to have used, touch or ate 
fishes from dynamite explosion, which were against the law. In many 
~illages the collective accounts - outside individual, for the work had 
mounted up to even over £400 in spite of the fact that they were regular-
ly paying them out of copra taxation.- (so many lbs per head), their 
ending rate always outrunning their paying rate. as far back, from 1951. 
Of the 406 people guilty of the offence 95 of them were children 
under 10 years to the toddler age and 69 women, of which some of them 
had breast-fed babies. Reviewing the inevitabilities two renown orators 
were dispoed with our ardent prayers to represent the districts. 
Mr. P. Coleman the present E. Samoa Governor was arranged as our defending 
solicitor. To them I delegated the horrifying picture of the situation 
and the circumstances environmenting the undue actions of the people. 
Hmvever, by God's help - miracles happended where one least 
expected them. Through the ingenuity of Mr. P. Coleman, his tactfulness, 
and the elaboration by the orator, the judge dismissed the cases with 
lilnly small fines for the!a..~1,1,s~, instead of inevitable imprisonment 
' . ' 
that would eventually involve women and children. 
This incidence refastened the fast withering confidence of the 
people to the Government, which in their ignorance thought that their 
alliance in working for the Govt. would exempt them from such capital 
offences. 
(b) Lepa - Leadership. 
By these chaotic experiences the people had learned putting 






ization of a united industrious effort to achieve their obligation to 
their Government, to which they pledged the ms elves. 
By the end of 19.5 3 - 2 birdges had completed to the North Coast 
of the hospital - where the road had extended about 6 miles; and about 
6 miles of rough - unmetal road to Lepa side. 
At this period Lepa village played the lead:ing part as the most 
practicable and hard working leader. Out proportioned by her big share 
of the work, ahd the disapproval of .Aufaga to work in the road 
(19.51 to June 19.53), she was determined "to wean her children11 in the 
hard way. Right from the outset the women and children were working 
shoulder to shoulder with the men at times when the work demanded more 
hands to fill up gulleys, in volcanic crevices at Tinalomu Point. 
The leaders like Palauli were men traditionally pounded to their words 
-whatever the costs. 
With the return of the Foreman and his man to Apia, I was again 
forced to keep the people working in pace with Govt. expectation. 
By June 19.54 - the clearing and rough covering of the road to 
Lepa was completed, and a further supply of two trucks and bulldozer: machine 
were shipped with a Foreman, drivers and mechanics. 
This put morefuel to the fire of enthusiasm among the people. 
Mr. W.G. MacKay Eli.rect.orrof:.fublic W9rks':wpo:iyraa recognised by 
the people as the father of Samoa in the Road Work his understanding 
and tactfulness to the psychology of the people had given much to the 
adjustment of the p@rople, and often gone to great pain and even at 
irersonal risks to plead vtl th the people and helping them with their 
work, and misunderstandings of Govt. policies. Through his unbiased, 
selfless consideration and resourcefulness in the custom and social 
inclinations of the people he patched many social disunities and re-
awakened the people to their responsibilities to their GovernnBnt. 
It was through his wisdom and ability that the 2 Aleipata contingencies 
were reconciled - in 19.53, an incidence which hardly attemptable by 
any European since it involved traditional, and genealogical 11 rights 






patriachal rivalry was similarly negotiated and helped to work in the 
road in 19.54,. 
His full awareness of the people's reserved competitive adaptability 
had encouraged the people to capitalize their efforts at all costs to 
complete the road in spite of 6 hard-riding months of continuous rain 
in 19.54. 
By February 19.54 - the road, with the help of machines had 
completed the difficult passes at Lepa c1nd Vavau and was only a few 
chains from Lotofaga, directed index Mr. F. Wolfe - a hard working, 
soul-driving Foreman. Even working at such great pace the people, in 
spite of great financial costs - held on denerminedly to their work. 
(c) Mr. GoR. Powles, the High Commissioner's visits in 19.52 and 19.54 
had given much to encouraging the districts and people to the work. 
In his former visits at Lepa he was confronted with the Rural Hand W 
Organisation's request for an ambulance for the people to carry their 
patients to the hospital and the supervision of the Health work, in 
the villages. This was granted and duly received in 19.55. 
(d) Sociology. In all these visits including those by the Government 1 s 
high directorating officers, the leaders, following a prior 11:Pow-ow" 
meeting were encouraged to express the constitutional views held and 
crystallized by opinions expressed by the members. All their speeches 
and opinions expressed in these visits, and including all those expressed 
in our official and non-official meetings were recorded in my note-books, 
and I was never without one. lJlfith these notes, analysis of their 
opinions, hm"rever foolish sometimes gave one the best lead - to their 
rate of adaptability and self-adjustments, and often the element of 
disruption - were tracable. Socially - it was the only way of holding 
them 11 dovm to their gunstt, and backing out on their words. 
Psychologically, taking advantages of their extravagant pride 
in self-worshipping, "amr-castle-building11 want of dignity and prestiges, 
we often picijed on the biggest II crooked11 chief or so of high standing, 
who at times or rather tried to·influence the p:iople or otherwise to 






reduced to be more energetic a.nd faithful in pushing the people. When 
events come to the worst - all his words and pledging loyalties etc. 
were turned back to him through the other members, by group-:rrethods. 
ACHIEVEMENTS. 
1. Health 
(a) Hospital - the main Ward Fales - since 19.51 - had been maintained 
in thatches by the people. Pressure to the Government through the 
leaders of the districts - resulted in the building of a new latrine for 
patients in 19.53, and a kitchen in 19.54; a second District Nurse was 
installed 19.54; an assistant local Medical Practitioner commenced work 
in 1954. Enlarged and complete repairs in 1954 of the Dispensary with 
room for cooking etc. for the nurses, beside repairs to the residences 
and general facilities. An installa.tion of a radiophone. Four new 
Fales were being put up by-the 4 districts from March this year for 
the patients. 
(b) Health Work - progressed, in spite of repeated distraction from 
the road work, the work carried by the Women's Committees in line 
Satupaitea was a great advance, to the health of the people generally. 
(c) .&nbulance: With the help of the ambulance provided by the Govern-
ment~ active and constant supervision of the seeds sowed early 19.51-.52 
continuedo 
(d) The people - became more and more conscientious of their respons-
ibility - in maintaining their villages, houses and environ:rrents 
hygienically and sanitarily. They build their own latrines, although 
there are still problems to this respect, they had attained a realiz-
ation of the values to this aspect. 
With the help of the Mr. Bug, Chief Government Health Inspector 
and Sister Monaghan - repeated instructions, cautions etc. were followed 
up last year with legal prosecutions in line with the 19.52 Samoan 
Native Regulation. 
JWr Bug - had much to be complimented in taking the lead in this 
', 
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particular aspect of the work. Through his negotiation and repeated 
harassing of the Government, the Samoan High Court had created their 
District judges to hold health courts in the districts, prosecuted 
by the Health Inspectors or Samoan Medical Practitioners. 
(e) Women's Committees. The co-ordinated work of the Women's Committee 
had been the main fulcrum - in spearheading the health work in all the 
villages; and for the last 3 years they were the "centre of gravitation" 
in the Women development in the whole of Western Samoan. 
In 1954 - N~s Powles, Matron, Miss N. Tamasese of the present 
Fautiia, Princess Salamasina Sister Monaghan, with all representatives 
from all the different health districts paid a visit inspecting all 
the Women's Committee Hospital wards in the villages - their instruments 
and medical facilities, incorporating all the branches of the health work; 
a similar visit was paid to the Rural district by East. Samoan Women 1955-
to study ~nd :ltonk over the works of the Womens s Comrni ttees o 
Pri~ - are given.annually to the best committees as done in 
Satupaitea. 
Through the Women's Committee work the men are all~ving them more 
liberal rights in dictating and formulating health activities in the 
villages. 
(f) Water Supply; An ~leipata Water Supply Scheme was passed 
by the Government in 1953 and is still under survey. 
Water Scheme had been recommended last year. 
2. Welfare and Developments 
Lotofaga 
(a) Agricultural Insepction carried out by Village Committees had 
permitted Banana exports in Lepa 1954 and Lotofaga and also Aleipata. 
The latter had not taken any big drive to that aspects owing to land 
plus over-pppmlation problems. 
(b) A Provincial School was established in Lalomanu 1955 for all 









The competitive spirit of Lotofaga people had resulted in the construction 
of a sub-primary school (1956) 
3. The Hospital Road. The building of this road under the 11 self-
help-first11 Government policy was the greatest experiment in organis-
ation ever experienced by me, and whilst it contributed to the 
"Greatest developmental drive" ever seen in Samoa, the bisection 
afforded in the Samoan Society should enable the reader to 11 rough out 11 
what it left of the old impenetrable culture of the Samoan people, that 
had not been exposed to processing and filtration. 
The OPENING OF TEE HOSPITAL ROAD as the people called it, by 
the Right Honourable Mr. T.L. MacDonald, Minister of Island Territories 
in 19.5.5 marked the "Greatest Day" in the e:xperiences of the writer, as 
organiser and a servant to the people. 
There were 2 RIBBONS - in the opening of tre Road: one in Vaipapa 
about 10 miles inland from Lotofaga - symboliztlWJ the combined efforts 
of the men in the whole of the contingencies in the Rural administr8 tion; 
and the second one was about a i mile from Lotofaga village, symbolized 
the part played by the Women•s Corrnnittees in helping their men-folks 
shoulder-to-shoulder. 
In the forn:er the Road Committees and the Rural Committees were 
lined up behind the ribbon. As soon as the Hon. Minister had alighted 
from the car - a band played "God Save the Queen11 and Samoan Anthem, 
then after shaking hands I handed over the scissors for the ribbon. 
A short prayer of thanksgiving was conducted by an L.M.S Pastor of 
Lotofaga, then as the Minister snipped the ribbon a Salelesi - gave 
the traditional royal call 11tlrI ! \VI! OOn announcing the accomplishment 
of the lldeed of honour", everyone cheered in honour of the J\!Jinister ari.d 
all who were present. 
In second Ribbon the Women were arranged in the same arrangement, 
draped with flowers and customary fashinn. 
Both doors were decorated lavishly with flowers etc. every village 
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.Aleipata in the villages were criss-crossed "With flags, and coconut pial.ms 
planted either side signifying the high traditional respect of the day. 
IvJen and women and children were lined out in their arches to greet 
and congratulate the Hon. Minister and Party for the greatest occasion 
in their history on modern advancement. 
4. Co-operation with the Government. ]In this experiment the people 
through their eJ_ose association with the Government had 11 drilledtt 
themselves to an understanding and appreciation of their duties as a 
family group to their Gover:nment, and became more conscientious and 
participating to help sharing the burden of administ:ea.ting for themselves 
and their own needsa 
Old ties of the political, traditional and social culture had 
been weathered through the storm, and community meetings now had by 
the groupss method, replaced much of the old selfish isolationist, 
distrusts, suspiciousness etc. amongst the people, and becomingly 
realistic, practical and tactical to their own problems. The high 
respect and dignity gained through their achievements had given them 
a great tllift11 in society - that the leaders are being recognized in 
high ceremonial occasions, and political circles of the Samoan society. 
+he Government in recent years had taken advantages of this aspect 
and progress, and had strived to make an object lesson of their work 
to other districts, by encouraging visits e.g. U.N.O and the Hon. 
Minister for Island Territories to visit the district amidst much 
publicity and advertisements so as to encourage other Districts to do 
the same • 
c:'. _,. Local Government Scheme. Under the Local GovernnBnt Scheme, 
advocating Rural District Administrations, and following the aITival 
of the District ambulance in 1955, an application signed by all members 
of the districts was submitted to the Govto petitioning the approval 
of the authorities for the District to undertake local maintenance of 
their vehicle as their fiirst step towards 11 adopting their baby11 in 
looking after their own services. But owing to the absence of the High 




petition was shelved in spite of the eitpressed eagerness of the people 
towards helping the Government. However, last year another move was 
initiated by the leaders of the Lepa, Lotafaga and Fiaataga contingencies 
tov1ards achievement of a local-Government board administration. 
Negotiations between the authorities concerned and the people towards 
the establishment of this major developmental object of the people are 
still being carried on "leaving no stone unturned" in the Governme:rd! s 
effort of acquainting the people with its farsighted plan and policies 
of11 help~g them - helping themselves." 
6. The Tiavea Road, the Northeastern most village of the hospital 
administration, was opened by His Excellency the High Commissioner in 
April 19.56, thus breaking the last tie with primitive time transportationo 
The road bridged a difficult mountainous pass from Amaile village, some 
4'! miles or so through the inland Richardson Road. Recuperation after 
the completing the Mafa Pass Road in 19.5.5 found this one village in an 
awful circumstance with no other villages willing to help them. However, 
they spared no efforts in harnessing every hands on deck to co~plete 
their road. w·omen, men and even their children were forced to work, right 
from the start when they had but only few tools to cut down large land-
slides over the Pass some 4,000 feet or so above sea level. 
With the help of the P.W.D a foreman and a truck completed the 
work, with the help of the peopleo 
7. Economical. 'l'o help the people to realize their needs in 
economics, in industralization, free competitive community enterprizes, 
and above all to obliterate or overide or change many phases of the 
custom and society which retarded this adjustment, a Thrift and Credit 
Society was set up in Tapaga Hospital in 19.53. Today with the Govern-
ment I s recent Policy towards this development two other societies had 
been duly established. Though much slower than would have been expected 
they had made some advance impression on the hosts. It is to be hoped 
that their confidence of the GoYernments in the past will continue on 




1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1952 1953 19.54 1955 
Admissions • 0 ••• 194 169 191 404 359 5.3 4.5 3.9 8.1 
Consultations e • • e e 2585 3583 3994 4125 4361 72.0 96.8 82.6 82 .8 
General Attendance o • e e G 2965 56tr8 6941 7433 5108 82.6 152.6 1h3.7 149.3 
X 8589 1256 878 724 ~}3466 
-l~ 
Yaws Treatments e o o e • 239,4 524.0 3)4. 8 179 .6 
Yaws Personnels ..... 1639 388 288 Li03 ¢149 35.7 10.7 5.9 8.0 
Infectious Diseases ••••• 2607 579 628 742 630 72 .6 15 .6 11.i. 0 14. 9 
Operations (Major and Minor) 225 286 399 649 412 6.a 7.7 8.2 12 .. 4 
Worm Treatments • o • e • 1 781 1267 2071 1436 423 49.,.6 34.2 42 .8 22.4 
Vaccinations •••• 0 -- 289 1140 1327 829 -- 7.7 23.6 26.6 
NOTE; x % Expressed per 100 cases of jaws 
* W.H.O. P • .A.M Campaign treated all cases who had apart from tertiary - secondary 
complaints given histories of Yaws at sometime or other during their life time. 
p Of 149 cases, 93 cases of infective primary stage, 5 of recurrent following first 
survey and 51 cases of hyperkeratosis etc. treated. 
- ' e~'o/ 
Thus of 5042 people examined, 3466 with histories of Yaws at tometime~during their 
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HOSPITAL ROAD. 
11 9 . 
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FIRST TRUCK _J!,T ALEIPATA 19.53. 
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HEALTH FIAG - ALEIPATA RURAL HEALTH DISTRICT. 
L E 'P R - f':) 5 S , U J.. u TO C I R - I~ 5 o . 
HEALTH FLAG - presented to Lepa Women's Committee (l955) and Ulutogia(l956) 
) ,. 
for outstanding works - both in the medical and heal th fields as done 
in Satupaitea. 
The 4 pigeons as in Noah's ark Genesis 8;11 - symbolized 
4 contingency districts which if united - in solving their 
common purposes of Life - will be assured of success. 
The SNAKE - symbblized "Public Health" in its great strive to 
heal and prevent the ills of Man. Act 28:3 & 6. 
RED-CROSS - symbolized - faith in Christ - without work for their 
own health and medical services is hopeless. James Chapter 2~20-
out 
11 
••••••• wilt thou. know, 0 vain man, that faith with"works is 
dead ? 11 11 ••••••••• there came a viper out of the heat and fast 
-ened on his hand •••• :r:~i· ...... ~ .. b1:-t after they had _ lool:ed a while and 
saw no harm .•.• they i::bange their minds. • •• Paul la.id his hands on him 
and healed him , ••• oth11~·s also were hea lea" • 
[. 

















WOMEN'S CO:MMITTEE ULDTCX1IA - winner of the 1956 
Health Flag - for outstanding all-round work in 19560 
They managed - -36 babies, reduced their house index 
from 6.9 to S.3, latrines 1-36 to 1-9 ratio, 
Mosquito larvae index from 1-4 at 10 yds to nil 
Contagious skin diseases from 38.6 1951 to.2.7% 
;,.. ,,..,, .... - ~-yv. - ol.L cJ.,.l,c...,--' i..., c:.o,....,.... ;I(~ 





WOMEN'S COMM:ITTEES - MEDIC.AL AND HEALTH WORKS 1 952 to 1 955. 
I , (l) {/) I 
(l) s:: rl ~ '"d +:> 0 0 
Q) 0) +:> {/) •rl 0 r-1 
(l) ~-i I gfl I +:> .£1 r-1 {/) +:> ff.! ·rl C) 0 0 s:: ff.! (l) 
+:> (l) 0) • 'd •rl H (l) {/) ""' 
0) $-i UJ 
NUMBERS of - •rl [/) HO {/) s:: [/) Q() f:2.. I ~ 0) m ~ m +:> 0 0) 
0) [/) ~ Cl) (l) c<:l • Cl) {/) 0 0 • 
C) {/) +:> 0) {/) 
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·rl (!) Q) (l) "0 ctj m 0 (l) Os (l) (l) (l) 
0 S Os ~ •r-1 (I) .::: 0 s:: rn ..0 +:> Ct-! rn P'.l +:> +:> .£1 +:> 0 +.) +:> +:> 
1 Committees. ~~ :;:I co s:: s:: ~ H (l) s:: co s:: cu +:> ,::: •rl • 0-, 0 0 O+:> H+:> s:: +:> ?·· ~~ H •rl ~ 0) 8 0 ctj U) H q 0 P'.l ~ Hr::1 8 ~ 8 8 (/) ~ 8,c:rJ ·c:tl <tl 
Ea.lomanu 83 69 135 1280 1236 65 57 1960 231 11 92 16 4839 4 112 
Vailoa 54 39 264 897 747 55 37 1869 190 3 44 13 2055 1 49 
Ulutogia 29 36 11 3 363 291 85 31 434 90 10 39 6 1809 1 43 
Satitoa 52 37 135 483 219 68 35 246 162 7 L2 14 3611 1 31 
Malaela 38 30 77 1 91 344 70 30 232 56 - 31.t 6 - 2 43 
Pue 1 9 5 8 10 26 13 4 65 45 1 5 1 - - 1 
Mutiatele 14 32 72 655 426 97 23 116 55 4 34 11 - 1 19 
Saleaaumua 69 57 36 388 136 23 34 252 110 10 85 23 6575 7 81 
Utufaalalafa 12 14 15 87 61 23 71 155 33 - 16 4 - 1 13 
Samusa 49 40 1 9 204 180 38 52 135 75 3 47 15 - - 32 
.Amaile 38 44 56 248 145 89 23 231 122 8 45 11 - 3 71 
Tiavea 71 55 78 526 -263 61 85 455 219 4 63 21 1926 6 57 
Sale8ilaga & Siupapa 47 38 107 181 190 53 76 218 214 4 59 10 1023 6 47 
Vaigalu & Lepa 76 47 356 1737 1251 148 91 1628 399 3 45 7 1158 1 81r 
Aufaga 72 74 201 198 553 38 42 218 178 21 83 18 461 9 9 92 
Vavau 48 43 154 166 206 35 37 525 103 5 55 12 890 6 45 
\ I Lotofaga & Etemuli 64 35 106 444 768 16 45 528 121 9 45 10 1128 2 76 Women's Committee I. 
Lotofaga 48 32 94 259 1 J.+39 52 1 9 216 91 6 22 7 141 7 2 61 Women's Committee II. 
Matatufu 48 20 51 1 91 331 L2 8 124 59 5 16 8 663 1 13 
931 747 2077 8508 8812 1071 800 10307 2653 114 871 213 31 711 54 970 




























Water Supplies and Some Environmental Changes:- (19S6) for S149 of 
Inhabit ants : 
INDICES 
No. of Turellings with Mosquito Larvae within 
- 30 yards •••• 




3.4 (per dwelling) 
S.6 (per inhabitants) 
No. Lavatory (Pit or Sea drop) 1 f>.0 II ti 
No. Kitchens or Cooking houses 404 12. 7 II It 





tt Sea Larval Springs 6(improved & supervised ) 184S f. .(by ·women's Committee by) air 
II Pipes local 
Village Schemes 
" Rivers permanent 
) 
) ?(improved b;\ft inadequate) 164S -good 
2 ( II u Difficulty ) 605 good 
2 villages depended on small old water scheme and sea springs -poor 
His Egcellency the High Commissioner Mr. G.R. Powles (middle) 
with second foreman (right) and writer (left) During his 19S4 






















WOMEN'S COMMITTEE OVAL SAMOAN TYPE F ALE 
,. 
or Fale afolau - no permanent walls - but plaited coconut blinds -
put down as seen in right when hot - or rain. The two ~omen are 
day-shift for any ernergenc~ some one needing medical help. 
Vailoa Maternity Committee - Winner of Maternity Prize 19.56 • 
1x 1 Quack midwife age 68 (19.56) who was converted from witchery 
and came 3rd in Maternity Exam. 
Note: Maternity Ward section on extreme left in Samoan Fale behind. 
The 3 midwives are in gowns and masks. The children are those super-








A SUM-UP ON HTOOIS11 OF coLL-q;CTIVIZATION AND ORGANISATIONS. 
In such situation wher~ public health like all other organized 
activities took the way of a 11 salesman11 or "auctioneer11 it was found 
that the people were not interested in public health, but they were 
concerned when we could demonstrate the benefits which accrued to it 
when certain changes and services had been made. Conseqqently our 
westernized and professionalized 1mind 1 with its cohesive superiority 
sought to secure support for programmes which..ere believed to be 
essential, rather than stimulating individuals and groups to study their 
needs in order that they 'hl.ay decide what they want" to do about them, 
and how they wished to attack them. 
Our people undeveloped and largely ignorant to our western thinking, 
when the benefits.are practically demonstrated, and dramatized through 
acceptable models to their level of understandings, and permitting them 
to do their thinking for them., theyf'll!r.re inclined to accept any solution 
to any existing problewB, provided the solution requires little action 
on their part • Experiences had revealed that it was not the amount 
of teachings that we can teach them what to do, but the amount of tthelp 11 
and "convictions" that we could bestowed and gained, to helt them 
become the people who would know and follow their own solutions of their 
ovm problems. 
A. RECEPTIVE ENVIRONlvJENT. The quiding philosophy as one learned, was 
to create a ngoodwillll atmosphere amongst the people, a susceptible 
climate to reconcile and absorbing their untoward reactiveness to new 
changes, and allowing the setting up of an action pattern for the 
solutions of future problems. The worker in such a category must bind 
hinIBelf to a life of rigid, but sincere and selfless devotion to the 
needs of the people, forget his pain and bound up his weaknesses either 
professionally, socially, physically or otherwise 11give all and take 
nothing from them" even if they offer foods, money or otherwise for 
















/\hopeless cases brought in after the quack's herbs and treatments had 
,f."· 
almost extinguished 11breath of life11 must be met at all costs. 
In the latter, one must try and convince the family that in spite of 
their ignorance, in taking their sick to the quacks and primitive 
herbalism, one must bear up to do the best to treat their patients 
to the last breath. We avoided telling them that nothing can be done 
to restore the patiemi.t I s life - but tried to believe in miracles - as 
they generally do in spititualisms, even under some circumstances 
pretended if all else failed. Many instances of this kind had to be 
met with out showing·. the CP;a.atic upris?'ls fp <?VI' minds, ~l: ~i.1; 0 ~.:,..._.:; A"-. •.1 ·t 
a;-..til11cus-·.a:lf:esn1'"l:-- cl- hte..i-a!"1n.a"" ·II.~ p!i!.ID,:.l.a.~in .h.t HcnYCn,1:>f- u1.fc..c..-r,ous '4-t~f>ct.eth .,. 
. '"E crc..~-.d . · · e 
1 or inst.J.nc:e9.tJ:u.z:n cases ~·a wife of a well-known teacher 28 years 
in a village at Aleipata Hospital District who for more than a year 
refused to build their latrines, and also refused working in the Hospital 
road. She had been through all the quacks and witcherism but nothing 
had effected her condition. 
She complained of hyperemesis at 2 months pregnancy, attended 
with vomiting etc. and also a peculiar delerious fit - yelling etc. 
Phys}cal examination proved no pregnancy present. Fits generally came 
on at night with no warning symptoms. Blood sent to Apia proved 
nothing, and weeks of observation and co;nservati ve a.nd symptomatic 
treatments showed no untoward changes a:t all. After enquiries and 
further examinations, shw was put dew.a as a malingerer. We stopped all 
treatments - and gave a large pill of sodium chloride, and an injection 
of 1cc sterile water in a large bore No. 18 Luer needle in the buttock. 
She was inmiedia.tely cured after 2 injections. The sure was dra.'11.atic and 
the family of the teacher a well known swell-headed agitator - soon 
influenced the whole village to co-operate. '!he real motive - was that 
the husband was running after another woman - and she only developed 
these symptoms when he returned at night to effect sorre gain in his 
sympathy and devotion to her. A private talk to the l}usb~nd -
imagined 
cautioning him of the cause, and informing him that the/ foetus had 
been killed inside strictly witholding the true situation. 
r '.., 










Many similar cases and even emergencies - entitling to major operations 
had been met - but space is limited here to classify the circumstances 
under which we were forced to make the best within our means and 
ability to cater for their needs. 
TEAM WORK: In this rapidly developing age of automation - 11 preventiontt 
and ~cure" are becomi~ more and more operative as separate identitie~, 
as more adjustments are being re-inf orced paralleled to the advance of 
science. In Samoa it is difficult to stress or draw a sharp line sep-
arating prevention from cure. We recognised the importance cf the 
11public11 - part of public health, and learned from the hard-way, that 
our "health" techniques can be used with maximum affect only if the 
public understands our objectives, and is sympathetic with them. 
Team-work therefore is an indispensable tt~et" in the process of 
developing and adjustment of the public towards our aims. In our 
experience it was realized that team-work must be instituted 1 inside-
outward' from the lldrivertt and his immediate staffs, family and all -
to the people. We had to be bound up to an,· "exemplary" life as a . 
."show--boxn to the public, united and enthusiastically devoted to 
"carry through the programme, and techniques involved." The team 
must believe that the kind of game for which it is prganised is worth 
playing.ti Team members co...:operate with the leader when they believe 
it to be in their own best interest to do so. There would be effective 
team work only when the leader can make his objectives and those of the 
followers essentially the same; listened to learn what the followers 
think, and to profit by their ideas, keep an opened mind and personal 
interest to guard and promote their welfare and well-being generally. 
In our work, we hold monthly meetings with our nurses - both of 
the hospital and the district staffs, on the first Sunday of the month, 
we fasted till up to 12 o 1 clock mid-day and then we held a prayer service 
in which we presented our problems, and begged for divine guidance, 
strength, and devotion to our dutieso Each member, is given a turn on 
alternate bases to conduct our services, picking a text from the Bible -
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and practical application to our work, or some untoward experiences. 
vre lunched and dined, and at the close of the day - I conducted our 
last prayer and then commenced our meeting. In the meetings t,hey were 
given to relate any complaints in the work, a personal grudge to some-
one or to myself, my wife or someone else - either a patient <ir anyone 
outside, threatening their well-being. Opinions are expressed freely 
as to the cause, cure or prevention of any undue development detri-
mental both to persons or objectives of the work. In spite of .rigid 
regulations in the Apia Hospital, the nurses seven when there was only 
one in the whole district, and hospital filled to capacity with the 
sick, they were given "free rein11 to enjoy the maximum freedom in the 
work as to enlarge on their commonsense, sense of responsibility, 
prestige and dignity. They were given a weekly day-off and twice monthly, 
week-ends off, My wife as a nurse replaced them when there was no 
one else to resort too Often these week-ends when confronted with some 
sick parents, or close relatives, or shortage of launches - travelling 
to, Savai 1i or other hospital were prolonged to one or more weeks, and 
drawing much to our family upkeep. But usually when returned, their 
sympathy and devotion to the work and aims, became more intensified, 
and, to replace their failures they usually worked harder and possessed 
with an unfathomable sense - of trying to please. They were easily, 
and willingly gave all to the success of the work. 
In 1952 - f oll1m1ing a great shortage of staple foods, taros, bananas 
etc. Aleipata - when even rice, flour were short in the stores - we were 
living with our children and my mother between coconut, or 50/50 coconut 
plus flour homemade breads. My district nurse and staffs - complained 
that I was selfish in keeping only my family, and w..thout a thought for 
them. In spite of my children we were forced to share our Bag of flour 
with the nurses to the last ounce. In the same way two girls in the 
course of our work were found in the 11 farnily-wayt1 a11d were threatened 
by the course of events to commit suicide to escape the disgrace to 
themselves and families. A heart-to-heart talk assured them of 
confidence and hope. Then following up the culprits with the help of 
















their new life with a restored heart. One of them returned and became 
one of the hardest "soul-winning" workers in our District work. 
With Women 1s Committees, and their Team-working units in the villages, 
the same principles must apply - if the.objectives were to be achieved 
successfully. 
Then interests, and confidence in the medical and the leader -
were guarded and nursed to the best of our abilities; their mistakes 
and short comings generally were enlightened confidentially as cir-
cumstances demanded, but by no means - rebuked or made fun of, publicly. 
For the most unimportant and least considered person knows more than any 
anthropologist or otherwise, about the psychology of their people, she 
knows 11Who I s 'Who11 to press her finger on to bring about destruction on 
one I s plan and mutual relationship with the people. Adverse differences 
either of personal between members, or between the committees and the 
people - were delt with - where the medical work Hi.c affected and no 
further. l/Toere the Women's Committee administration of health measures 
had 11 crossed swords11 with the village authoritative dignitary or the 
villa~e-council's justice was determined at all cost with impartiality 
Yfuere the solution showed that the committees held the 11wining cards 11 
the benefits and values of such measures to the Community must be dem-
onstrated or propounded under propaganda through practical channels. 
For example many villagers, at first refused to have their sick ones 
treated by trained Teams, even on minor ailments that required only 
frequent throat-painting, giving benxoin inhalation to the common etc. 
VflLen presented to me, the same girl or member was asked to perform 
the treatment in front of everybody, praising and encouraging the people 
to rec.oghiz,,and respect their own trained workers, and helping them 
with their work., In difficult cases the patients were admitted to 
Hospital where the same team or worker were brought and treated the 













IE.ADERSHIP. In all probability, organized approach is needed to deal 
effectively with complex problems and the diverse population groups 
we meet in our daily work. How best we can influence them to see our 
objectives, convince him to 1 lead 1 himself, his families, his villages, 
or his community towards our goal, rested much on the methods and 
flexible abilities of the 11 doer" himself., 
Bernard gave that 11 leadership11 cal.ls for qualities, including 
vitality and endurance, decisiveness, persuasiveness, responsibility, 
and intellectual capacity. In major developments as in public health, 
the following were recognisedi 
1. Determination of objectives. 
2. The manipulation of the technical means of attaining objectives. 
3. Control of Organisation. 
4. Stimulation of co-ordinated actions. 
1. 1Rfith a low educational status, ignorance, and the complexities 
a 
of the indigenous culture leadership could not be/ "handed -over-in-a-
platen affair, but a means of infusing individual and grouped incentive, 
and initiativeness to participate, and co-operate in achieving our aimso 
Since the Samoan culture and society seek to destroy individual and 
to a large extent free enterptize and competitive leadership, the only 
possibility within our reserved rights - rested in the use of democrati~ 
principles which required the 11 scaling and weathering" of social barriers. 
It demanded an understanding that leads to distinguising between the 
important and the unimportant, those that correlated with Government 
policies and those of primitively fashioned, home-made, short-sighted 
village conceptions; between what would probably succeed and what would 
not; between what would strengthen co-operation, community a~d individual 
interests, and active participation, and what would destroy them. In this 
aspect I could not always force the issues, as a liaison officer to do 
as what the Government dictated, but decisiveness based on public opinions, 
however, incompatible sometimes, was the only way of reaching 11 Achill@!si1 












Under impossible circumstances I was compelled to impersonate myself 
in writing many letters or otherwise, or representations to the High 
Commissioner and Government even in some objectives quite unrelated 
to our objectives. 
Authority in such situation was not an oily substance with which 
the Govt. or some high priest annointed the heads of the J.e aders 
of the villagers, but rather a 11 cloak11 the follmvers clothe their 
leaders. Rulings therefore either from the Governrrent or the community 
leaders depended much on the interests and willingness of the people 
to obey them, and this 11 turning-pointtt entity commended itself deeply 
and truly to the II led" and to the best they knew and felt. In this 
aspect, any policies passed by the leaders involving major physical or 
so, participation I took a ttround up11 before and after conferences to 
learn and educate the minds of the village elders, minor titJ.e holders., 
untitled men, and women 1 s committees, of the benefits and profits that 
would be theirs for the taking when achieved. 
2o Leadership based on technical skill alone does not go lL~quest-
ioned when it meant to manipulate the interest of the people towards the 
objectives. Technical processing involved in our health projectives 
could only be "digestible' to the minds of the people when "chopped-up" 
or channalized1t in such a way that the lowest member of the connnunit;r 
could foresee within a glance the benefits to h±mself, and the recognition 
of his 11 right-of-say11 or participation in its operation. In this way 
the "main sayers11 of the villages were rounded up to smtting-down 
position such as Rural Committees, presidents, and the non-speakers the 
11 rural workers" were encouraged to sub-comntlttees, secretaries etc., 
separate msemtings either within own villages or in the rural arena, 
helped to gauge their interests, and Hoil11 their enthusiastic reserves • 
.A.gricultural,road, sanitary, domestic committees etc. worked very well 
in this way with the political leaders in one end and not in both. On 
the other hand a medical man intended to lead the people must prove 
himself competent to all the medical needs of the people, their 


















assets towards manoeuvring their minds to our aims. 
3. In the control part of Organisations, the leader must realize 
or tttie his finger with a string 11 as a reminder that 11 administration is 
a socipl process" deeply involved in the problems of humanity. Based 
on the general abilities, socially, politically, economically, 
educational status etc. the experience in such situation called one to 
think of the organization chart in terms of the team of people it 
represented, the group of leaders that needed the 11 lmowing-how to go 
about it, 11 the responsibilities they must bear to make them the 
leaders their people wanted to be. 'rhe fall-out of the matai (title 
holders) as social security leaders bf their own people was self 
evident in many villages to be neglected. Where public fund-raising was 
involved as was in Palauli and Satupaitea I kept a direct supervision of 
al.l funds, taught the committees in their responsibilities, keeping their 
books up to date of all the various funds, and making them to check on 
one another to assure honesty amongst the members. Incidences of dis-
honesties amongst the leaders - were paid out of mJr pockets in most cases, 
and the leaders, instead of exposing to the mercy of Samoan custom 
prosecutions were cautioned in a heart-to-heart fashion. In this way 
they became more devoted and conscientious of their responsibility. On 
the other hand the people 1 s distrusts in any money raising activities, 
could not be replaced over night with the issues of receipts or any 
other modern world method. It entitled one to count our every penny 
every time they requested itQ It was a tedious business but one that 
must never be overlooked. 
In August 18, 1950 - £1936. 3. 4. was counted out to the Palauli 
people in a wholesale Confer~nce - outside in the broad day light -
in full view of everybody. By the 21st Aug. 1950 - the fund for 
Electric Scheme had increased to £2696. 10~ 5o 
The people encouraged by this new issue worked long hours cutting 
copra to get their taxes paid up. The Cormnittees proud with the 
confidence of their people in their work - worked Jong hours inspecting 
















4. 'I'he enconragement of co-ordinated action., in community 
collectivizing achievements was an essential step that must be taken, 
but the people unless inspired by "unconscious infusion11 , generally 
resented or even violently rebelled at the idea of being II co-ordinated 
by some one else.n 
In May 1948, · following a 11 hot-on-the-trail 11 drive to get the people 
to obtain fund for their water scheme in Palauli, a well-known speaking 
chief of Vailoa village - reprimanded my action in the meeting. In his 
speech he said - 11 Palauli! 11 (calling on the district and village 
dignitaries)" this village VA.I-LOA means water all over from the 
mountain to the sea" hm1 is it that we are being called upon to produce 
funds for a water scheme when we have many waters in abundance to soothe 
our thirsts and needs·? Are we not being led by youthful adventurousness, 
to such unthough-of venture, when we have our Churches, and other 
achievements long needed our attention?" 
Similar incidences had proved that imported ideas however, important 
in our health programme - must allow time with plenty of public education 
for the people to evaluate and locally cultivate it as to evolve their 
awn planning and free-thinking participation. At such a stage, however, 
boresome, it provided an outlet to mobilize the people to take-in and 
use our ideas as their own for their own planning. Self adjustmsnt and 
adaptability became more easier. Social blockades can then be sealed 
with ease, and energetic mobilization can be accomplished. The leaders 
at this phase were placed at vantage positions where they could best 
domonstrate their abilities to the service of their people. Wach leader 
empowered with dignity in their work was a ttsoul winner11 in co-ordinating 
combined actions of their people to achieve their objectives. 
CULTURE .AJ\TD SOCIETY. Among undeveloped countries such as ours, where 
the inhabitants are still being dictated upon and ruled by "dead people" 
long passed into the graveyards - through traditions, C11'3toms, and 
generalities formulated and patternized under structures, physical 
and social envirornrents of the primitive age, a knowledge and under-
standing of the present standing of ideas, beliefs, morals, laws, language 









a vital asset to the socialization of medicine. Fromthis study one could 
gauge the aptitude of the people to take in modern conceptions into their 
own thinking and reconstruction of life. Invested in this are their 
cherished racial, kin-group, or tribal characteristics which when foster-
nursed to better channels as done in Fagaloa and Satupaitea could be 
quite gruitful. Such a knowledge will enable the operators to domicile 
or traditionalize technical problems in our objectives to fit in with 
the peoples social environment. 
Planning of programmes involving technical processes of Western 
origin could be of great success when made in the Hght of an under-
standing of the local culture code. 
But it was the "carrying through11 part of all planning that 
created the most obstacles, when brought to 11 teeth and nailsn with 
the traditiono-socio-economical factors as follows:-
1. Scope of Village Planning, however, elaborately based on this 
factor, and energetically carried out at the beginning the endogenous 
and exogenous interactions evolved in many cases seek to destroy it in 
the end - without even a practical realization of the benefits involved. 
Within the villages frequent programmes of common interest are 
still being carried out, weekly or monthly, off and on wlth inspections 
of planting say 200 or more taro tops and 10 or more banana per Matai 
or even the taulelea to plant vvi. th weekly visits by the appointed 
co:mmittes to see that they were being done; others initiated money-
crop monopoly; night curfew to reduce delinquency etc. or, enforcing 
subscription for the building of churches, schools etc. In all these 
the failures of a chief, orator, taulelea or family groups to do their 
shares, planting taros or bananas; providing foods and other generalities 
for the committees or village elders holding a talking session in their 
houses that day or the inability to pay traditional rights of respect 
and allegiance in foods, fine mats etc. of a'newly arrival from a 
visit to other localities - whether he be a chief returning from a 
marriage ceremony a faipule from an official visit; or due to a dishonesty 
of some elders over church moneys or other enterprises quite unrelated to 























under current jealousies, disunities and prejudicial ruin to all 
acitivities, community projects and achievemen-l;s, 
These extrinsic social facets of Samoan culture had been the main 
disabling forces in community socialization and collectivization. 
It disabled Samoan leadership - amongst Samoan in the villages; ruined 
many public servants, with dishonesties in serving their obligations, 
Samoan initiations, in free enterprizing commercialisms, etc. 
and preventing even our Samoan Je aders to execute the 11 public 11 leader-
ship demanded of them in entertaining their own communities with the 
aims and principles of governing our people. 
2. TilE ORDEALS OF THE DRIVER. This situation can only be resolved 
. in the light of present understariding by an advance in education and a 
competitive participation to modern international industrialization. 
But as it stood, the solution entitling the leadership of a chief, orator 
or untitled individual - whether they be civil servants, Pulenuu, Faipule, 
Member of the Legislative Council, demanded that he should always 
"give, give, give first" the requisite reciprocals of traditional 
reverences of food, tapas, fine mats moneys, etc for the customary 
rights to speak for, to be led to, or to be respected as leader for 
any movements, requiring the practical participation of the people. 
Such were the inevitable prices that discouraged many energetic patriotic 
attempts by the leaders in the role of collectivization. 
In our experiences of Public Health and Welfare Organization, in 
spite of our meagre income we had to be taxed, fined, or subscribed -
first arid foremost for all community, social and economic untlertakings 
contributable towards enticing the people to our objectives. 
In Satupaitea and Palauli for taxes and subscriptions etc. for 
pipes, electric schemes and schools we paid £97.6.10 in the 4 years, 
and this was outside of entertainments of high Official, High Commissioners 
visits, Medical Officials - frequent meetings with various committeies 
in the hospital, church offerings, "good sama.ritan offeringsn for the 


























In Aleipata the tolls were even greater and right to the time 
leaving for N.Z. we had to pay £124. 2. 6 for back debts incurred in 
the same way as far back as 1953. 
With increasing activities of the people necessitating closer colla-
boration with the Government for more official visits by the concerned 
authorities were encouraged towards the interpretation generally of 
Govt. objectives and general policies. To avoid the boredom and 
discouragement of the people over repeated extravagant ;food taxations; 
the untoward socio-economic disruptive sequences,the incompatibility 
of village ill-timing and ill-staged programmes to Government expect-
ations, we shouldered the major economic burden of the 11 giving" part 
of planning and they the 11 taking 11 part on the few allottments or 
returns afforded by the guests. Of the 6 years that passed we enter-
tained and received 256 visitors - this included Government Officials, 
nQn-official recuperation, sight-seeing visitors and highly respected 
national guests. These became frequent wj_th the opening of the new 
road, which, with Aleipata 1 s natural tropical beauteous sceneries 
created a weekend retreat for overseas visitors, govermrent officials, 
and other pub lie figures general J:y-. 
3. THE 11 CLOAK AND DAGGER.11 On the other hand, Samoan leaders, operators 
or transporters of government policies and objectives to the people 
could not positively fulfil their obligations whilst fully immersed 
in the Srunoan culture and social communal pattern. In the role of 
administration and propagation of Government policies one had to dis-
sociate himself from bis patriachal, group communalism circle and 
become a partial or fully and abstracted foreign agent for the Govern-
ment to the people. Should the two be allowed to go "hand-in-handll 
betrayal of the government was the usual result in most cases, For the 
tradi ti onal-s ocio-kin-group, moral laws demanded that you are inspecting 
villages for latrines. One must only fine or impose punishment to all 
those that have no kin-group connection with you; free medication to 
one's kin-groups whilst others had to pay strictly for theirs. All 









effective. only to the other people whilst yours - enjoyed the maximum 
freedom and immunity to everything that goes on 11 in and around" the work; 
that when they asked for a ttfaalavelave11 (a marriage; after death 
traditional rights and tribut.ary celebration) one must give more than 
the people living in the families irrespective of whether one I s earning 
is beyond or below the requeirmants! - of which, the latter happened 
in most cases. 
To keep abreast of their social inferences one must create a 
'boundary' between legal responsibilities, professional and ethical 
obligations, and the repulsive elements of kin-groups and Samoan 
society in such an unconscious progressive and infusive way so that 
he would not be isolated for the interest of European and Western 
societies - rather than Samoan. .At the same time he would be rigidly 
living true to a 11writing on the wall" maxim that the success or failure 
to his objectives depended much on the "exemplified life" - "the stage 
setting" phenomenon which he had to work from I inside-outward' from 
himself, his people, to the people generally in the community. 
This aspect of the work became a critically important issue in 
Aleipata where my parental descendants had intimate connections with 
3 of the rural villages. In harnessing them to our aims - frequent 
family meetings and closer association through church and prayers, 
medical attendance to their sick ones, self-giving responses to their 
needs generally, with frequent talks of our works, duties and oblig-
ations- with biblical texts elaborating on the objectives of public 
health etc. impartial justice on all matters requiring our help, 
depending on our mean income, refusing any returns where our efforts 
and collatoration had been given in family affairs. 
This created a receptively sympathetic attitude to our aims 
beside a common understanding, and unbiased common-sense justice -
where family social responsibilities 11 stopped11 and our legal respons-
ibilities 11began11 • 
Thus in our public health administration any mother who was allowed 
to stay in one of the villages was fined twice - once on a breach of 












conviction, and the other for failing to allow my step-sister to 
attend school inspection schedules as directed by the presidents. In 
our inspections of the villages I was always more stricter in fines 
involving my ~~n relatives - during our Women's Committee health 
Court hearings following every quarterly inspection. In the beginning 
I had to pay some of the fines myself - in an 11 unc1.er the counter" way 
to convince ou-i:- own kin and kith that we carry no distinctions in our 
objectives. In some cases I had to contribute in the buildings of 
latrines and in such a way that they would realize our responsibilities 
and become more energetic and often carried undercurrent propaganda 
activities to persuade their neighbours and villages to help themselves. 
4. THE SOCIO-ECONOMICAL ENVIRONMENT. On the economic aspect of 
community reconstruction, economic participation should be decisively 
based below the minimum voluntary paying ability of the people, whilst 
enthusiastically cultivating channels to in~rease prosperity and earning 
power of people which varied mnv.~nsely with the socio-political competency 
of each village or communityo Certain people, or com.munity leadership 
depended more on their word power than their physical,economical 
capabilities. . The more practical leadership as demonstrated by the 
Palauli people, Lepa and Lotofaga could preserved their 11yes of no" 
in matter of community participation, and possessing both factors. 
The exoeriment carried out in Savai'i in which the 2 nolitical districts 
~ . 
were placed on a breathless 11head-off 11 , 11 head-long 11 competitive enter-
prizing race, could be employed with nursing care of the weaker one 
and a cultivated 1 push 1 on the stronger one. 
In .Aleipata, a similar situation was encountered in Local Govern-
ment scheming last year, where after a universal agreement of the 4 
contingencies, the Tafau contingency 11 dropped out" in after all the 
11yes,yes11 in the preparatory stage, and repeated pleadings of the 
other 3 districts - the socio-economic factors had taken a bigger 





















5 o THE TRADITIONAL CODE 
The traditional factor should not by all means be overlooked in 
the organisation of any community in Samoa. The ruling power of 11 matai 11 
<::: .r,.~,;<_<!:_"' 
in the villages is !derived from their traditional, patriarchal ascendipg 
~l 
earned through valour, or otherwise in inter-tribal wars through gener-
ations, and is a selfishly guarded heritage in Samoan life and society. 
The traditional leaders however, they may be reduced temporary by 
inability or otherwise to maintain their positions in society, they could 
be the most destructive forces, when left out from the planners role 
in community enterprises. They are naturally jealous of their traditional 
rights and monppoly, and to disregard them- means inviting them to sub-
versive activities which spelled ruin to many community free-for-all 
objective scheminge 
In our work consulting their opinions was maintained as a priority 
before any matter of major achievement was formulated. We invited 
and encouraged their participation in the "processing" in the roles of 
ttadvisors and assessors" in all our plans - as was in Palauli. 'Vfuere 
they sought help either in the medical field or otherwise we gave them 
willingly within our means and sincerity. 
One must not be misled by 11 face values" obtained from the extra-
vagant, flowery oration of the liaison orator which 5 times out of 8-
take the way of an "empty" drum that makes most sound - but little in the 
11 doing 11 part; the traditional ruler in session, may not speak at all, 
but in matters of major issues, he reserved the last and final say in 
most matters" 
GROUP PSYCH©LCGY 
The urge of necessities in achieving our objectives had been the 
motive force of seeking other ways of overiding and obliterating the 
overwhelming forces of ignorance and apathy, beside the culture model 
of our people and all it involved. Whilst democratic ruling seek to 
unlock the innermost chambers of personal feelings which are the essences 
of individual free-thinking enterprises, our custom and local prejudices 









1 ~.1 • 
Attempts had been made by the local M .. L .. .A and the remaining 3 
districts at competitive "channelization" in the light of the latters 
unanimous response - along lines of the Rural Health Organisation, 
but the Government apparently preferred to allow time for the lacking 
party to associate themselves (with plenty) with the ideas and the 
profits derived thereof - before it made the decisive move. Similar 
incidences in Samoa - showed that the planner and organizer must enlarge 
on tl~se factors - if organisation and maintenance thereof are there 
to stay. 
Physical, racial and tribal inherent inclinations and character-
istics could be similarly harnessed as a prolific media of public 
education, and participation - as was in Fagaloa and Satupaitea, where 
games and sports, music could be cultivated with certain reservations 
of the social environments and socio-economic elements in the culture 
model of the community. 
Since our programme required not only community participation, 
but individual independence in carrying out anti measures against 
diseases both to himself first and then the people around him, group 
psychology in its general term has been resorted to, to breach this 
inviolate privacy and manoeuvered to lay it open. This was particularly 
useful in Aleipata where traditional ties were constant menance in 
incorporating the help and participation of the people. In this aspect 
I could not be far wrong in saying that I unconsciously regarded every 
matai, famiihyy- and village leaders as ttcongenitally ill"minded towards 
the Government, our health problem and aims of helping them, ill-minded 
to their own people and even to themselves. 
Psycho-analysis and group therapy was used to foster the tttrans-
ference" of public education to enable them to see their failures as 
public, family and individual leaders, and encouraging them to under-
stand Government policies as their direct concerns for their community. 
Free discussions on all matters of community interest were encour-
aged in all circles to familiarize the people with the benefits of our 
objectives, and the contributions they had to face up to. Opinions for 
and against, either expressed in the village councils, on the road 
















the High Commissioner were taken down in note-books and analysed. 
This gave one a better measure of public opinion, and often indicated 
unpredictable disasters. Correspondence to and from the High Commissioner 
or other authorities addressed to me wer.G translated and re-addressed 
to the Faipule, chiefs and orators, in such a way as to make them felt 
that their opinions were greatly cherished by the authority concerned. 
On the other hand it enlightened them with pride to feel that the High 
1;-.,,,2 7-,.;-;. '~ e.-,~"t f',f . 
Comrnittioner was addressing and encouraging each of them toward their 
/\ 
responsibilities - instead of trreough me. On major issues - Government 
policies were demonstrated in a drawing of graft - and then allowed 
everyone to have their say with the Faipules or myself elaborating on 
any points which were not clear to them. In this way they cure one 
another of selfishness, ignorance, self-centredness. 



















RELIGION AND DIVINE HELP 
Like many other countries in the Pacific, missionaries and religion 
were the first in the field of socialization and had been the main 
11 spear-heads" of westernization. 
In this way their part as social leaders in villages an:l. communities 
had made them a formidible outlet of propagation, which, when cultivated 
to better relationship and fellowship could be very helpful. 
In the last two rural districts we sought their help and 1ll1der-
standing to play a vital part ih our work. 
In the hospital and all community activities religious freedom 
had been encouraged and maintained throughout. 1~11 church leaders 
whether L.M.S. Pastors, Catholic, Methodist or otherwise were acquainted 
!l 
with our plans and work. Where village disunities arose from political 
differences of the leaders - the missionary house and premises 
were the only place of 11 no;, man I s land11 to bring the various factions 
to a meeting for compromises, or some community understanding towards 
reconciliationo 
In matters of community interest the leaders in their elevated 
position nearly always sought the advice of their religious leaders, 
and when found unfavourable they often sought to avoid such issues. 
By acquainting the church authorities in the villages with our problems 
their advice and conviction were most fruitful and often :i.Jmparted these 
either through their church sermons or otherwise to their villages • 
In this way one is assured of the 11pulls and pushes11 in approaching 
the people both from the II front and the back11 doors . In Vailoa in 
Aleipata for three years the village was divided into two factions -
tbrough this outlet the people carried out our programme in such a 
competitive way with each side trying to outrun the other, that while 
they were against one another's neck we were gaining gro'\.ll!1rls in every 
phase of the work. 
The same thing worked out with political disunities in Gataivai, 
Gautavai, Satupaitea and Sili in Savai'i, in Samusu, Tiavea, Mutiatele, 
Satitoa, Saleaaumua in Aleipata, Lepa, Vavau, Aufaga, and Lotofaga and 
















discouragement or trouble-bre-wing was in the air - they took to the road 
work themselves and often attacked the disruptive elements in their 
villagew voluntarily from the pulpit t otherv"rise. 
In September 1954 for a whole week we tried to mould a muddy hill 
about 100 feet high amidst pouring rain day and night - to pull up a 
Public Works Department bulldozer. To mould the hill in such a place 
and weather created some troubles, as more men became sick and dis-
couraged with repeated exposure to rain and the sloppy knee-high marsh. 
The people threatened to turn against the foreman and his man and even 
to myself. However, the Pastor foreseeing troubles went to the work 
that day,and every available women, children were "called to arms" 
to .help with the work. Through the presence and encouragement of the 
missionary the people strained every ounce of energy for the final 
assault and, by 2.15 a.m. at night the hill was completed and the 
machine 't/lJ"as set free to help with the work. Many similar incidences 
proved the importance of the valuable help by religious leaders, part-
icularly of the L.M.S and Catholic in the communities and to our work. 
In the field of sanitation they had the cleanest premises, better 
latrines and besides their active participation in convincing their 
people to serve our purposes. 
Their help was not limited to physical and social issues. When 
the toll became overv"lhelming in major issues I sought out their advice 
and help in prayers, for divine guidance and strengtho 
' In all that I learned in life, my ijrandfather a fervent leader 
of the London Missionary Church had given me - put one most invaluable 
asset to which in my housss of utter misery, painful boredom and 
doomed dispair, became my only redeemer, and resuscitating refuge, -
was the help of pleading prayers. How faith had wrought success and 
miracles in the f:.fF&ee.: of impossibilities is beyond my word power to 
say. 
Early in life I was forced to a rigid morning and evening routine 
outings of prayers in the bush in the Saanapu village, which I did not 
at the time understo.Dd its meaning. 
In one of these outings a heavy rain in a whirl-wind like manner 



















stopped in his track, looked up and with an upraised hand to the 
sky he called - "in the lilame of the Almighty God I command you rain to 
stop, henceforth" the rain immediately disappeared like someone ltpulling 
a sheet of blackness up to the sky11 His greatest lesson was that if 
one should put God before one's mind and work one would succeed in life. 
His mind was ever towards helping his people, and the people to this 
day had sought to remember him by having his remains buried in their 
present new temple. 
In all my work the vision of this incidence at my darkest hour 
of dispair - had been the main revival factor and I was like being 
driven by some unforeseable force to help the miseries and ignorance 
of our people, In the _!£'a-a:e of dispair and. extremities, when all 
that I learned in the medical profession and modern knowledge had 
failed to bring about results I took to my knees in fasting prayers. 
Many patients either undergoing major operations - or otherwise in 
our experiences had been brought to life through phayers; missionaries 
of all faiths were always allowed to say a word of prayer before every 
major operation and other activities. In this way the religious leaders 
were touched in both ways to help us. Iif.iajor problems in the pro'Jess of 
organisation - in many cases were 'passed on to the church leaders for 
their prayers and advice. 
From this early teaching I sought to glorify the God of help 
in putting Him before our work in the service of my country and humanity-
Psalms 23, 127 and 133 • 
11 'I'he Lord is my shepherd; • • • • He make th • . . . . le ade:bh •••.. 
restoreth •.•• ~ in the paths of righteousness, •..•• through the valley 
of the shadow of death . • . • fear no evil, • . • . • thy rod and thw,;staff ••• 
they comfort ••••• preparest a table ••• in the presence of .••. enemies. 
Except the Lord build the 1house I they labour in vain those that 
build it ••..•. Behold how good, •••• pleasant, ... , . brethren, to dwell 
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